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PREFACE

As is often the case for many demonstration and training

projects, the genesi,s of the work described in this report goes
back many yeact - 1968 tb be specific.

I had a long- standing

professional interest in alcoholism and had concluded that to

-significantly affect the typical course followgd by many alco-

holics, the non-specialiied
alcoholism caregivers had to be in-

4

volved. The internist and general practitioner, the clergy, the

rehabilitation counSelor, the caseWorker, and other professionals
find themselves In frequent contact with the alcoholic and his or
her family. It is often not skill which they lack but comfort in
their role, and some help in clarifying the function of alcohol
in our society and the attitudes toward it. As the Executive Vice
President of a large metropolitan voluntary health and welfare
planning council (1 assumed the post in late 1967),

I was then
and remain in regular contact with a substantial segment of the

voluntary'hu-man services system. 1 tested out my ideas about the
need to involve social workers, whose case load included alcoholics
and their families, with tfie executives of several family services
agencies. They liked it so then data was collected on their case-
load' for several weeks and it was determined that 10-12 percent
of their clients were indeed alcoholics or spouses of alcoholics.
I then 'contacted the National Center on'Alcoholism (now the National

' Institute of Alcohol Abuse and AlcoholisT) and they too were in-
-Aterested. A -gr'ant proposal was written and eventually approved
but for training,. not for research as was originally proposed.

Since funds were short,, we found ourselves in the position of

r.



being approved but not supported. When funds did become 64all-

able two years later, they were at an amount equal to only half

that originally requested\ less inflation...

Despite this ditappointment, the project went ahead at the

reduced level. The training team was hired on a contract basis' as

planned. The evaluation and management team also was hired direct-

ly as planned. As principal investigator, rparticipated regu-
.

larly in all of the project's policy and programmatic discussi

making ultimate decisions only if consensus as )hot acereved. The

derails of both the training and evalua on were lass ned as above.
ft

Similarly, the following report is that of the research team,

Herbert and Mile Hoffman. I made no substantive !x es in my
n),

editing of it. I feel that they did an outstanding'`' ob and that,

as, a training evaluation report, it is of a superior leyel,

This is not to say that all participants in the project were

always in agreement. The structure had some built-in tension po-

tential and at times it surfaced. In particular, the training

group was not always organized to facilitate effective monitoring

and evaluation, and countless meetings failed to fully correct

this problem. Yet, this permitted maximum critical freedom, an

advantage seldom available. It is true that if the trainers had

also been hired as staff of the project, rather than being con--

tracted, that communication might have been facilitated and organi-

zation and schedules more faithfully followed. However, then we

wou -lld have created a fundamental 'conflict of interest. HoW do

you evaluate yourself? Thus, the existential choice in such ex-

periment control and conflict of interest, or no control and no

conflict of interest. Looking back, I would have made the same

-
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choice' Dr. Hoffm id have done it differently as he,will
Vfe-t'yOu 1 r, in the report.

-In an expert ent involving the participants of seven indepen-
ations - t4IAA, Family. Service AssocLation of Greater

Idge Family and 'Children's
Service, Family Counseling

Family. Counseling Services, Inc. (Region West),

thejos,o,,,,,:Fam,ily-Institute and the then United -Community Services
of Me itan Boston (now United Comm ity Planning COrporation)

icatiOnS are ineVitab.l.e. I

-4k.

-Os case, they were all
surmoaable os t appreciative to all who participated.

Complete cooperation We could not nave suc-
mpleted this experiment in training social workers em-

ployed by family agencies..

-

Harold W. Demone, Jr., Ph.D.
Executive Vice President
United Community Planning

Corporation
and Principal Investigator for .

Alcoholism: An Evatuation'of
Intervention Strategy in
Family Agencies

December 13,, 1974



INTRODUCTION

The Task Force on Nltohot and Health reported in 1971

(First Special Report on Alcohol and Healthi 197L) that

alcohol is the most abused drug 4n the United States and that

the dimensions of the alcohol problem continue to increase.

Evidence gathered in the three years since this report was

issued continues to emphasize the findings of the Task Force.

Thus, a 1974 NIAAA draft working paper (From-Program to Person,

1974) saw fit to reiterate the observations of the 1971 Task

Force report:

"Alcohol is the most over used drug in the
United States with nine million alcoholic
Americans -- seven percent of the adult
population; alcohol is related to half
the traffic fatalities and over forty'
percent of all:son-traffic arrests; alcohol
use and' alcohol drain the economy-of an
estimated $15 billion a year; alcoholism
is at epidemic level among American Indians,
at least, twice the national average, with
rates as high as 25 to 50 percent on some

'reservations (p. 2)."

Leaders In thefield of alcoholism estimate\that during

the next decade even the most vigorous program proposals address-'

ing the problem of alcoholism will. not b'gin to close the gap

. between needs and. resources: NIAAA (From Program to Person,

1974) estimates that "probably fewer than 10 percent of the

nation's alcoholic people are receiving the Ariatment they need

(p. 5)." Currently, the deR4nd for aldohol treatment services

- iv -



already exceeds the capacities of available specialized it.

facilit(s. This Is due in part to the increased numbers

of alcoholic clients and, at least par ally, it Is due to

the "revolving door" phenomenon. That is, specialized

ities tend to concentrate their treatment efforts-on the

alleviation of the presenting or obvious symptoms ofalcoho-

lism, while the broader social aspects of the alcoholic's

being are often set aside and/or ignored. This view is'

emphasized in From Program to Person (1974).

"...It is not sufficient to deal with one
person alone. HIS problems,do not exist
in isolation. They affect, his associates,
family, and community, and they in turn
impinge upon him in important ways. Any
effort to rectify one person's pain
without taking into account those who are
a.round4him is likely to be ineffectual
because they, too, are worthy,of support,
and respond up to their best capacities and
qualities only when they are'stimulated to
do so (p. 34)."

Returning the sobered and/or rehabilitated alcohol abuser

to his family, job, community or other social system without

having made an attempt to change those factors within the

broader social structure that contribdte to the alcoholic per7

sons' problems, frequently means returning the client to

situations which promote-regression relapse or renewed alcohol

abuse behailor.

1. Specralized facilities in this context refers to
facilities which are specifically geared to treatment
of alcohol symptomOlogy and complications.thereof,
e.g., hospitals for alcohol abtsers, detoxifiCation
.centers, alcoholism clinics.



Frequently the narrowed concentration of specialized

facilities is due to their. lack of resources pecessary for the

treatment of the alcoholic individual as-an integral part of

a larger social system; other times it is due to exclusive.

adoption of treatment models specifically designed for and

functional with one type of,alcohol abuser, e.g., homeless

alcoholic.

Examining the different types facilities and their

success in treatment of alcoholics, Pattison (1973) concluded

that no one facility can provide a program that will meet the

needs of all -alcoholic sub-populations. In the planoting and

implementation of comprehensive community alcoholism programs

there is a need lor multiple treatment aoproacKes which

"should-be construed as complimentary facilities serving

particular population needs (p. 227)." Thus, during th*e

most recent years, an impetus has been created to stimulate

and coordinate a wide range of treatment facilities serving

alcoholic persons and their families. Among many of these

resources, community based generic facilities, such as family

service agencies, appear especially well suited to komote

treatment approaches emphasizing ecologically evolved.supptrts.

Generic facilities in this context refers to those
facilities that have no specIaltZed concentration on
any one problemed population and/or symptomology, e.g.,
general hospitals, family service agencies. Generic
agencies therefore treat a broad spectrum of problems
Or disfunctions.

O
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They are geared not only toalleviation of a presenting

problem, but to maintaining the more functional behaviors by

simultaneous treatment of and consultation with environmental

factors., e.g:, spouses, parents, friends, which Oused and/or

supported the disabling behavior. in this manner it is

believed that the family service agencies have the potential.
a

for influencing the social system of the alcoholic in such

way that it no longer supports his/her abuse of alcohol.

The focus-onfocus on family agencies' treatment of alcohol

related problems from a n ecological point of'vley was supported

by T. Plaut (1967) in "Alcoholism: A Report to the Nation",-.

as he pointed out that the programs of family agencies such

as casework 4ndfamilly counseling seem to be well suited to

alcohol, reha bilitation. M. Bailey (1973) also supported this

view as she observed that, "family agencies are more 1 ikel"

to think in-terms of -the total family, including the child and

interaction among members (p. 25)."

Other authors dealing with treatment of alcoholism have

supported the view that some of the most functional treatment

modalities for alcohol problemed persons, such as casework,

group therapy and family therapy, are most easily adaptable to

and frequently used in family agency settings. Fox (1969)

endorsing group therapy as one of the most successful tefhn

ques in the treatment of alcoholism, felt that-thegretv141 of

this therapy were best used in conjunction with aids such as

11



family treatment. Langsley, Pittman, Wachotca and Flomenhaft:

(1968) in evaluating family crisis therapy 6 monthssafter

termination concluded that for some alcoholic patients

14.
family crisis therapy. couldbe as effective as hospitalization.

Lewet:and Bowers' (1969),tw,theiT evaluation of

shori'term family therapy aimed at,.exposing the cause(S) of

alcoholism as well as.alleviating-l'he symptoms for alcoholics,

concluded that family therapy is tot only a workable ,arrange

ment for treatmeneof drinking behavior, but that it'also

contributes to the patient's adjustment in areas of employment.

and AA.attendance.
9.

Strach and DutOw.undated found. they

achieved superior results in treatment of alcoholic persons

when the spouse was involved in the treatment. Boswell and

Wright (1973), in discussing a family intervention technique

in the treatment of alcoholism poin't.out that, "The need to

treat the entire family, or system, when one Individual is

having symptoms, is essential (p. 2)."

It app/ars evidenti therefore, that to a large exten4 the' ,

problem of alcohol abuse I influenced by the behaVior of

certain key persons living- close to the one WIth the drinking

problem, especially in family situations.

3. Al-Anon, an outgrowth of AA, was founded Ln the
. recognition that alcoholism is a family disease
requiring the involvement offthe entir faVily for
successful treatment."

°
.1.. of ,r4r.
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with adverse reconceeptons, rooted in the cultural factors

mentioned aboVeY Data substaptiating these conditions 'as

we') as providing information regarding numbers and types of,
0

problem""driOking cases ,carrie4pwere gathered in a survey of

casewOrkerhi in fil/evfamily agencies conducted by United

Community 14,e rvices of 'Metropolitan Doston (UCr in 1969.

Caload questionnaires were returned b '99 (8.5%4 of

/ the caseworkers employid intthe surveyed ag ncies. These

caeworkers,i'eported..that theywere handling in all 2,205

cases. Of this. fotal caseloaT,---ihe 'casewor'kers repOrted 921

cases' (14.6%1 in which drinking was a problem.

The. "drinktng cases" broke down as follows:.

(a). 01'05 Cases (32.7%) the drinker was the
'primary client. This represented 4.8%
of the 2,205 tstai case' load.

(b) In 201 'cases (65'.7%) a member of the family
other than the drinker was the primary Went.
This represented 9.6% of the total cavdload.

(c) 'flin913 cases (30,5%) drinking was reported to
.be,a major problem-. This represented 4,4%
of the total caseload.

Twel,ve-rof the,99 responding caseworkers (12%) stated

that they had some kind of special training tollelp them in

11.11ciling the,client-with an alcohol problem:- The'trainIng

described by: the caseworkers consisted of previous clinical

rieitice IA an alcohol clin c, special' seminars, lectures,

ndanc9 at spec al train, g institutes, ,;and'research in

' ilcohor problems.

. .

15
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a 6
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'w A ... I
1 .

,.. 9 ....,.
, .PARf(CIPAT.I,h1GAGENC,ItS .. . e ,,

a .. U i
.. '

4 1 4 .. 4 .. kt P, . I
' ...".

S . . 1 V . ..?. .4 , .' t, 0, , % /. ... . . . 0
a A'.t.:*. p1:44. . : .4

. . . . .
*9

. :'.. */ 4rCT ' 0%, .... . 1 . 'I . .. j I I; e 4, ' ,s,,, 6
'6.1

6, ,. 66,, .... 4 4 II

The fbur fam11"y agencies-'14n..Voived .tn thp !b,r4),11,0t'. present

M

4,1

a

. . ... \ .,, ... .

,therliseles to the public in a very stroller -nianniro 1%Thier:
.:6 j 0 1); ..1 .,

prime i pal' services Are usual ly described 'aS' counsel', ng,O4 Ofseq.%, , .
...

6

4 0 . \ % .' 4 g ,.,
.

A .. .vAl r k and are ava I lab) e Qto families i or. individuals who suffer .':'.., ',1,:',
. . .

. , . - . . .

fe'oc! a ,bread range of,dIfticulttes in dailj,.1 Niing.'. A p.Artjat ..

, . .
. ... ,

.. .

, -
. . ..

. .
...,

.listing' of the problem areas In which ihese:aion,cle's'are. 'abl:e ''°

, 4, . .,. .:. ,,!,1,
,

. . . % ,.. ,..

to deal with expertise in.cruifes,marrias'e, .prerm:arriage,:paren
, . , - . .- . .

chi 4:d re lati.onsh 1 pt, ,Other :1 hier&pereonia. re tat4dkr., ..,'..i4.01escende ''...T.',.. .:

..,.., .... .
, .

.

. d0 r h '.344stmint..,' money ManAg06ent gird mimed". perenttea
& .

...,
j v

V 4 4 b i; ..
4

,
e 4.

" *Each ,agen-cy.serifee- a g+Taph it a eel which varies fitom a:/,
v 0,,

.
:.

, .

-.
's-rngle ..dIty of appro)i+mately 104(004 to 4bSelOdeflned' areas

, ,

with populations 10n .eXteis of 1000,04)0' people. .-A number of
.

.

6° :;. 4,

the family branch offices serve berlapping populatiOn
2.

areas. In no Instance 'does any agenby'ilave a true exclusivity

in a manner similar to coimuAlty mentaltealth centers white
1 ,

eligibility Or and services In a particular 'center are based
. ,

.tr '
.on residence in the catchment,a7reaf:'

The four agencies deliver direct services from 16 Separate

locatiblii:. Two agencies operate. In Six .(6) locations each, one

agency has three, (3) sand the agency kerVIng a single city has

one loCatron. The two largest ,agencies

'3O
are, located

".

less than a
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.77.."
st.A : N.; a IP: ,r ,,,

" ' sli ,it, t,,V.,.. ;
.

a

,,,. : 'It ...47 :,4 .4.41

mile apart 1.11' the heart of downtovn Boston. In one cpmnianity.."
P

, 'I 4°

I , .4 %., V
. .

.? branch offices lie.ir opereted,''a .few doors apa t --froin gee other . ... , . 4

-in' the same f I ig lding.
a

Three of,,,,,the 'four are. men(ber agencies of the First l'Y Service.
. r, I .,

,

.
- .

..,
.

, .., -..'.', .., 4 ..

1,,, 'Association of Api3rrca, 'the .accrediting, stand,drd .setfl,ng
' ;' ' 1 . /

v , . 'a IV.

./ v .._

f ede,iva .i.on for toll than. 300 nonsprof I t :',vo fun ta r y fart( l'y 'id a la. 1 . D,
.'; , 0 4 ; ' ' s i i s ' '' -; , ' '''..bs, 44/ 4. ';',,' : .,, A il, ' ,0 7;

1.:ervidAllilf..-064niell44.49ent,E*A,Ah thiAilif,cs&.S.,t40.5:.940,:t044.gi;i;
R'1, - ., %, ., . ,,, .. ; r .! - , , 7..7 ... .9 no. ;_, , . 4C,11 ) , :4', :,,;",,

. .. ..,, . ,, 0

13. t"" t , I 6,40 art, to..p-eoV 1 der a CC'ir'itt4e.t.:a nit a ..4'.041ed.,1'*401?!TC' 4,n'cle eiit.'s!,-'

..". ' 't/ cis-
? . I ° "7 ...' b ::. j .1;::.. '0 '. ; .7 ., 03: ' '' . I 07,

. ts.ta fad i ng tne,,egencl... enui ro en t-s 4
-n

wh i ch the pr,Oject-.togkiAlece.
., ..o. ,. .. .

n o , 9 1 .
# 7t: 2 4 .. s

,; 4

'CL; ,each ,p.gelcy:I's desdri bed ouiline form:: . , *.: ..

. 71'.% , % a ; 4 0 1 ; '
.1; .

.9 . 0

7 7.7 .
I NO 91 a

k
A

O * "F. v , . 4 * oi_ ,

. .
Fartil ly°,co'urcse1.1ng V.Gt.tidance- Centers.; inc. (Fgt.:0

- . ;... 7 ..,',-.*..'.`, ...

.1..4ocatiOrol Main office jr!, down town BCYSto,r1;
.. k

v --\. . --branch of faicess 4uiroyt'Fro.mtn'gham,. %
. ,

,.....
aanvers-Ind ... ,.'

%. .
.

a
.

t
P7

4.. 4

50-

Ye m

r

r

No, res;tritted catchment.''.e.rea 9053, of
tilentg' .resrde in the United Community
Servites,..of tfetropoti tan..Ifos ton UCS)

area (Ixtr'pulation of'approicimately 2.5
rt I 1 6.40

;;; Apwrox,imately115 cas'eworkers
- UCS'mPst recent, al Iocat ion repeesents

aoprOximatelsy 24% of operqting budget.
2perati'ng.budget (1972h $741',60.

I V

7' . I ' 7 f 4 Z V ' : .7. At #11 4 4 ..' V ...

Family Counseling Se rirce, inc. (kefi'oll' Wpst.):
y ,.0 5

.
A

o

Ioddticinsi main office in iNiewtonl 0T,ano .0 fices*.

in Broeklihe; latick, Waltham Wayland
and Wellesley.

,
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I 0

Services residents of 12 clas 'arid,
towns. 95%, of cl 1e0s reside in OCR

3 '

o
4

1t "

, 4 /1SreAlAppi.oximktelyr1,6 casiworkers",.
AO. staff: VCS-mOsi-cecent aliocatiori
repralents,Approx4matelv61% of.

OP0972): $283,248.-
opera 10 kdolgetleratirip budoet

4 0

Fain; 1 reounse 1 ing., icor tee of CambTidne '(Camb)''
to

,
%,

Locallonsr timbridele.

0

Servicet'.residents of .ambridge,
7. populations 1.0(4000. -Appeaximately 96%''
"of clienti reside (n.
0,1pproximate'ly, 8 ClisewOrliei's on Staff.
IttS:mosi teiet* p,116cation represiigtsq

aporoxiMmtely -15%*of operatino
Operating-bUdge (187,2):,4141;855.

'"g 4.;AO, 0
0.0

A

1 *le 4 if'
''Y

Family Service Assoctilti of nreliter Bos*On',:'( ,S

toiatO)ns: "Maln office in downtown Efosion,i hiiipAhes
in Malden,, 'Needham, Sornervil re;-'4141
01110. Ati

. t. ,

NO -r4stir fcted:AeatCOment:areat..99% of
clients eesidi 41.h 1.1CS,aeti.
ApProxl tely CI' caseWOrkers , on staff.
UCS most recent allocation ,r;' presents,.
2,9* of o eratino budget: . l' .

Operati g bud t ,(1972): $1,709,523.
, .,,,

Durik the.. period, in which this roject existed, pf the

participating fampy igencies were experiencing the pressure

created by high 'demand. for 'Services and reduction in financial

Fontr Muting sloMficently to the financial pl laht
,

were the r re ti of I of l at ion, r is 1 no:wages and the failure



o "

.

ti

" a
v

UY

of fund rals.Inb (Massachusetts Bay United Fund/ to keep RaCe:
"

Consequently, there were no substantial changes In the partici..

patlng agencies' staffing patterns, even though demand 'for

services continued at a' high level. The number of.cesekirkert'
410

Involy0 in the dellviry or direct services remained' stable

'during the life of this project, although there were minor

fluctuations within the.staff's.oe iralVidual agencle.'

Two 0 ..thefour agencies did,AtweVer, undergo important
.1)

,changes which hid bothprogyam-and Organizational implications.-

FSA During the second year of the project, three top
,fl

a

level persciAnel reti-rd, 10., Executive Director,
. 4' , ...

.

. ,." Director and.Assistant Director of Professional
0

",, .z ".
1. . -..."I'.1"e'rvices. The' agency Implemented an `advocacy! l'

t., t.1) a.e..., .6 a .. ° 0 . 1 e, .... ; -u. r. p a

capaBltity. 7.whiCh had been' in the discussion /planning
. J. ,..P .N 4

b

-' stage for a.numbe.of"Nears.
.

..;.0 1
.

6;., .caelyi-.A.s..a,:roaOt oof fedetra.1 cutbacks; the agency lost
4 T

, e,

I
,

f. 4 ,
. ,

,

!t,. ..% -
t

,... .'
A070-v jmate. lv\-:. half of its staff through the

,.. -,

.Q-,:p:roject period. 'New sources of grant and contract
... Jr ej

, .

,fundireg have since been acquired and the casework staff

has been gradually increased.

The agency completed a merger in mid 1973 with the

Avom.Home, a Cambridge based organization providing,

foster care
s and adoption services, and has since become

)

the Cambridge Family and ChIldreq's Service.

4 7,
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_ -the four agencies, while sharing important similarities,

such as the manner of public presentation, the type of services

offered and the dominant discipline (social casework), in some

ways We're also9d1ffereni. The differences, however% e.g., more

or less freedom allowed,ip.caseworker's therapy style*, more-or

less staff concentration In the inner city, did not appear to

be reflected in.si,gnificant differences In measured variables'
o

associated with the distribution of alcohol related cases and

levels of workers attitudes toward alcohol and alcoholism,

'One. agency warrants special mention in considering the
.

efferenceseni.e., Cambridge Family and Children's Service

differed substantially. l.n.Structure from the three other

participating agencies in'that It served only one community,

had no branch offices, approximately 80% of its Casework taff

-were employed on grants and contracts, and had fewei- than

caseworkers or staff. In addition, no staff from this agency

participated in the second round of training.



Chapter 2,

DESIGN

This project was intended to intervene Inca genertc care-
;

giving system for the purpose of increasing the respohsiveness

to and the effectiveness of working with ecOhol-problemed

"families. It was expected that the intervention Vould 'have
/

an

impact on line-workers, superVisory personnel, agendy executives

,

4nd agancypoildy. An evaluation :design was developed to

measure changes In areas considered pertinent for deManstrating
.,- . .

the impact of the interventions introduced.

I. 1niervention

The evaluation procest WasA#terMined byt

(a) :TN4 nature of the populatIOn to whom
the Interventions.wereJntroduced,

The tea 1 population of caseworkers
In four amjiy agencies were potentially.,
accestib e for the purpose of data
.collection.

(b) -The type of intervention Introduced.

The .major `intervention consisted of two,
rounds of training program, sdheduled
seven month's apart, for a sel-P-selected.
Sub-Oopyfation of caseworkers,,

35



(c) The time period involved.

. Data was collected over a'two year
. period.

Thai, the project was designedto allow repeated measure-

ments on a defined, circumscribed pOpulation-i

2. Repeated Measurements

1

The project design was keyed to the training program as

the major instrument of intervention.' The intervals chosen for
.

repeated measurement, asjdell as the definitions of sub- groupings
1

within the caseworker populations, were determined by the

schedule for training and whether, or not a worker participated

in the training program. The three besictiMe periods are

.evident:

(a) Time 1

:A
(t.1).

Pre-intervention... before any trealag
-has_occurred; first administration of
an attitude quettionnaireand of case.;
-load Aueitionnaire

)

(c)

During intervention -- after completion-
of first round of training; tetondi
administration, of attitude and caseload
questionnai res.

Time 3 (1.3).

Post intervention -- after. completion
of,second round of training; third
administretiokaf attitude and caseload
questionnaires.
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. Population. Groupings

Three basic staff groupings were tvfidentk

(a). All caseworkers

(b) Trainees 11:

(c) Trainees 112

The design of the project allowed foi identificatiori of

addjtional more refined sub-popUlations for data analyses:

( ) All caseworkers (CW) minus caseworkers
who participated in the rnst:reund-of
training (Tr. 1), i.e. CW-1.'

(b) All caseworkers'(CW) 'minus caseworkers'
whO participated iri the first round of
training (Tr. 1)- and caseworkers who
participated In'the Second round of
training- (Tr.1-1),, 14e.,..CW-(1511).

(c) All caseworkers who completed and
returned the A-0 questionnaires at all
three times of data collection.

(d) Trainees 1 who complele& and returned
A-0 questionnaires a' all three times
of data collection.

'(e) Trainees If who completed and returned
A-0 questionnaires, at-all three times
of data collection.

1. Trainees. I - All, caseworkers who participated in the.flrst
traininge program, January - May 1972.

2. Traineet II - All caseworkers-who pakticipate4 in the-second
training program, October 1972 - March 1973.
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4. Control Procedures

Comparison between each group of trainees and the control

group provided a measurement of the longitudinal effect of the

tiraining program, Those caseworkers not participating in the

training program served as a control group fOr assessing change

In each group of trainees.

The use of repeated measures on the same. respondents intro-.

duced a further source of control in welch each:mprker and,eacil

population or subpopulation Of workert.served as his/her/its

- own control.

5. A?eas of Evaluation

On the basis of the goals of this project four major areas

of evaluatIOn were selected:

(a)

ng

thong* in Attitude.

The training program was designed to
facilitate a' more posttlie attitude
toward the alcoholic and-his or her
family and toward progriosis and treat
ment of thli clientele.' Furthermore,
the training program was detigned to build
confidence, In the casewOrker'regarding
his,or her professional ability to deal.

effectively with.the alcoholl-c in the
context of his or -.her family.
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(b) Change in Information

The training ptograM included an intro-
.duction to the basic facts. about alcohol
abuse and al-coholisme Iti recognition and
treatment, and,p survey of community
resources available to the alcoholic
person, u

(c). Change in Staff Effectiveness
.

A. training intervention Wes "designed to
help promote increased staff.capability.
in effective-treatment.

(d) Change riCAgency PoItcy

As a result of. the ihterfention it was
expected. that alvoh011oS end their . '4 -

families woulebe.admitted for service
more frequently than had been customary.,
and would engage in therapy more readily-.

Major Assessment Tools

In order to measure the areas selected for evaluation five

Major assessment tools were designedi

(a) Attitude-Opinion.Questionnaire

(b) Caseload Questionnaire

(c) ;Trainee Individual Interviews.

(d) Alcoholism informatton Questionnalte.

(a) Executive Director's Questionnaire._
e

The relationship between the areas of evaluation and the major

assessment tools is depicted in Table-la Figure- 1 displays

the operational timetable fOr the training program and the

evaluation measures,.



. ss

Table 1

Areas of Evaluation and Corresponding Assessment Tools

EVALUATION AREAS
ASSESSMENT TOOLS

.

Change In Attitude .

.. .

Attitude..00Inion Questionntere

Trainees Individual Interviews

ehinge in lefor atIon

,.:,.:

..
_..

Alcoholism information

Questlonsa17

_
ang in Staff Effectiveness.

/

.

'\ ....

Trainees intkvleWsf'
.(

RAlltude0p1nion Questionnaire
(Part 1) .

Caseleid stIonnaire

Change in Agency Policy.

. yp

o Executive Otrecto'r s
QuestIOnnalre

Orochares ,
.

Annual Reports
.

Caseload. Questionnaire
1.
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/7 .Chapter

INSTRUMENTS

A. ExecUtivals U8S lonnaire
1%1

r

The questionnaire (Appendix` ). was designed to gather base-

line data and attitude /opinion information from the executive

directors'of *participating agencies. In add(tion to basic
P t,

agency characteristics, e.g., number of staff, number of location;

the questionnaire included a series of specific nuestlit$ re-

gardAng the agency's policies and practices /relative to .''problem

drinking'!.

''This questionnaire also Included a section onattitudes.4

For this purpose 26 statements were adapted from previously used

attitude scales, 1.e., Bailey, M. Attitudes Questionnaire,

designed for Alcoholism Demonstration Projects An Inter Agemcy
4G4

Experiment conducted .by Community Council of rooter Hew York;

and Pasi.ey* G. E. 8 Pennington, D.F. in_phTeczlat214_12:.Ittlasgslz
,

ment of Scheduled Attitudes' Toward Al,Cohol and its Use. This

questionnaire was administered at three - intervals over the.coilrse

:of the project.

42 A
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AttitudeOpinion 4uestIonnalre

An attitudeuopinion,questionnalre.(A -0) wai developed for)'

administratibn to all staff members at each participating. agency
0 . .

\ppendix A). The first section on personal information,and

experience contained on'hackground in spectzed
- t

training approaches, experience with alcohol.ic clients and

ce (tain personal characIeristics.

The secqA4'.sectioh consis.tedof an attitude-opihjbn scale.'

!1o4t itemslynctuded in this section were ada,ptedfrom previously

-used vttiltide scales, Bailey, Mt. Attitudes questtonnaiee

for Alcoholism OeMonstratIon Project: An Inter AgencyExperi-
cq

ment.dond4cted by Community Council, of Greater New York;, and'

fro014asey, G. E... 8 Pennington, D. F., Technique for the,

Assessment .of Selected Attitudes -Toward Alcohol andilts Use.

The A -0 questionnaire was administered at threeLAntervals-

over the course of.the project.

1. Constriction of A-0,QuestIonnalre

A poolofapproximately 90 statements was gathdred.

staff then submitted these statements to additional screening

and sorting. Statements' found o be ambiguous redundapt or
4

whose face value did not seem to be pertinent to the Study populd-'

The

t ion were'eliminated,

43
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1.

dP

o A LI

o

-'The remainia4 statements were *analyzed by inspection for.,

grouping by content into Identifiable 'categories. Waged on this
.

analysis, four major categories were identified and deTined.'. All
.

ptatements appeared to fall- into at least one category, and many 1.
ll

into more than one. , in-addltkon it.appeaced that each statement'

could be ClaSsified on a continuum valph corresponded to each
.

pertinent category as a function of dtrectioryality and strength.

The fOur'categaries andtheir respective continua thus identified

werel
.

Categories tontrnua-,

Generti Attitude Toward 'Permissive- Restrictive '

AlcoWdifsm*,
,

Ii Attitude :Toward the m Acceptance-Rejection,
AlcoholicClient '. ,./.4

111., Attitude Toward Self as ttive-Passlve
Treatment Ageat -

Attitude Toward .the Optimistic-Pessimistic
Treatabillty of an
Alcoholic Client. and /or
His Family.

, --
. .

,,.

iv

Definitions of COntInua
.

Category i. Contihqum: Permissive-Restrictive

4
A "permissive" scoreon this continuum indicates that the

respondent's attitude toward alcohol and/or alcoholism is generally

. positive'and relativ '(\ y free froth prejudice; A "restrictive"

44
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V*

A

score indicates a generaOly negative and relatively p e,JUiced

attitude toward alcohol and/or alcohOlism.

Catd y li, Continuum*. aultll4!311Laiml.*
An 'acceptance" score on thi*.contintiUni rK4ltatos that the

respon.dent has an, accepting attitude toward the alcoholic person

and that he Es ,willing to rela.te t.o an alcoholic as a person .having
e

idlosyncracies.,feelings, as any Other person. A' 'e.ejection"
#

s'core indicatesan-unwillingness to relate to an alcoholic and/or

to consider him/Wei as a human being worthy Of all privileges

and considerations others
I

Category Iii. Continuum* Active- Passive

An "active" score indicates the respondent has a positive

attitude toward self as an effective- therapeutic agent. A

"passive" score indicates feelings of helplessness and passivity

on the part of the' therapist.

Category IV'. Continuum*. Optimistic-Pessimistic

An "optimistic" score indicates that the respondent's

attitude ,i,s'that the alcoholic person's chances of being treated

succesefuly are the sameas other clients. A "pessimistic`" score

indicates an attitude that the alcoholic. person has a poor prog-

nosts for successful treatment.

45
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Therefore, in'terms of the A-0 questionnaire an' overall

positive attitude toward alcohol, alcoholism and. self ass' a treating

agent would consist of permissive, acceptance, active and optimistic
-

responses to the pertinent Items.

Criteria for incluslOp

The first criterion for inclusion of a. statement was its fit

into one or oore categories. Statements which were not fudged to fall

ffl

Into any category were eliminated. 'A second criterion for inclusion

of a statement within a category was based on whetheNt was judged

to have aclear directionality'On the category's continuum.:

Judgement 1.

Judgement 2.

Decide to Wfitch category or. categories

the statement related.

Determine where tooplace each statement
on a 10 point continuum corresponding

to the categories identifiedin-
judgement 1.

A.panii, of 7 independent raters was assembled'to make the two

..Judgements with respect to each of the 59 statements In the

questionnaire pool.

Arbitrary cut-off points for identifying a scoreable statements

to. be included in the final questionnaire were determineCin advanCe

of the raters' response.

6
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4.

Thus, for inclusion in the final form a statement must have
.

,
o rt-

beeNijUdgell to relate to at least one (1)--icategOry.by. at least

four (4) Judges and the average score of the continuum ratinns
as

must have fallen. within eitHer the 1 -4.5 range or the. 6,9-1U

range (designed to eliminate neutral'aiWor ambiguous

statements). Statements-qhicha met the$e criteria on one or more

°factors were included as sconabie'staiements.

Examples of four statements which met the criteria for

inclusionjin the A -0, plus their categories and continuum scores,

are listed below:-
0

"Young people should be taught how to use alcoholic
beverages by their parents. ",

Category 1, continuum score 2.2 (Permissive)

',"Reople who become alcoholics are usually lacking
in willpower."

Ctego.ry II, continuum score 9.0 (Rejection)

"The motivation of the alcoholic for treatment is
not affected by external duress."

Category III, continuums score 7.5 (Passive)

"The proportion of'effective treatment in alcoholism
can be equal to effgctLve treatments of any other
category of clients."

o

Category IV, continuum' score 2.0 (Optimistic)

Table 2 summarizes the final composition of the A-0 questionnaire.

v_.
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Categories, Their Respective Continua-and Distribution
of Scorable

Categories'

.

Continua
.

.
Total no.
of Score--

-, white itemsNo. of ttemsi No. of items
General Attitude
toward Alcoholism , Permissive

9

1

1

1

Restrictive

9

'-'18

'tt tue toward
the Alcoholic
Client

,
.

ACceptance

4.

1

0
:

i
.

Rejection

19

.

25

Attflude toward'
Self as treat-
ment Agent.
,

Active

2

i

i

1

1

Passive
a

14
.

16

.

Attitude toward
Treatability of
Alcoholic Client
and his Family

v

.

Optimistic

8

i

I

1

1

)

i

1

1

Pessimistic

24
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Scorins System,

o 0.

A total 'of 50 statements, scor,eable on one or more

categories, were raentiftod.by means f the procedure$ described'

above. The questionnaires arge.scored on the appApriate

continuum for each.applIcable category usin the following

procedure:
°

(a) All responses are considered-to be hOtomized,
I.e., Agree or Disagree.

(b) ,Within each pole of the dichotomy a respon
is weighted. For exempla, a respondent has
the following range of choices for each
statement - "Definitely Agree," "Asree",
"Disagree," "Definitely Disagree". The
extreme responses carry a value of +2 and
the intermediate responses a value of +1.

(c) A total score is calculited for each category
by adding up' the values of. the agreements
with the predetermined extreme of each
continuum, i.e., permissive, acceptance,
active, optimistic.. For example, a statement
which has been rated a Permissive on Category.
1, and with which a respoment "agrees",

.receives one point on Permissive; a statement
which has .been rates as Restrictive with which
a respondent "definitely disagrees", receives
two points on'Permissivel .a statement which is
rated "restrictive" and with whi If the res-
pondent l'agrees" receives minu one point on
Permissive. .

(d) Summation of the total scores from miih.of the
four categories yields a full scale'score.'

The range of scores for fine 91 scoreable row-
11 -182 to 182,-

9
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Categoryintercorrelations

Pearten product-moment c efficients were calculated for_ -

the all permUtations between e,ch Category and the full scale

for each admInIstratiOn'of the -0 Questionnaire. The

resultS are contained in Table

kis' .2

.

2
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Table 3

Correlation Coefficients for Categories of A-040-uestionnaire
Times* 1, 2, and 3.

I I Iit

Category

IV FS

.33a

JO
.49c

.22

.29
.27

.29

.34

.27

.47

.57

.51

.74 ,84 .94

II .52 .75 .84
.69 .74 .87

.80 .85

0 I I I .61 .54
i 0 .73 .81

IV .96

.87

.86,

a. First administration, Time 1- N=113
b. Second. admiriPstfation, Time 2 - N=114
c. Third administration, Time3 - N-106.

Inspection of the intercorrelations reveals, over a period

of time, a,relatively stable relationship among the four

categories and the fUll score. On the basis of the stability

of each category's relationship to the full scale and the high

positive correlations, only only full'scale scores were used in

the analysis of A-0 scores for this project.
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Reliability of A-0
4

A measure A-O's reliability was derived by means

ore substUdy involving' thtrtear (13)s-ubjects, 'All subJects

were p.rofessionals and comparable in level of education and
.

area of occupation to the workers employed Un the family agencies.

They each responded to .the A-0 on two occasions, approximately

one week ap rt. No interventions,desUgned to influence the Ss

attitudes related to alcohol and alcoholism were introduced,

during,the period. between administrations(

The test-retest estimate of reliability yielded a corre-
4

4ation coefficient of +0,81.

C. Alcoholism Information Questionnaire

The Alcoholism InfOrmation Questionnaire (Al) was developed

from a pool of multiple choiceetrue And false, and completion

Nitems (Appendix A) ,

from three sources:

(a) LeCturers scheduled for the lecture series,'

Questions were contributed to the pot);

included in the first round of training were

requested to submit four mul ipie choice

questions 'relAte th ir presentation.

(Questions w re received from approximately,

20% of the ecturers).

rffV-N.41...:



(b) Questions were developed by the staff on

areas related to lecture tdpics not covered:

by questiO6s:received i.e., ectUrers

topict for which they d1d not submit.,

questions.

(c) Existi g coholism questionnairet were

surveyed; 'quest; ns cOnsidered,pertinent to

the focus of training and trainee, ponulation

were identified and Aeiecta forAncluslon

in the questionnaire.

Two forms'of the Al were constructed, ForM H and Form C. They

were balanced by inspection in an effort to keep the forms parallel'

both in terms of content -and Officulty. Based on the mean scores of a

total of 39. administrations, 18. Form H's and 21 rm l's, the'two forms

,appear to be approximately equivalent in, terms of difficUlty. The m+//

for Form H was 36.5 and the mean for Form 1 was 34.0:'A test of the .\

difference "between'the two means was non-significan, i.e., tm.0.9-

df-37, p .20.

A third Al form, Form BK, was constructed by combining Forms

H and L, and by eliminating 127 items whICh'were clearly -overtappIno.

. ,

' 1.-,1> Scoring

EiCh form H. Lr and BK, had irdil4rent umbelf. correct.

responses, i.e.:

.25.

53
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/(a)

(b)

(C)

Form H:

Form L:

'Form BK:

46 items, 57 correct responses

46 Items, 481correct responses

80' items, 951correct responses.o

The sum of' correct respones on each form is calculated, yieldin
a raw score. Form H was used as the basis for standardizing.

.

the scores°for- the three,forms., Form C raw score totals are

multiplied beet corrective factor of 1.5 and Foim BK raw score

totals are multiplied by a corrective factor of 0.6, In this

manner the raw scores on Form H are comparable to the corrected'

scores on Forms-L and RK, and the range of scores for all three

foims is-0 to 47,

2. AdmintstratIon

All trainees responded to t e Al at three distinct points

in time;

(a) immedietelY Irtorto beginning the training program

immediately'after cbmplition of the t aining pro

(c) Six months following completion of th pining pro

Forms H and L were assigned randomly on the first. a'dmi'nistration

and counterbalanced on the second admillIstration.

cor t response was assigned a value o 43ne.
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. Caseload'Oestionnaire

e

t,.
% .

A caseloeclinforgiation fluestionnaire (CL) was destgned for

.,

individual adminlitrition to all caseworkers in each participating

agency., The CL ragmetted, the, workers, to specify the number of

act 1 ve; eases carried, by. 006 complete 'Questions concerning 'deta I le&
e

information n the cases' to feh,odr4nkytt6-Wees A grOblem,"2

alcohol _related cases. The "data categories selected according
.

I o

V ' 4 a

to the measures silecifically--peareCto testing the goals of the protect.

. 7

However, strong consideration was also givem-to colPeCtino the kind of
,

, ,

information that would Wreadaia0allable tothe Workers and that'
6

would
,

agpearOn records maintained by tomparison agencies.
.

,

-
The CL. was self-,admIgistered at Times 1, 2:and 3. The.WOrkers

.

were instructed to, respopton the basis of their active caseload

4

at,a'Specific time i.e., open cises,on a given date.
P

0

44

.

oa
^

at, I

, 0

O

.2 eor,,purgosespf this study "Oinking eobleM" referre o a

:condition in which pan. 9r PrPWit cOnsumption7of alto
beverage:Occurred tn guatiettles sufficient to Interfere with
individual and/or family ftinctitiningland 4fulfiLlmegt ofosocial

and which wks,stilttonSidered an 'issue in treatment.

4 0 4 1 T
a

.11 !fr

l
P

7 qv 1 4
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Chapter 4

ENTRY PROCESS

/
7

s
11

The development of thi proposal whIch lsd to
%

the' curTeri.

..:

din'
---,

pro.L t took Slace'dviTiK1 riO6449. in retrospect, itumppeari
-.:,.<1, --,) .

1 that at that time the 'family agencies Included.in this study

had an orientation toward the alcohol problemed family which

ii/A

Is some as pests differed from their orientation a few years

later w en the funds had become available, Based on the results

of a 1969 pilot survey of family agency caseworkeTs,. alcoholism

was/Considered-to be an extremely difficult, If not impossible,

behavior to correcti furthermore, few 'caseworkers were. viewed,

or viewed themselvei, as* capable of productively undertaking

the treatment of 'alcoholism disorders. Two yeare later 1971.-

72) when the projeCt had become operational, the administirators

of these agenclespalhough still believing that their staffs

were not performing at an optimal level of competence in the

treatment of alcoholici, thought that-in general the workers

were handling the alcohol related cases quite competantly.

Moreover, although at the inception, of this project alcohol

related problems. were a factor Ln a substantial percentage

(12-14%) of the general caseload, the agency administrators did

67

not believe.that meeting the needs of alcoholics more effectively

was a high priority, 56



The cNangOd circumstances became especially' signilicant
//

. ,in view. of the financial crunch confrdnting thefse:Oginctes. That tv,

at a time of increased demand for agency services from the public,

the amount of available monies kack.decreasild, CU:a 1 agency

'adM1-61i-trOtors became more concerned about the.fee 'IRAs that

would result If caseworkers; used agenc Imo to.participite

In a training project. Thus, even though the revised training

grant called for training'only 50% of the agenOiesi

staff In contrast to the original request for 100% participation;
0

the agencies' administrative leadership perceived evenothls

.curtailed level of participation would have substantially re-
.

duced caseworker time-available for fee-deriving services.

The conditions under which the project was. to begin were.

further aggravated by.feelings of resentment expresled.by some

of the administrators over not havin' been Involved in,the

process of proposal development and,seliction of the training

team,

The project team, therefore, was intlaily confronted with

the task of renegotiating the family agencies', involvement in,

commitment to, and endorsement,of the project VII a manner-whIck,

Was acceptable and meaningful to all parties. The staff devoted .

substantial amounts of time and phergy to meetings anecorrespon-
.

dente with executive leiel personnel In the participating, agendies

during this renegotiatibn process..

57
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111

0, '

Finally, between the time In which'the proposal was

developed And the project funded, a neW.dimension
'"

of the

renegotiation-was Iii.troduce0 txprough a change In professional

ethos. Agency administration could no longer ,be exoscted to
a

require their WorkeeS.to participate In any training and

.

resear,ch:activity4 Each caseworker was-now cohslorered.

Individually-responsible for his or her decision to par ticipate

In the training and;in the numerous auxiliary research cit,

activities. It becaMe apparent that the research and train ing.

programs' would have tb be presented .directly to caseworkers IP

an effOl'i'to enlist tthelr imvolvement andcooperation: This

effort was begun in part by, arTangihg full ,,staff meetings

all branches.of.each agency in order.to

for

nt to the staffs',,,,,,

the research And training components' of..this.prOject. Four
a ,,

0 ,

meetings were'sthed yed and Fitreeentatiops were. made to Ike

. staffs of participating family agerICCes A0proxiMaWlY 80%

of the professional employees were ig atten danceat theie '

presentations.

The entry 'phase was completed in December 1971. The

R. ,
agencies,and their staffs were

part0 ic4

lOating in the project
,

.

with varying-fevels of enthusiasm. One incifix'of caseworkers'

mo4Natron li summarized 4n Table 4.

°
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Table 40

Motivation of'Staff for Participation'
tn TriOning Progiam at Time 1."

Level
of
Motivation 'TSA

Agencies 4

Fcs,a1): Re41014c__-Camb.d Totals

High .

p % n- ! :n I .a., 4 A `,. X.

p ;: ie2 5

-...

20 6 43 3 '13 39 36.

, .

Neutral

-...

10 30..9 36 ".36 56 37, 34.
,

Low
.

17
e

38

'

11 k4 '''3 21 1 ' 32, 30

Totals 60

.

_100

1

25 too, _14 100 _9 100,

4 4

108,1004

o"v
,,,a. Family Service AssOCkation of Grea,ter8ostorl,

b. Family Counseling S -Guidance Centers a: '''
i: Family Counsaling ,Service (Region WertVe. Inc.,-
d. .Famlly

,
CounselIng Service of CaMbridge*

... .. . -.7

, .

4 .
o

A. Motivation was measured by response to Item47 on UCS
, ,

\Alcoholism-fluestionnaire, Appendlic A.
.

.

.

o

4'

731-
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- Chapter 5

#

2 MAJOR INTERVENTION

The design of this project called for training ofcaseworkers

Inthe treatment of alcohol problemed families as ittalajor

Intervention.

M. Bal/e9 (1973) observed that although family agencies are

more likely to,think In terms of the total family than other treatment
PJ

=

0, resources this'is onlYtheoreticallytte in alcohol related cases
, ,

. d

becau r!family agencies have never been very cessful in engaging.
,

40

'g'
'tha'alcoholics themselves in treatment, but have,worked largely with

the wives and children (p.25)." Bailey referred to the design of the

training IntroduCed in her project as bringing "family caseworker

prictIce.in,alaoholisM cases closer to the ideal model of family
\

casework practice (1bid)."

z.

,'As with the,Billey program, this project was ba on the

Assumption that alcohol abusers and alcoholic persons can be treated

for their alcoholism in a family agency setting. It was also assumed,

.a$ Bosma (1972) has'pointed out; that "First and foremost, the

individual
9
(in this case the caseworker] must be aware of the problems

of alcoholism and believe that the alcoholic can be helped."

_32-
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1. Theoretical Foundation of the Tralnin9 Program

The Boston Family Institute (BFI), the agency which provided

the training program, held the view that families are living,

dynamic "systems'!. operating multi-dimensionally in their own

physical, psychological and cultural.igace. Each family has its own

natureo_dynamks and problems; each is a separate and distinct-entity,

unlike any other. Like all societies1 families reflectthe natures

of their members while at the same time helping to create them. This

interalay,of person and group in reciprocal influence -- the

psychopolitics of family life.-- is the forming force in the creation
o

ofeach family's unique character and way of life. Any individual

problem creates and reveals a problem within the family. _Acre are,

In this special sense, no children or individual family members with

problems -- there are only families with problems.

The structure of the BFI training program was base on dynamic

personality theories; small group and games theory some of the

broaderireas of sociological theory (principally the tradition of

equilibrium theory) and the recent applications of system'theory to

human systems.

2. Broad Aims of the Training Program

The training program started With the as,umption that first rate

service for*alcohotics and their families could only come about by

first reducOlg the apathy, misinformation and of



U

^

O

professionals. While-prgfessionals possess the basic skills

for dealing with alcoholics, they cannot apply these skills

efftcttvely witliout.modifyindestablished patterns of negat vt

r
attitudes and pessimistic beliefs. Tie professional must*tso

. ''gain additional factual knowledge and a theoretlial understand.:

ing abduf. alcoholism and its treatment. The training wdud

emphasize the type of family therapy which deals 44ttlr the famity-

as-unit instead of treating the alcoholic or his spouse as isola-.

3. Specific Alms of the Training Program

Attitude ChaKge:

(a) To communicate tothe practitioners that the
alcoholic can be treated, thus increasing
the chance of the alcoholrc's. recovery bV
changing the pessimistic attitudes of the
Orofesstonals.

(b) Ty remove the social stigma surrounding the
alcoholic and to develop an increasingly
objective attitude.

(c) To increase the family caseworker's knowledge,
,comfort and confidence in regard to treating
the alcoholic.

Infbrmation Transfer;

(a) To teach caseworkers about the etiology, nature,
and therOtutic control of alcoholism' in Its
different formk.-

.(b) To increase the practitionef's understandin,g and
skills in 4e "systems" approach to family therapy.

.Increased Effectivtness:

(a) To change' discriminating admission policies practiced
overtly and covertly be agencies and intake workers.

62
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4...Structure of the TraUnIng Program

I

To accempl1;11 training goals. outlined above, s .. aesigFft

a training program structured aound the two maior*conditions

of learning: involvement and Inquiry. The training team used
. ,

experience based learning and information InpUt'as,their educa-
r'

0 tional toojs.'

Thus, the training program included two major segments:

An Action-Process Seminar and Lecture Series.

The Action Process Seminar focuted on substantive behavioral

science data and on the trainees' own attitudes, awareness, and
4

relattonal 'InvolveMents. Priorities in this segment.of training

were: First, vperiences In the group; second, experiences with

p4atients; and third, eXperiences with instructors. The emphasis.

in the. seminar was on experipnce first and on conceptualization

later. The basic assumption of the training program was that

learning,which stresses direct contact with the self, other

trainees, instructors, and family unitils mare meaningful and

effective than" learrying without thisstructure.

The Lecture Series presented formal instruction in th';e

history, psyChology, sociology,,physjology of and community
0

resources for alcohdl abusers and alcoholism.
°

Trainees were also requested to attend at' least one meeting
o

'of Alcoholics Anoiioymous, to visit a de,toxification centeAnd

to be Involved in the treatment of a family with an 'alcohol

problem whLle participating in the seminar series.
,o

63
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Appendix B contain* the 'conceptual found.

and Lecture Series outline submitted by BFI.

The training prop41 for the se0Pd-round

based primarily on the-feedback from trainees,

and supervisors. 'Jhe "syllabus" submitted by B

second round Is also included In Appendix B.

5. Recruitment of Trainees

First'Round of Training

. All caseworkers were InforMed ab

!zed with the project's tralnin

On, "syllabus"

)f/

as modified

gency executives

I for the

compppents by means of in-person

These presentations were made by

BFI and the Project Director at

locations. The opportunity

to discuss the proposed project

the proipeOtiVe trainees e

0>41r_support for 'the collection

participation 'as volunteers in t

(b) Second Rouffid of Training

O

ut and famitiar-

c!.r-Th
Following completion of the firs

ing, thoie workers who

tions of thfir training program

their s during schedule

64
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and research

resentations.

he Directors of

4r ,major agency.

9uestions and

provided to

ort,to

f data and their

-training program.

round of train-

eiMade presenta-

xperiences-to

staff meetImgv.



.E)

A

Thus, all workers, supervisors and administrators

in each participating agency had theopporunity

to familiarize themselves with the strengths and

weaknesses of the training progreM,

4 it

6, Project Team's Role in Intervention

.

It was the project team's responsibility to arrange meetings

and training times and to be available for consultation with the
. .

)

trainees. These activities halrthe e ct of stimulating
,

andf.14

maintaining interest In the training pr gram and in the problems

of alcohol abute, and alcoholism.

The project' team was alio engaged in communicating with

as encies regarding each of the three rounds of ques(6Onnaires

sent to all the staff Members of the participating agencies.

It Is assumedthat ihese activities, as well as the completion

of the questionnairei themselves, helped to create a focus of

attention on alcoholism as an independent problem.

Finally, the focus on alcoholism was maintained by regular

meetin,with the agency execdtiveS. Earlier in the project,

1:4se meetings were primarily arranged in order to work through

o.
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, the basic logistics Of the training program. A9 meetings were-

''`fiter called by the project staff for the pUrptels-efc hearing

the executive's views on the training; to shire with them some

-464 the early data that the project team had

I
c mpfledg,end to

exchange ideas on how the expected effects o the training

program'could be maintained and expanded ifi the service of

t.

alcbhOlic persons and their families,. Finally,' the meetings

were called to Insure the continual feedback of the executive's
O

views on the training program and for the planning and formulation

of a new propOsal to NIAAA.

The intended intervention was also given support by

the positive working relationships that resulted from the

participants' contact through meetingi and correspondence.

40,
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7. Relationship to Training Organization (Boston Family institute).

The relationship between the project and its sub-contractee

(..

.

began with a spirit of collaboration nd sharing, for the

of developing the most effective intervention and the most maning-
.

4z

ful evaluation. Unfortunately, /thisyAel gage way to one In

which the sub-contractee functioned in an almost totally auto's'

nomous fashion and was not responsive to the project staff's

efforts to)Integrate and coordinate the functioning of the

project.

The project teaMlnot having been involved in the proPosal

development stages, was also not involved in selection of the

organization subcontracted to provide the training. In contrast

Boston Family Institute (BFI) Co- directors did participate In

designing the training section contained in the original proposal.

The project director initiated negotiatiiis between 6F1 and

the project team at the earliest possible date following his

appointment. Only one of the two BFI directors was avallab^7-

during the first two months of negotiations and planning. A

model of collaboration and sharing between the project team and

training group was 'established.

In the procesif the planning meetings, commitments and time...

tables were mutually established. However, with passing time
c'it became increasingly clear that although the face-to-face

meetings were promising, tr4. delivery on promise* by the training

6`7
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group was at bast late and came only after numerous remind.

On some specific commitments there has been no dellVOrYro. 00

detailed syllabus of,trainipg program, descripti9ns of the

training program's behavioral objectivea

Furthe more, when the second director. of OF1 became

Involved, an the other director In terms ofietive involvement

In the prof ct rapidly faded into the background., he made It

very clear hat BFI considered mutual planning and allaboratIon

unnecessary, -Th a tude resulted In blocking the project

team's objectives to work collaboratively.with BFI in order to

effect.the best possible Intervention and be in an optimal

position to measure change,

MeanWhiles the administrators of-the participating agenclia

were demanding reassurrancis that their participation In the

project was going to prove worthy to the agency. They were
Jo-

a9M0What suspicious that the training progrim,vfocus on alcoholism

would be inadequate; they wanted to see a syllabui and an out-

line of the theoretical basis of the training; they wanted

schedule; and other details pertinent to their planning and.

d@eision making,- However,: without DWI' responsiveness the

pro;aut 4i4ff was unablO to meet the demand, from the adMinistrau

sere, Thus, although the relationship of the pcoject to the

e ,
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sts

-Construction of an information questionnaire
which did not stem directly from the content
presented In the lectureseries,

As the project evolved, It 'became clear to the project

staff that a scenario had been established and Its attendant

frustrations and difficulties were likely to be repeated again

and again, Nevertheless, and perhaps naively, the staff continued

'their attempts to foster functional communjsations with the

training staff. .The attempts ranged from friendly remInders're
,

failure to deliver, to fitm-requests for immediate delivery, to

threats of non-reimbursement. BFI frequently.responded with

messages of resentment and indignation rather than delivery of the

Information rsqussted.When delivery did occur, it was either

last minute or late, and occasionally incomplete. When delivery

did not 6ccur, the project staff was forced to modify their work

accordingly.

An important area In which the BFI staff did meet their.

obidgatIons on time was in their dellvery,of the training package,

i.e., training was carried out as scheduled, further, in

response to the project team's sharing of feedback from trainees,

supervisors and administrators, BFI did Integrate the didactic

alcoholism content into the flow of the experiential sessions

during the second round of training. However) there is little

70
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i . .
'0

1"..' doubt that due to failings of BFI andto the strain between the
, .

project team and sub-centractees, the' intervention resultsWere

partially influenced, and that the project suffered accordthgly.
t,

The failure to deal more effecttvety with the BFI tub.,/.
rf,

contract,can be attributed to two basic circumstanCest

(a) Reluctahce to terminate the'cntract.with
especially during the first -year, put Of concern
that this -action would disrupt the project '111
very significant ways, and possibly even result
Un its termination.

(b) ,The project director and the principal investiga-
/tor did not respond to BFI In a congruentJashidn.

, The principal investigator was much more tolerant
and willing to accept their rape ted romises of

/ cooperation.. At critical tines hi sp t served
to undermine the stance taken by a project
director. '

In the project's plAning stages the decision to split

the training and evaluation functions was based on an attempt

to keep the research as "clean" as possible, In doing so, loss

of full control over proje t management was undermined. The

trade-off turned out to be a poor one1since it is,bellivd that

the loss of control not only influenced the, results of the inter-

vention in the negative directionlbut also had a detrimental .P

effect on the evaluation process.

In August 1969 the NIMH site-visit team was unhappy about'

the sub-contractual arrangement proposed in the project's

application and 'requested that the training expenses be detailed

apd:cariled as a direct cost,. Retrospectively the project staff
!

71,
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finds itself In agreement with the site-visit' team's recommandt.

tioW and believes thit a'hon-contract approach, to the traihfili

Would have strengthehed Ahe positive effects of, the intervehtion.
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CHAPTER:6.

ANALYSIS OF ATTITUDE CHANGE

A major purpose of this project's 'intervention was the

improvement of attitude's towards alcohol and alcoholism of .

`or agency staff. Underlying this purpose is the assumption

that improvememt in this attitude is positively related to

Improvement in the quality of service delivery to alcahol

problemed clients. It was fur,tter ,postulated that attitude

change would result directly from Participation in a train-

ing program introducing a family systems approach to treat-
,

ment of alcoholic persons,. and that the produced change in

those.who were trained would "ripple" out to their co-workers,

having a similar effect on them.

The A-0 questionnaire was the principal measuring

instrument used for assessing attitude change. This chapter

Is devoted to an analysis of A results.

,1. Similarity of A-0 Scores A onp Agencies
. ,

'
Prior to a detailed analysi -it was considered impor-

tant to establish that the agent es on the basis of

measured(i,ttitude leve)s were sufficiently similar to justify

pooling theldata and treating it as having been drawn from a

single population.

A-0 scores by agency for t.' 1and t. 3 were subjected

to an analysis of yarlande (Games and Kiare, 1967).
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scores of 2.53 ana 2.07 were obtained for times land 3

respectively.

Table 5.,

44'

.Comparison of A-0 Scores for Staff by
'Agency, t. 1 and 3

time 1.

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

i

Mean
Square

.

Obtained F
Value

Between Agencies. 3 7051 2350.3 2,53

Within Agenties 109 101,169 927.2
t

Totals 112 108'8120

time 3.

.

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

1---

Sum of
Squares ,Square

Mean Obtained F
Value .

Between Agencies 3 4504 1634.1 2.07

Within Agencies 102

,

8013 791.3

Totals 105 85,617

.

Neither of the obtained F scores closely apprdached the

.05 level of significance of F 3.97. The A-0 scores of

75
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'workers in the participating agencies appear to_be

sufficiently homogeneous to consider them as having been

w',drawn from the same population. .These results also provide

a basis for generalizing beyond the population from which

the data was collected.

2. Analysts of A-0 Practice Effect
(>1' .

In order to properly analyze change in A-0 scores, the

repeated administration of the A-0 questionnaire requires

consideration of the presence of a "practice effect". The

data in :fable 6 are relevant to this consideration.

O

Table 6

Mean A-0 Scores of Agency-Staff Employed
Throughout the Project Per-10-4,

Staff N 1 2 3

CW - (1 & 11) 44 50.1 43.ba 56.0

Tr. I 14 40.3 55.., 51.4

Tr. 11 15 47.5 10., 55.4

Totals

.4

77 47,7 Wq 55..0

.1. Based On N a 40.

The above table shows that e,crage score's for both non-

trainees and Tr. decreased between the first-and second

-48-
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administrationst"whlile Tr. I scores increased.' This pattern

was reversedbetween the second find third administrations.

Tofrther illuminate the influence of a "actice,

effect", the A-0 'scores for caseworkers who were not yet yn

-staff when' the project was initiated, t. 1, and werie-

employed during t. / and t. 3 are contained in Table I.

Ta-ble 7

Mean A-0 Scores of New Agency
-Staff ,Employed'After Time 1.

. .

New Staff NS

Time

2 , 3

Non-Trainees 13
8

-'

43.7
.

38.6
f

Tr. II 2 35.5 49.5 4
.

Totals. 15 42.6 40.1

The magnitude and direction of A-0 score change for

these two sub-samples is basically thesame as the A-0 score

change for the two comparable groups, i.e., CW-(I 6 II) and

Tr. I, for times 1 and 2 (Table 6).

The pattern of decrease in A-0 scores in the absence of

a direct intervention was also observed in a realiabjlity

study of the A-0 questionnaire in which 13 professionals

77
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participated. On repeated measures administere

mately one week apart, their mean A..-0 scores d

points, from 43.0 to 36.2.

. Thus, It appears that the A-0 question

approxi=.

eated 6.8

air

"practice effect", and the effect is negative,

on the average diminish when no intervention is

Thus, in view of a negative "practice effect",

in A-0 score releted to the interventionJs f

3. Analyses of Selected A-0 Results

In order to maximally measure the interve

only workers employed during the entire projec

considered in the following analyses. Thus, e

functioned as his or her own control and any

workers who were not exposed to the total into

may have"masked" a true effect, were eliminate

measures on the A..0 questionnaire for times 1

available on a total of 77 workers (Table 8).

.has a '/

.e., scores

present.

increase

her enhanced

loes 1 nfpact,

period were

h worker

ults from

ention)e, which

Repeated

d 3 were

1. For example, workers who left the agency
the project period and workers hired aft
times 1 and 2..
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Table 8

A-0 Scores for Workers
.
by Agency; Times I 6 3.

I

Agency N

.

"A70 Scores
,r-

4;' Iktme I Time 3- -Time. 3-1

BC6G 21,

N

46..7

i.,

51.6

II

4,

BFS 39 50.4 -58.'5 8.1

Reg. W. -14 42.6

.

54.6

.

12.R

Camb. .3 44.7 34.0

1

-10.7

Totals: 77. 47.7 55.0 7.3-

t 2.62 *p(01

The change in A70 scores for the 77 agency personnel is

significant and in the predicted direction. The pattern of

mean difference scores (time 3-1),takes on added signifi-

cance when considered in the context of proportion of agency

staff participating in'the training program (the Cambridgele

agency was excluded due to the Small number of workers and

unusbat staff loss during the project period.) The,propor-

tibn was developed for each agency by tabulating the numer-

-.
ator and denominator as follows:

4
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Numerator - total number of trainees.

Denominator - total number of taff members eligiblefor participation during the two phasesof recruitment.

Table 9

Staff Eligible for Training Program and Proportionlbf Trainees.

Agency . Eligible Staff
-

Trainees %
DC6G

,

39 6 15

BPS 72 19

. .

26

Reg. W. 17 11 65

Totals '128 . 36 28,

It is evident that in this sample of three agencies
there. Is a perfect positive correlation between size of in-

crease In A-0 scores and proportion of agency staff trained,
i.e., the greater proportion of staff participating, the
greater the increase.

Further, the mean differe9ce scores, time 3-1, of three

identifiable. groups, tol,40i-: I, Tr. II and CW - (1 6 II),

were examined (Table 10).
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Table 10

Mean Difference Scores for
Staff Groups, Time 3-1.

Staff N 3

Tr. I ) 14. 10.6

Tr. 11 .

.

19 7.0

CW-(1 & II) 44 5.9

Totals 77 7.2

a

An analysis of variance to test the independence of the

mean difference scores yields an.F of .20 (Table 11),
o

indicating that the differences observed are not signlfl-

cantly different.

f
Table 11

Analysis of Variance of Mean Difference Scores
for Staff Groups, Time3-1.

'ource of i

Variation df
Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

U-Otaimecl
F value

Between Groups 2 241.5 120.8 ,20

Within Groups 74 44 212,8 557.5
,

Total 76 44,454.3

-
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Primarily due to a very high within groupS

the.AV does not 'indicate Independence among the Means.

However, the pattern 'of mean differencis 1,e,,Jr; I have

the greatest amount of absolute-change InA4-0 score
i

(10.6- points), followed.ey Tr. I I (70 points) and the:

'remain,ing'caseworkers (5.9 point -s-), is consistent with an-
.

-expecation of levels of change' resulting from a combination

of ;direct and indirect interventions.
Z

- This pattern be

comes:eve'n more pronounced when the percent increase in

score, dijfeTence score/t.:1 score, is calculated.

Table 12 summarizes pertinent data,

- Table 12

-Summary of ik-0 Scores
for4Staff Groups

I -

Staff N

_

A-0 Scores

IncreaseTime 1. Time 3. Time 3-1.

Tr./ I

Tr. Ii

CW-(1 6 11)

14,
c

51.451.4 .10-.6 26.0

19 47.5 55 4 7.9 16.6

44 50,1 56.0 5.9 11.8
V

Totals 77 47.7 '55.0 ',7.3 15.3

'2. Those workers who participated in the direct Inter',
ventjon, 105., training, would be expected to demon-
strata the greatest change and those who were only
indirectly influenced, less change. The ordering of
Tr. I-and Tr, II receives closer attention, in succeed-
ing portions of tills:- report; J

-54.
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.The differemtIal impact on the trainess' A0 scores,

as an Immedlatt.functi.on of the training intervention

was measured by calCulatIng differenci.scores on'repostee

measures .over the pertinent time periods. For Tr". I, the

average change In score from before training It.1) to

after training (t,2) was 14.9 points. For:Tr. 11 the

average change In score from before training (t.2) to -

after training (t.3) was 9.9 points. These results were

compared by the t test as tabled, below.

1

Table 13

Test of Mean Difference Scores
on A44 Between Tr.; I & Tr. II

7 .

e'
.

Staff Na' u
W

,, : S.D.

Tr:"1, 16 14.9 25.9

Tr, II 21 9..9 19.0.

to.68 F<.50

Training group I lost two workers befOre time
3i-training group,11 contained one worker who-

was not employed at fine.] and one who did not
complete an A..0 at t.l.

.

-55-
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The analysis indicates that the ,impact of the

training Intervention did not differentiate the two

training groups on the basis of change In A-0 scores.

Both groups improved their A-0 scores foglowing their
q.

respective training periods.

Further analysis, using caseworkers who did not

participate in the training programs as a control group,

reveals a more detailed picture. A comparison between

Tr. I and all other caseworkers (Including those who

were eventually to become Tr. II, since they had not yet

been identified), on change in A-0 scdreslollowing the

intervention' of the first train' program3 yields the
.

results contained' in Table 14.

Table 14

Mean Difference Scores on.A-0 of Tr.', and CW-(1)

6

Staff N 'V S.D.

Tr,
1 ,

.

. 16 , 14:9 ,- 25,9.

CW-(.1) , 81 -.1,14 .. ""23.2

a. A Drub-analysis-in which CV-(1-6 II) was sub-
stituted for CW-(1) yielded 2.51.*P<.01:

A-0 difference score between t.2 and., t.1*.

A 0

4



Thus, Tr. i not -00y:increased average' score

by 14,9 points, but this l'n,Or.aase was ,signif icantly different

at the p.01 level from the change "(*.1.11 points) for 'those.

workers not -participating in' the first round of .training.-
,

A parallel analysis between Tr. I i and all other ',

wor ke s (not including Tr. I since they had already pert.lc-
.

,,,
I,p.bted in the training) for the period following the, second

training prOgramlf, yields the results contained in Taille 15.

,Teible "15

. Test of Mean Difference Scores on
A-0 Between Tr.' I and CW-(I..& I1)

5talf N S.D.

Tr. I 21 9,9 19,0,,

Icw.(I A II) 51 7.7 18.1*

t0.46 P<,*50

0.

0

It Is important tel note that the amount of average

change in A-0 scores for Tr. 16 Pre' to post- training,,

does not diffiir significantly from the amount of chant's,

. A-0 difference score' between t.

w57-

85

3 and t. 2.
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t

recorded durYng this same time period by workers not 'Ad

enrolled in the training program, and-..that the i1,0 'sCnres

changed In the desired direction.

Thus, whip the increase 111 attitude scores

the project's course is, not b

between trainees and non-trenee.s-, iheve cities appear tt

be a A 1 ff erent W outcome, 1 mrlied I a te iy'jo 1 IOW ng
. ..,

. 4

between the twO.,g'roups of 'tra i nees, ,Though both group's

Iftctiased- their ,scores, :when considered against the back-
.-

drop of a contlrol jrro'Llp, only *. I seem IQ ye,filade A

ajg6Mcant ilid4445trectly attributable a '-.04etliTpt,

ttdeim the training 04'001:0V, The jrcroaskl'Or

0

could be Attributed to the existence of...ft uttoriticould
_ . e . . ,:,,. :

effect, created 6y. the project'; existence in the ejencies
.

,. -..

'since ''the Increased positive effect

.

06-"attaudea.YgAneratO
r

a

In Tr. 1 1 and other:wdrkers was at approximatelt, the
..,

,
;. -

game orsier of -magnitude. /hPs finding will receive more

detailed attentlon In chapter 10.

o f1

-a
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Chapter 7

ANALYSIS 'OF 'CHANGE' IN TgAINEE '
4

9

A. ..Tralnees 1.

T!,.-clesion of_the project Called for training a maximum of 6b

casewcrt.zs, thirty in each round of treining.' Thus, 30 caseworkers

%:/ere otif,;}4e to become lrainees in the firstround of,traininn.

.

I. . Recruitment

in-persoh,..group presentations by thereseapch and training

staffs were made to the'caseworkers at-four malor offices of the

four,,-ticipating agencies. The prisentations were designed to
.

accuain the .0s:tend-es' personnel with bqth the training and research

.-comger-r,t, of the project. Immediately after the presentation or

within montI following, -markers from the particinatinc acencles
.

had the opportunity to volunteer for the first round of trptnino,

event that more than thirty caseworkers a0Ptled for the

traininn progiM, the followinc"Selectimprocedure-wasadopted:

Trainees will be selected randomly,,takinn
into constderation the site of each agency,
i.e., apprbximatelY-25% of each abency's
workers 1:1111 be in training in round one.

3
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First preference in each agency will be given
to full time worRers. Part-time workers in
each agency will be considered only after the
pool of full time workers has been exhausted. -

In all, 29 workers had volunteered to participate in the first round

of training. However, before the training began, 12 of the

volunteers withdrew their. applicationst The reasons for withdrawal

Included: projected over-commitment, inconvenient schedule of the

training sessions, recommendation to withdraw by the staff director

or-personal therapist. Some workers did'not wish to share their

reasons for withdrawing.,

-}
. -

Thus, 17 workers be0n and completed the first round of training.

a
Table 16

Trainee Enrollment - First Training Group

Phases
A encies

REG.W. CAMR. TnTat.FSA' FCsG

Dec. '71.

fecrultment Period
13a 8 3 '3 27

February '72 10 4 3 3 20

Beginning of .
.

Training ,
. . \

May '73 10 1 3 S. 3 17 .

Completion of
Training "- v

'
.

FSA started the month of December witholir volunteers.
, During December, another person volunteered and two

workers withdrew, leaving 13.

0
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2. Time I.

At the beginning of Time 1, I.e.,. the time at which the

first round of A-0 and CL-QuesticAnalr were completed Tr, 1

/74were not yet Identified as a training group, although'some of

these workers might have been In the process of deciding to

et

volunteer foi the training.

The average age of Tr, 1 was 32 years; they ha/had their

nsw for an average of 8 years and 'had been employed at their

agency for an average of 3.3 y =ars /4,,a group, these trainees

appeared somewhat different fro the general pool of caseworkers

on a number of variables:

s

...............tir.

0
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I Table 17

Summary of Attitude and Caseload Data for Tr. I,

Time

A -0 CL

Scores

Expected Success \

17 40.0

a.r.cl.b %g.cl.c d.s.

31.5 63.1

No.of
Cases°

%a.r.cl.f

31.6 21 16.7

a

dr .r.cl

totalicl .r.61

4.7% 28.3%

a. Mean score on A-0 questionnaire

b. Mean percent response to question 5 on A-0/questionnaire,
pert 1, "Percent of alcoholic clients in your current
caseload with whom you expect to realize maximqm:'realls-
tic goals."

c. Mean percent response to question 6 on A-0 questionnaire4
part 1, "Percent of clients in your current caseload,
exclusive of alcoholics, with whom you expect to realize
maximum reallitic goals."

d. The discrepancy score (di) was derived. by subtracting
the estimated rate of success with alcoholic clients
from the estimated rate of success with general clients,

0. Mean number of cases carried by workers.

f. Percent of alcohol reiated.cases.'ou't of total caseload,

g. Percent of problem drinkers who are primary clients out
of total caseload.

h. Percent of problem drinkers who are primary clients'out
of total alcohol related caseload.

90
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The average A-0 score (40.0) was 6 points lower than the

average score (46.0) for the remaining staff. They expected

to be °successful in the.treatment of 31.5% Of the alcohol ran

lated cases and In 63% of th% general cases. The success

expectations of the other caseworkeri were 35.4% and 62,4%,

respectively. Thus,/it appeared that Tr. I held a less

positive opinion and attitude about alcotml and alcoholism

and that as a group they were less optimistic about positive

outcomes in treating alcoholic clients than were their co-
,

workers.

The discrepanq between the trainees' relatively low

score on the A-0 questionnaire, coupled with a lower expecta-

tion of success In dealing with alcoholic cases'and a pro-

protionally higher alcohol related caseload, suggests that;

as a result of their wider experience in the treatment of

alcoholism, these trainees tended to view the roblem as a

frustrating one and were more aware of the difficUlties

volved imworking with alcoholic clients. This could account

for their `lower score on the A-0 questionnaire.

The caseload profile of Tr. I. Indicated th t although

N they carried a lower average caseload (21 cases p worker)

thin non-trainees (27 cases per worker), ()they carried dls-

proportionally more alcohol related cases (11.8% of the total

caseload and 17.3% of the alcohol related cases).,

91
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We might observe that.without any training int rvention

those workers who were more familiar with the treat nt-of

alcoholism, i.e., carried a larger proportion of alcohol

related cases, tended to have a less positive attitu e ibout

alcoholism and Its treatment. The workers who had a smaller

proportion of alcohol related cases, tended to be some hat more

positive and optimistic about such cases.

This same trend for Tr. 1. is evident when considering

c"'
personal-assessment of satisfactory vs. unsatisfactory therapy

o

progress with alcohol related clients. All trainees were

asked on the CL questionnaire "How db you rate your pr sent14
work with the,alcohol related primary client at this tim ?"

Table 18 summarizes responses to self assessment of treatment

progress with alcohol related clients.

It!
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Table 18

Self-Assessment of Treatment Progress with Alcohol Related
Clients, Time 1.

,Staff

Treatment Progress

Total

249

cases

100% '4'

Satisfactort.

199a
80%b

.

Unsatisfactor

50
20%

CW - (Tr. I)

Tr. 1. 31

58%
22 .

42%
53

100%

Totals

---..

230
76%

72
° 24%

302
100%

a.' Number of cases

rb. %'s are row proportions-

*X211.6 PC001

Tr, I viewed their work with 58% of their alcohol related

primary clients as satPsfactory or very satisfactory while the

remaining casewor rs rated 80% of their work w*th this group

of clients as be satisfactory or very satisfactory. Examining

these data from the point of view suggested above, it might have

been expected that Tr. I. in the hope of alleviating' their frustra-

flans in working-with alcohol problemed cases were highly motive-

tect to engage in the training -grog am and thus improve their

skills. In examining respowses to the question re this motivation

(Question no. 7, A -0), it appeared that indeed there was a high

93
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motivatIon'amonLtrainee,, to enter the training program 11.9)

However, it was not clear. from theie data what the trainees

were eager to be trained in. This ambiguity was reduced when

the Individual Interviews ofthe trainees were examined.

Referring to the time before entering the training program,

the trainees were asked, " "What were your expectations of this

training progrAmr.- ,Nine (59%) of these workers responded that

they wanted to improve their attitudes and Skills in working

with alcohol. riiklapi4oeses; four (24%) stated they were expecting

to learnt only abOill'the new family therapy techniques and had

no exOectations:10 learning about treatmA\t of alcoholism,.e.g.:,

one respondent..satil, "I felt quite certain that al'coholism was

merely a Tront for some training in family therapy." She based

this view on the pre-training presentations of the trainers to

be. Three (18%) other trainees expected to learn more about

new techniques, of :therapy and in responding to the question did

not mention alto related issues at all. One (6%) respondent

did not have any eXpeCtations, as he knew nothing of the project.

and was assigned f'o it because no one else wanted'to volunteer. -

Thus, 35% of these traUnees, though highly motivated 'for training

were not necessarily motivated for training in alcoholism.

1. The scale was based on values of 1 fib,. Very High Motivation
,through, Neutral to 5 for Very Low Motivation,-i.e4, 1- Very

A High,'2m High, 3m Neutral, 4m Low, 5 = Very Low.'

94'
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3. Time 2.

O

At t. 2, Tr. 1, had just finished their training phase,,

Table 19 summarizes attitude and caseload data for Tr. I

at-t. 2.

Table 19

Summary of Attitudt and. Casiloaa Data.

..
IllmanmunallimmLIMILUMIELVErirEGiEumMillitTime N Score timmurili.altsmarimzEriirminmenctrAsti a r.c .

I. 17 40.0 IMIIIMINN 21 11111111111111111.28t

2. 16 56.3 47 7 66.7 19.0 20 214 84 41.7

The data skive suggest that the training did have an

,impact on Tr. 1 and that this impact was in the expected directions,

Trainees, mean k-0 score/increased frown 40.0 to 56.3, e
A

difference

of 16,3 points (41%), Just as thely optimIsmmregarding treatment

of alcohol related cases,had ,Increased, 1;e., expectations of

success In treating alcoholics had changed from 1,52 to 47.7%,, a

difference of 16.2%. it might,be -hypothesized that the increased_:

optimism` reflected the' trainees',Impeoved perception of self as

a treating agent And-seemed to become generalited-slightly to

trainees general Cases. Their expected success with these cases.,

was raised from 63.1% to 65.8%, an increase of 2.7%.

e. 95
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Although at this time general caseload for these

trainees had decreased from an average of21'cases to'20 cases

per worker, the proportion 'of their alcohol related caseload

increased from16,7%-v 2,1,4%, a differenCe of 4.70. Even more

striking is the increase in the disproportion, i.e., au t.2,

Tr.- I were carrying 10.5% of the caseload and 21.50 of the

,alcohol related cases. Equally ImpreSsive was the trainees'

change, in rating their satisfact on with the progress of their

alcohol related primary clients. ii\though a.tt,1 the trainees

felt "very satisfied" and "satisft'ed" in their work with 58%

of the alcohol relatid,cases, at t.2 this proportl rose t

73%. On the basieof the data, we might conclude that the

training program was effectivl In changing the trainees attitudes,

their professional practice, and their view of self as a treating,

agent.,

These findings were not clearly supported by the verbal

reports of the trainees during their individual interviews. For

Instance, In responding to, "How did your experience of the

1Taining compare with your expectations?", nine trainees (53%).

thought their expecfatiOns were different from experience.

"-Nu

Among these nine were eight trainees (47%) who originally

expected to learn mire _about alcoholism. However, ail ,but one
: _

of these respondents also added that in spite of the divergence

-from exVectettong'thelr experience was. good and/or superior to their

6
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. / .... 1

expectations. Seven 'trai nees (414 responded that the
. , - . . -ra,.

: r
experience was just as expected.or better and'here again the

respondents consisted'priTerlithose workers whose

'motivation was oriented around lernine more about ihmtly.

therapy. rs-
Yr

I

'Furthery'responding to the questions re chanpo of

diractite the traininci had no effect at all on the practic.

of therapy and they did not out work witiValcoholism;

e

. .

four (24%) experienced phange in their view an
a

d'style of . o. .

JO a '0 .

.
0

.working with families and 'aoain alc. oh o t,.,/tw s m /as'liit sinoled
4r,

-out; only two (12%)
.

trainees felt,theY,could, as a conseauence
. .

of training, work bettkr:With alcohol tela.ted clients; one (4)"
.

.

. .,
. . .

. ,-
. felt`,there wat.no c.hang4 and one (6 %) dld not know because

. .4 ,

. . .

a

.she had'noclienti'.

At the.same 'time six (35%) Of theie'trainees felt their

.-attitude toward alcoholism had changed "some" in a positive

'direction; 'five (29%) felt 'it had changed a "little"; three

(18%) ilwoUgh't itchanged "a lot"; and one trainee (6%) did not

feel there was any change.

-69-
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f.

Time 3.

1".,

'

"' ir4s,

0,
.

f
.1 v

.4

v

.4

I.

T.,, 3,- was approximately 14 months alter:TY...1 hadlinished
.4

their t a~a ining,phase, Table 20' summarizes 06-Attitude and.

Casetoad'data for Tr, Vat time 3. .

ltk

Table- 20

Summary Of Attitude and:Seeel(oidIData

Time

.

N

A.0
,-.

.

.

,.

Score

,

I xpected Succiss No.of
cases

%a.r.'.
ci..

dr/
et

r.el
Woo ..

,

Ala%a.rfcl. %.:c1., ... .

1-* 17

.

40.0
. "

11.5,
63,1 31.6 21 16.7' 44,7 28.3 3a.1

2 16
.

56.3- 47.7 66,7

-

13,0 20 -.21,4

ohs

8.9 41.7 --38.3.-

k

'3 14 51.4 51.7 65.8 14.1 22 17.9

.

8.6, 47.
/'

42.6

P. Mean s,core on Alcohol Information qu7/!_tla

Data from t.3, indicates that approximately one yeir after the.

, training program some of the trainees' gains began to*taper off,

Their A-0 scores at t. 3. had decreased from 56.3 to 51.4.
3

However, the'differerIcein score from t. 1 to t. 3. is 11.4 points,

representing e 26% Increase. Thus, although the substantial gain

demonstrated immediately after the training was not fully main-

tained, t. 1 to difference scores seem to,indicate that

the,training Intervention did effect a degree Of, sustained change.

The reliability of tee ch,ange Is further suggested by ,the continued

.trend of the trainees' increasing optimism In results of treating
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alcoholic clients, having revised upwards their expectation

of succei.s. by l6V at t. theyaddefd. another 4% at t. 3. A'n
.

adithvial.estimatWof'tbe,tralneese le4et of confidence was

developed by:calculating the discrepan4 store (ds4 I.e., the

percent difference between estimates0Y success with alcoholic

clients and geqer41 client', one measure of the degree to wh;ch
.

the, workers perceived their work.wIth the rest of their clients:

Based on the training program's orientation, _it was reasoned that

workers, having experienced attitude change and acquired addition-
.

al skills, would view the potential outcomes belated to their

treatment of alcoholic cAlents as being lIttle.different from

the potential outcomes with general clients. Therefore', an

index of confidence in themselves asa therapist with alcoholic

'clients would be the amount of disparity between the two estimates

of success: the greater the disparity, the lower the confidence',

and viee-versa.. Tr. progressively decreased this dls'parlty

over thc'three points In time, principally by increasing their

confidence in estimates of ability to be effective in treating

alcoholic clients.

The,change in the percent of alcohol related caseload foAr
V

Tr., I drops more dramatically than the A-0 'score. Here th'e drop

consists of 3.5%, however, the percent of alcohol related clients

continues to be higher at t. then it was at t. i by l.2%.,



A more sensitive measure of this change, however, Is the_dls

proportional amount of alcohol related cases carried by Tr. II

fi

compared to their share of the total caseload, 1.e., 10.2%

caseload and 18.8% of alcohol related cases. in the contex

of the caseload data, however, what appears 'to be most signifi-

.

'cant is the consistently increasing change in the proportion

of drinkers who are primary clients seen by the trainees.

Whereas at t. 1. 28.3% of these trainees' alcohol related case-

load consisted of the drinker, at t. 2 this proportion was

raised to 41.7%, and at t. 3 it was further raised to 47.9%.

Thus, from t. 1 to t. 3 there as an increase.of 19.6%. Tr. I

were now treating the drinker directly in increasing proportions

and simultaneously expressing increased confidence in their

abilities to do so.

Concomittantly, the trend described above in working with

alcoholic clients was paralleled in the trainees' ratings of

their progress with their alcohol related caseload. Tr. i in

the progress of their work with this group of clients rated as
S.,

"very satisfactory" or "satisfactory" at t. 1, 58% of their

clients, t. 2 - 78%, and t. 3 - 84%. Thus, Tr. I expressed an

increase in rated effectiveness of 26% from t. 1 to t. 3.

Tr. I
also'increased their Al scores in the si'x months

A

following training, after registering no change immediately after

the end of the training program. The results receive amore de-
s

tailed analysis in section D. of 'this Chapter.



/

it appears, therefore, that Tr. hay not only been
affected by the training program and th4t some of this effect

-Nyas maintained more than one year past interventione but thlt in
.

additirawlOme of the more significant measures of the effect
i:-

indicate a continuation of positive change beyond a year's time ,after the training period had ended.
.4.-,1'

-, -'. A Pi' .

, i4; .
The above findindt correspond With he train -"'evpu4tion

of the training
Influence which they.r ported d riiiig

individual. Interviews six months eft r trfn-ing.- ...5.4.....,...t.t.........4.1,,,,,,

.4-
.

I-

In respon4e
to, "What effect does the training program have on you
only one trenee (8%) responded that the effects had/thoroughly
diss ipated (this was Judged by her to have been due to the lack
of theoretical underpinning In the program); four respondents

,

(31% thought that they had been opened up to new ways of therapy
(us of space, use of self, non-ver al techniques);

two (
felt they became more "loosened up as theripi ree (2)t)
experienced themselves as continuing to be mO conflitient
working with families; two (15%) fel th. Iley.gained a new
view of family systems: however, onl one response (8%) mentioned

. a difference in dealing with problems related to alcohol, i.e.,
increased respect for the role and activities of AA.

10 1
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Seven (54%) of then

about the use of.spacell

0

CP

tr still.usp :their learning

therapy; three (23%) use the technique '

of role playing; otherstfelt they continued to be innovative and

more aware of the non erbal. message/int ractions. 0.7

Responding .to
C>c

guestlain, "D you perceiVe yourself,.. now,

as having more exile ?Ise in the field of alcoholism?", five (38%)

said "yes" (one ati ified this by saying "just a little") *Sev
1

(54%) responded n

"did _not learn Vs

consider alcoh01

but not more ax

least one of th

she learned mu

use of some n

clientele; of

and Justified this by statements such asi

much about a lcoholism,'r "still, 411.-10,

ts,

m a symptom'', "have more awareness Ofalco Ism

rtise.16 It Is Interesting to point out ili$v

trainees said that although she did not think

h about alcoholism, her experience was that with

knowledge she

er trainees IMplied having similar experiences.

now works better with alcohbl related(

1

Seven ( 4%) trainees thought' they now recognize problems with

alcohol mor easily than before the training; two (15%) said
. ,

two (15%) d 0 not know; and one (8%) could now distinguish-levels-of

the problem one trainee (8%) felt she never had any difficulty in

/recognjzin4 alcohol problems and therefore experiented no change.

'74"
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Six (46%) of these trainees thought they do or would treat

alcohol related cases differently from other clients most of this

difference focused on being more direct about or giving more rapid

recognition to the alcohol problem and/or referring to AA. Six

(46%) respondents stated they do not treat alcohol clientele

differently from others and one (8%) did not know.

5. Final Follow-Up Interview

Approximately a year past their training individual interviews

were coriducted and Tr. 1 had an opportunity to evaluate their

experience of the intervention once 'again.

At is time the majority of trainees (54%) mentioned more

effective work with families; two (15%) mentioned better understanding

of non-verbal teonigues; mentioned once each were "better

understanding of relationship-between family and alcoholism," "better

understanding of AA," "personal benefits," "feeling more free In daino

therapy.": Two trainees (15%) felt that. the effects of,training had

dissipated and/or Ay were not aware of any skills they now have a

conse uence of the training.

C In response to h c 'skills were learned and Used most frequently,

nine trainees (53%) reported that the "action techniques" were the

most valuable and more frequently, used by them. 'Other skills mentioned

once each were: more comfort in physical contact with clients, new

ways of looking at families; being a more dedicated therapist. Alcoholism

was not menti ned by any of these trainees, except one who pointed out

specifically at'training had not resulted In any increase of knowledge
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about alcoholism. Only four trainees (31%) felt at the time of

this thirdinterview that they had more expertise in alcoholism as a

consequence of training. At the same time, six trainees (46%)

claimed they could now recognize an alcohol related problem b tter;

flye (38%) did not think they could on the basis of the program

yecognize the alcohol problem better, however, four of the five

added that they always could recognize the alcohol .problems in

clients.

A sense of apparent contradiction in some of the trainee

views is somewhat clarified by one trainee who said: "At first I

thought it [training] had mostly impact on my work with families,

family therapy. But as time goes on I am realizing I got more in

alcoholism than I. thought I did." Another trainee pointed out:

"I have a mush more real appreciation of what happens in a family

whe-re there's alcoholism and I try to get more family. support."

Other trainees did not seem to be Quite as aware of the.inteivention's

impact on their work-with alcohol related cases, though the data from

A-0 and CL questionnaires seemed to indicate that there were definite

channei amoung these ,trainees.

Some trainees, after the training, appeared not to perceive

changes in themselves. within the context of alcoholism becadse they.

saw themselves as havi ha. p sitive attitude and worked well with

alcohol problems bef re they entered the program.
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lc overall attitude communicated through these interviews

indicated that Tr. I maintained an enthusilstic and positive view.

of their training experience, e.g., "I think it was fantistiC! "

"It was stimulitino!". It appeared that although they were not

always aware of how the training effectedotheir work with alc o.

nroblemed clients, they had a sense of greater competence an

comfort in their role as therapists and that attitude had a d

and productive effect on their work with alcohol' problems.

1.()5
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B. Trainees II

1. Time 1.

71

At this time, the caseworkers who wire to volunteer for

the second round of training had. not yet been identified as

a group. They became an identified aroup at the time of

their enrollment in the training program, approximately one

year after the first round of questionnaires had been mailed.

The A-0 and CL data from t. L., howev enabled the evaluators

to use this group as a control.

The average age of those workers who eventually were

identilied as Trainees 11 (Tr. 11) was 31 years; they hlid their

MSW degree for an average of 8 years and had been employed at

their current agency for an average of 5.3 years.'

Table 21 summarizes some of the basic data collected from

4Tr. 11 at t. 1 in the context of Tr. 1 and the remaining

workers.

A n

- 7,8-
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Table.21

Summary of Attitude and!Castioad inforMition
for PopulatIon,'Time 1.

Staff N

1A-0
I

CL

SCore
Expected Success. I.

No. of
cases

%a.r.c .

,

4r/ r. cl nts
%a.r.cl. Ag.c11 d.s. Total' cl. a.r.cl

CW--
(1411)

70 45.3 34,3 63.5 29,2 28 10.7.E 5.0% 48,9%

Tr. I

.

15 40,0 31.5 63.1 31.6`

r

21 16.7 40% c8.3%

Tr.11 17 48.6 39.2 58.2

Al

19,0
n

24 10.7

.

4.2%
.

39.5%
;

Total
,.-

102 45.0 34.6

J.

62,5 27.9

.

26 II. 4.9% . 42:,7%

The mean A-0 score for Tr, II alt t. 1 was'48.6, indicating
,

7
a more positive attitude towar4,40cohol and alcoholism than either
Tr, 1 (A -0 -40) or all othex-easeworkers from the participating

agencies.

Tr. II estimates of expected success with their alcoholic.

cllents again indIcates dissimilarity from oth Cisaviprkeros

and from Tr. 1, i.e., Tr. 11 exp-044d to be s cessful with' 39.2%

of alcohol related eases; the corresponding expectations were

31.5% for Tr. I and 34,3% for non trainees. The disCrepancy

scores (ds) can be considered another index of'dIssimilaxity of

107
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Tr, II-. from Tr. l'and other rkers ii.e s of

Tr. I and non - trainees are more 'similar,' 31,4 and 9.2, than

th2kAl of Tr. 11, 19.0. Thus, no,t'on .II.. "have tItoe
_

expectations of success with alcoholic clients, the alto

i)tWilo did etherseemed to view them as more like general cl

Tr. I or the no211!"trf1 eels.

Additional differences betw en Trainees 1 and 11 are

apparent upon examination of the aseloadprofile. At t, 1

,Tr. II carried i-hIgher averaginomber of clients4 24

Al compared to TT.- Leverage caseload of 1. Howeve're' Tr. .

carried on the average a smaller proportion o alcohol restated

cases-, i.e., 10.7% compared to the 16.'72. carried I.

In34 of the al-00AO1" related cases carried by the

primary client was the individual with the d.Onking problem,"

while Tr. I
treated only 28.3% of the alcohol problemed.peopla

directly. In tams of experience with alcohol related clientele,

Tr. II reported they were significantly more satisfied with

their work 1.21 ills context than were Tr. I, I.e., where as Tr. Ii

were satjsfled with their prog ass in 86,5% of the aitohol
42,

related cases, Tr.,) were sat -fled with progress in only 51n5*

of th cases (Table 22).

et ,



(Table 22

Responses Tr-al-rums to Self-Assessment ofTreartment,
Progress with Alcohol Related Clients, Time .1,

Staff

.

*

Progress

Satisfactory Unsatisfactory :Totals

Tr. t
P

31a.

58.5%q-
22'.

- 41..5% itioc,.

Tr. 11 45
84.5%'

7

.

_

13,5;

..-

52
14t)

.

Totals
K.

76:
'fl

...

12:4%
9

',:

.405
-27.6% 100%

a.

8,
Number of cases
Percent of row totals.

X21810.44 df -1 p{.01

Table 3 compares ratings of progress

those workers who did not beCome trainees.

Table 23

between,Tr. 11 and

- .

Responses by Try.. 11 to Self-Assekspent of Treatment P'rogre
With AlcohOl Related Crarits Time I.

A.

Staff
Progress

Satisfa.ctory Unsatts story :totals

ZW-(1410 i54,..

78:1%
..

_ 21.9%
127

100%.

Xre 11 ' 45
A

86.5% 13.5%
52

100%

Totals'
,,

199
80%

50

' - .zor
249

fop%
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Although Tr. II reported. gr,,eater satisfaction in their

progress with alcohol elated cllentt than all other caseworkers,

the difference is noilbstatliXically

On the ,batis of the dete we might expect that at t. 1.

workers who were to beicome 7r. 11 had fess reason to be

motivated fora training program In alcoholism than Tr. I. Thy

data dITectly speaking to the issue of motivation collected Erom

responset, to the question 'Indicati your motivrtionfOr partici-,

pation in the UCS training program")" indicates that aOthOUgh

the difference Is not 'dramatic, TT. 11.(2.5)-did have a lower
,

.otiva -tion for this training than did Tr. A 1.9).f. -Plop tralneis

had the lowest motivation-4.2)2'

2. 2

00

At Timer:2. Tr. 11 were still unidentified. as a gro4, 1

the training progrim's, secona.rpUnd -Wad not begun.

o

3

1. A-0 questionnaire, Part '1, #7*.
,

2.. The ecaie was'based on values of 1 for Very High Motivation
through Neutral to 5 for Very Low Motivation, Ire., 161 Very)
High, 2a High, 3- Ngutral, 4- Low, 5-Very Low..

7,82=

.0
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Table 24

Summary of Attitude and .t a InfOrma.tion for
Ylmas.. and 2i

Time N

A-0, .

. CL

ta . r, C l'........:2.4.,..........,..1

-----0-000-134+-40----
dr/ r cl

Total el
"."--Ns"---"

4,2%.

a.r cl

39.5.-

,

score

,
*

ixoected Succei%
NO.:Of
c see

A
.

a r c' .

.

%.' c d s.

1. 17 48:f 39.2 58.2,
..

19.0%.
.,

24 . 10,7.._

.

2,
>a

22

IA.

:46 0

,

.99,9. 65-,7 31,8%1 29 z 9.2 4.1% 44,8%

The minor amount of change 1 n: ,the Aw.0 s6res'(12.6 points)

IndiCates that at, ths pOlAt in time th4 ttliudik and:opinions
, .

of the trainees tobil had not been 44,1bstafltia effected by: the
,

,

first chase of the interyentionw iluring this seme.time° period,
. (

... ,
the average, A0. scare of Tr, 1414'':wh,o had-.clifneleta8_ their training,

Increased from 40,1' to 9643, a difference ol 16..4 The
-4- :-

expiated. rats of succssi of Tr, I I.-' 1,04oKICIng 4a lcOhol

lated ci lentshad dIminishidv 1.4.0 *Tr. I I': at ttis clips decreased
,

thklr expeclel tons of. success 441-th ecoho
P

l is casesfrom 39,2% to, ..,

pont a. differs/los ,of 754%. Rota, homOkr,- the substantial
,

file. in the /cis, -wore (11.,6041 an) Fildax'of ".rncriiied pessimism

towp00 the alcoholic 'cl lints In their ceseload. 1,fxpectad

iuCCa'ss rittei with ,a1eohol cases during thAs period indreaded.

from,3115%,,it tt. 1 to 47,71 at t,,.2, Fncreasa 0 16,2 %, ,in'd
,

Oalr ds soots. detroosed

a

f ;

I

14 "

+0.4

y. -
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, , ... . ;
. . ,

. :,
,J ..

The caseload protle. of efr, 11, sagges'ts,4a- trend siml lat..
. ..,

.

to that reflected In thWi r ,A-0 ,scoreS' and rate .'d.f. e3pe4,1-tled
J.

.

success data,. Al thou9h tha 9 enera 1 caseloa d average. of''the
. ,

. . . , . ..

group Increased "**from 24 to 29 ,,the mean proportion. of alcohol-
.

-:.
. .

. , .

ejated.dasas had decreased from. 10;7% *to 3.2%.` '. ,. ,

Not surprisingly, howayerAs: they seemed' to:. bd.experienzing
q, - ..z.,

A , .. ,

1.
I t

more cliff (cu.! ty with 'arcoho-11c cl lents; Tr*. '11 mOthiatIonfor.,,
. . :

.

, tral n I na, :was 'On_ the i ncrease 1:e. froni 2.5 at, t... I to 2,0 at ,
..

P.

-..
t. 2. ... . . ,

. . . - .

.:, . 'v ll . .

The t'abs..1e below' pro;r1-des , the oopor n 1.ty to NI.ay401'e basic-`
,

data 'fro :T.!, e a)s11 in, th.cobntt of
'
Tr. lo a d remaining. w .or14' erS.the rema. .

.. . . _
:

. ....

.
N o

Ot .1

Table 25
,

,

S.uMnfary of Atti tude and Caseload Information
,., For A11. ttaff o' Time 2.

t I

0

St'aff.

P-0
C

Ci. 6,'

N'
''.

Score

, /
-,Exyectikd Success No;o. f

cases
%a.r*.'c .

.......p................dr/'r.
Tot c1.

,,c1,`

%a.r.cl. %..cl. Cs. a.r.el.

0.1.0w) 73 45.3. 41,I 65,8 24.7% 24' . -.9.2 4:5% 49.1V
.

Tr,, . 14 56.3. 47.7 66,7 19,0% 20 21,4
..

a.9% 41.7%

Tr. II% 24 46.0. 33.9 e 65.7' 31..8% 29 .5.2, 4%% 44,8%

Totals 109 474.11 40.,5 '65.9, -24.4% 2.7 40,5% 4.9 %. 4 '.6%.

,

4a

112,
T
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itec(01,,tmant,

, ...IV -b.

The recruitment per :olier 1 apped. t ,2 thi t.ttff",
caseworkers from -the fo 7r participating agencleS We're el ig b 1 1-

, to bagpipe trainees ,fOr the second ound of 'training.'

. :Each. participat 9 agency scheduled one or. more,st,aff.,

conferences n the 'm n. thg
N 6ottc luesloi of 'the first

,..round of . -training'. uring t1;e:se conferences ;,..workel-s 'who 11014
.9

, . ., .completed ,the. tralnrng 1 'e Tr. I had an opportunity to present.
.

',- el . ., .
the method and'content of their training and their understand-116g

3 v %C.4 '.
of the, alcohol 'pro'blem. In thls*,maniler 'the staff's 1h ea h

participating agency were fern; Ilarized for the second=ti ne, tyl th

-training prcigratn. ,Staff. workers wivo had not participated in

the first round of tratnitig were el 1 gible to volunteer for the,
second round of training it th'e end of Allis. conference. The

opportunity to volunteer was made a.valliable again 'durl.ng. the

month proceeding the second round of training.

n,, all, a tota) of 27 worKersvoltirteered for the second

round of training. ,HoweVer, five ofthe,:e volunteers witldrewe

leaving.22 workers who became traineet 1,n :the 'second r\O`tifd,

/ training,. 22 trainees' completed the training.

c
, 11.3

-85 -,
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Table 86

Trainee Enrollment - Second Trainln ,lroup

ftlIMMORIAMP,....

111;MIMI.R..41==.10M;MAIEU1121MIMM;IIMMMMMMI001611MWM1ill'IM
OW,

Phiset ISA
FC..

&G Reg, West Camber -Total
, .

June - Aug. '.72 9 5 8 1 23Recrul/tmentt
,Penload

....

J b

I&

.September-end ; 0 1E3-
.

.'of reo'rult. ' .. ,

Mont
.e4

-
October 9ar. 541* 0 22beginning of

,

training
.

_

maTdh k73 9 8 0 22.CoMpl)e,tion of
..

training.-' ,
..

8,

83

Our hitg "the,month of .September, 3 FSA,vollinteers and A pCsG
.However, Just before the training began

enotket.3..FSA0.nd 1 OtiG workers v.colunteeired.
,

' .

.0

As .fl''

;,



4, Time 3,

At t.3 Tt. 11 had finished, their training and this prolectse
intervention state terminated.

\
Tabte,27

Summery of Attitude and Caseload InformatIon for Tr\ U.

T a

A.0
CL

N S o e
Ex c ic,... tiOsof 1a.r.cl.. dr/or. el. _a r c -% ci d s cases Tot ci a r el or

1 17 48.6 39.2 , 51,2 19,0 24 10.7 '4.2 29.5 328
2 , 22 0.0 134, 85.7. 31.8 29 9.2' 4.1 44.8 49,3

3 19 55.1 58.0 69.5 11.5 .33 8.0 .4.2 52.0 39.4

Similar to Tr, I following completion of the tralAing program,
Tr. 11 increased their Moon Ae0 score, However, the magnitude-
of increase is somewhat dff'feeent. Tr. I Ineriesed'their A-0 score
from pre - training to posterilnIng by 16.3 points, whereas Tr. II

for their corresponding (sequence increased their score by 961
points. These changes repreient for Tr. 1 and Tr. 11 a percentage
increasein score of 40.8% and 196881 respectively, Thus," the

dati Unfelt that with respect to attitude change Tr. II responded
to the tra i ng prograh somewhat differently than Tr. I.. In

O
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jpe_tsonal interviews six (10%) Tre.II felt their attitude

Improvece'lot, 12 (57%) felt they changed some or little,

and three (13%) experienced no change.

Additional documentition..ofa positive though different

rate of'change by these two groups, following. training, Is

heldata'Indicating their expscted rate of success with

alcoholic clients, 105., upon completion of their respective

training programs, Tr. 1 increased' their estimates of Success

by 16.2% and Tr. II by 24.1%.

Tr. II also increased their Al scores, as did Tr. I,

albeit in a different sequence, The results on the alcoholism

Information questionnaire receive a detailed analyils in section-,

D. of,this chapter.

The caseload data for Tr. 1.1 indicates that although their

cateloads increased an- average of 4 clients (14%) between t. 2

and t'o 3, their proportion of iicohol related cases decreassd/'

by 1.2%. On the other hind these' trainees did increase th

propor Ion of alcohol related primary clients who are drj/nkers
A

frotil 44.8% to 52.0%; a difference of 7,2%. (This might
/

be

attrib.0 ed to the method by- which cases are assigned, i.e-.,

the decision following intake would most likely be to assign the

most obv ous alcohOl related cases to workers who had undergone-

an atcOho ism training program). Tr. I during the comparable

time.perio howevervincreased the percentage of alcohol related,

primary clients who are alcoholoabmsers from 28.3% to 41.7%, a

difference f 13.4%. r-116
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Table 28

Summary of Attitude and Caseload Information
for. Population, Time 3.

().

Staff ,N

...... ...

Score

A0
4 CL

.1aucted Succes Noof %a.r.cr dr el.
%a.r,c1._%s. cl. d.s. cases . Tot. c1. a.r.c1.,

CW-(1611) 63 49.7 42,6 62.3- 19.7 28 9.0 3.7 41.4

Tr. i 12 51.4 51.7 65,8 140 22 '17.9 8.6 47.9

Tr. II 19 55.1

.

58.0

.

11.0 33
,

8.0 4,2 52.0

Totals ,,p4, 510_ 44,7 , 62,4
1

_17,7' 28 , 1.7 . 4,3
f.

44 7-,

It appears that "after their training as before, Tr, 11

differed froth Tr: I on several Ithportant variables related to

treatment of alcoholism, including measures of attitude and
practice. When the soft data available froth therpersonel

interviews of the trainee's Is examined,Tthe differences between
.

,

the two groups of trainees again focused on motivation factors.
.

Thus, In_the_lAdIv4Amal Interviews, the majority (68%) of Tr.. 11

expected the training would expand thelf:experience in family.
.

therapy in contrast to Tr. 1 24%.' Interett in learning about

alcohollim appeared secondary and /or less.frequently. Mentioned,
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(36%) by Tr. II, while the majority of Tr, I (59%) expressed

this interest. Other expectations ranged from interest

in learning about action techniques in ganeral'(14%), to

sensitlYity6tralning ('91), to personal growth (5%) and use of

self in thgapy (5%).

The differencesbetween Tr. 11 and Tr. I are further

manifested by data re-self-assesiment of satisfactory work

with alcohol related clients. Table 29 summarizes- theileasures.

of self-assessment regarding the progress of treatment with

alcdhol related clients for all three time periods:

Table 29

Response'to Self-assessment o Satisfactory Work with
Alcohol Related ClIents

by
Agency Staffs at Times 1,2,3.

Staff

Proportion Rated Satisfactory
Vow

1 4 I:

CW-(1 & 11)
78% 76%

.

77%

Tr. I 59% 73% 84%

Tr. II 87% 91% 87%

Totais 76% 79%
. -

81%
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The aboVe indicates that Tr. II not only were intially

very confident In their work with the alcohol related segments

of their caseload. but that their self ratings did not 'change

during the course of the intervention. These results tend to

parallel those for the toh-tralnees caseworkers,10;, no change.

in contrast to 'Tr. II and. non - trainees, however, Tr,.1, as. noted

In a.previous section of this paper, progressively improved

their self ratings during the course of the project.

Again, data from personal interviews 'suggests an interpre-

tation of Tr. Ii lack- of change in self-assessment of progress._

Those trainees, wno,volunteered for the training expecting toN .

learn primarily about faMily therepy,!eit-quite'pleased at the

e nd of the tralhIntrand thought that>the-training rilvid.up'to

their expectations, On the other hand for those trainees who

e xpected to learn piTisetlly about treatment of alcoholism, the

training did not meet -their expectations. They.felt that .alcohol.

aim was not adequately Integrated Into the experiential .and
1

family therapy seminars and/or that there was not enough
fl

alcoholism content in general,.

In spite of-the apparent dissatisfaction among some trainees,

the majority of Tr. 11(59%). felt that-after training,theycoele

recognise an alcohoi related problem more eastly than before.

!Iv* 1230 Tr, II responded that they experienced no-difference

In their abilitilis to.recognIse an alcohol related problem. and

the remaining 188 were noncOmmitel.
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Furthepigre, fifteen (68%) Tr. II perceived themselves

at thli time, as a consequence of training, as treating

alcohol related cases differently from other clientele; seven

(32%) though; they are more eonfreintielflwith alcohol related

clientele; three (14%) thought.they used,community.resources_moTe.

often with alcohol related clienteler three (14%) thought the),

"ieroed In" on behavior, lie., drinkin more than with clientele

presenting different-symptom pictures; one (5%) used more

medical back up; one (5%) used *Lowe educational/concrete

approach; one (9%) was more family oriented. Others did not

know, did not have any alcohol cases or expressed confusion

regarding the Issue, Thus, it appeared that although the training

did not live up to soMe of the trainees' expectations, many

trainees did experience changes in the ways they treated alcohol

related cases.

Interestingly., the impact of training on treatment of

alcohol related cases_became more overt is time passed on.

When Tr. 11 were. Interviewed the second time 4, approximately

seven months after they had finished the traInin program,
Y

4. due to changes in Jobs, only 19 64 the orilina4:22 trainees
were employed in the agencies and avatlable,forinterviews
at this lime.

",L
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alcoholismvas mentioned more frequently in:their response

than. it had beinvthe case previously. Thus, responding to

question, "Now, half year later. as you look Pack St the

training program, what de you think are the most significant

skills you have gained-from 10". these-trainees mentioned

the abirity to confront an alcohol related client and action

techniques most frequently, i.e., six times (32%) each;' being

tuned to the signs of alcoholism and awareness of family

dynamics were mentioned four times (21%)-ach: having become

a more competent clinician and being more comfortable in

workingwith families were mentioned two times OM each;

other skills learned as a result of the training program were

referred-to onetime (6%) each, i.e., understanding of
r.

alcoholism in the family, impeoved interview Skills, familiar.

Izationwith some-new dtagnostic/WnIcal Apprischss, greater

ease with alcohol ic'`ci ionts,millingneas to insist on the.

aicOholic spouses'_partIc ad -on in therapyonly one trainee':;

Said she did not know whethST she got any skills at elf; Mott
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Tr. II, however, remembered the train

felt

9 pOsJOVAly 4111.!i$

t was well. worth the time and energy theY had "4evO.ted

Further, fpUilteen (740 of t trainees felt that they

were either more confident and,cpmforteble or moi.e.eXperW
in dealing with alcohol reaited case`s,, Four .(2I%) of the
trainees at the time ;Vthe second imterview clid not feel any

more expert 11, the treatment of alcoholism than they did

before the training, and one cildnet knows-

WheW.these workertwwere aske4--whether:theY treat an
" .

kt,
. .

4.

alcohol related case ny%differently from other Cases,
five (26%) did not think so and four (21WtraTnees, howe
did feel that they treat alcohol cases somewhat differentl

Threef(F6%) thought they tend to focus on the. symptom

driaicing, much more; three (.16%) thoughttheTare more direct

ancramf-ronting when working withalcoho cases, two (11%)
W.obser d that they,ere mora_ Likely to look for more factUat

e

Informatio w1th t.k4e c

alt h we hav= no A60 score data for these

ound of IndlOdualinterviaMs,trainees at: the time of theecon.d

13 (68%) evaluate d their attitudes towel d altehot,-related
Y

clientele'As.havTrig been improved as conse ence of the training;
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1

five (26%) 9of these, workers felt their attitudes were un-
a 1

changed; and one (5%) did not 'know.

In sumMary Jr. II differed. on some variables from
. w .

both Jr. I and4ion-trainees. As. a 0.644 'theit.'had a more4.

positive attitude tOwar:ds alcohol'andaltoholism,-were More

confident 1-n their,ablttles to-.treat alcohOlic persont and

were more. satisfied with the progress of their work'invo wing

arcohOt related clients. The training program had an. Impact
,.

,P-on Tr. II in 0 pittern similar to that for Tr. is"tbough the
i

magAltude of change was different. Tr. tlTe010.their,
. .

. .

t,

A-0 scores, increased their confidence in themselves as A

treating agent for alcoholic person, and though their pro-

p6rtIon of alcohol realted cases decreased; the proportion -of

drinkers in active treatment increased Overall, Tr. II

were pleased wjth their experience in'theArainIng program

and reported having enhanced their skills in dealing with

alcoholic personi and their familleS.

12$
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C. Estimated Rates ofSUccess In Treatment of Client

This section Vsummari'zis datil reported in earlier sect,10h;g*

of this chapter.

Table 30
.

4 Discrepancy Scores'(ds) Between..
Estimated Rates' of Suecess%

I.

Staff ',

. Time

1 -
,

.

cli-(1&11) 29,21 24.7% 19.5% 9.7%
,,

Tr. I. 31,6% 12.0%.' 14,1% .17.52

Tr. II. f 12,0% 31,B% 11.5i 7.52
,

.a

Tr. I, over the length of the project,4Jemonstrate4 the

most extensive change In the-way .they'vlswed- themselves as

treatment agents 'working with'alcoholic cliente, Tr. il

-,appear to be onliy Ughtly differentiated from the population

.-L-of,pon-tratnees in amount of change fOom t. 1 to t. 3 on

this measure. However, the magnitude of the increase in

esamated rate of success in the treatment of alcohol IC clients

.04



. y

from v, J to t. 3.'for Tr. (18..8%) Is comparable to the

1. : 1

J.

J.

, . .

Increase for Tr.
so

I (20,24),5 The' 4S dWerenCie.hetween the two. .
. 1

. *
a .

;groups.of'trainees Is atylliutable'to'160.SUb&tanilar(1,1.3%)
.9

rise 'in the estimated. rate of' sutcess in woriamg with the general

caseload by Tr. II compared to only 8°2.7% rise by-4r, I.

The trainees ere,furither differentiated from non - trainees
, . . ..

by the magnitude of the change in their estimated rate of success

In working with alcoholic cltents; Traineess'as 4 group, rncreasid
.

.
. .

.

/itheir estimates of success.20% from t. 1 fo A.3'05:2%.- 55:2%)qt
. . .,,,-11

..
.

. P

while these estimates for othe;caseworkers in the.,Sims.tipv --'
. V

,

0

frame were increased tiif:oply 5.7%, (34.3% - 40 0%) Even wi40%. ?'
. . .. . . ''...

tl

the later figure ks corrected by dwletl-ng the data of'workers
.. . -,.

-... .-
s'

.

added between 'times 2 and 3, the rev_14ed difference' (6.5%) Is.::
.

-... 1 ,1..s..

:.,, not Stgn I f icant. 0.1.....

.- ... . :-.... -. -

Daring the project's length, staff memberi:Increasel their
ro

average estimates of success in working with alcoholic clients,

In addition, 'the three\identified sub-populations showed a stia

trend; with, the single exception of Tr, II at t, 2, of closing

the, Dap between estimates. of success wit alcoholic clients and

estimates of success with general clients

Thus, not only is there' aomeasured change to support the

positive impact'of-the tra.14ning program on trainee's, i.e.,,

they view worlAgj witkyalcoho.1 more, optimistically,

but there Is the suggestion that there was a positive impact on

the non-trainee'sub-population as well. ,

Y-

5. Data for this statement' ts.coiltalffed'on'Section B of
:chapter.
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4

4. .4

,

e.0

.

D. l'Ar hairs

$

,

C
v,

.
44 P.

Informat eion uestionn ee

* 4

TheorigInal.desIgn 'proposed that the 19form tion
... .

quastionnalra messurin9 train...as* knOltrig4"06oOl alcOhotliALt.:
" t, ;. . .., ., . ,,,. .

be:cievetoped on ple bails"of ifuestliTs stilbilittficLti).ttis
. '' 4"..,, . . 3 . r 1, v. $re.search team by each .of th. lecturer. hiaMir Aiitplo' o .4,

. ,

preesentation,at the Xraln1n* program.: Hipev?r, %140 to thet . .. .. .. ,
.

,. . .

failure e on the.pert., of4,the.diajorliy vif Ippturers to deliver;,.,
.

., .
. .

.0' :' $he requeste4 squostlortyf tha4 quest143(041ro was only' partialty.... .0 ...
.

comtrubtald accorOng to the ol4gInal dosivo; thi Jilstrumept ..... i ,
..n

...was *e't u pp tom; t ed by questions 'based on i search of alcohol..,

related liiiiiatae .perifnent 'to each facture ittial. ,. .

. .
. (0 0

e 4?
.1,

:Tivo fafilleT forms ( Form I. and Form H) of the Al was.

P 4 .
Idministerq to the trainees; Ire a randOm orde sn the firste: .', . ,

V

,

adMInlstritIon and Ln 'counterbelenc,ed.ord '7 :tmmetlettly eftet .
i,..

11.

10. ,

',..
0. .

.

. "
ttaini,ng, A third administration of this test'CombIniii, tilt/

two parallel forms Anto one sifigl e questionnaire (Poem DO
.

and was administered 67 "months after trailhina.

Due to.i sUbstential change In the format of the first 3
. 0

'year's lecture series on whith the questionnaire Items had been
. .

besedo Al Itemi only partially related to the content Of thi
.

. 0

leCtLtre/semlnar, sessions were. integrated Into the second rouild of
,

treintng. ForTpUrpoees of comPaelsonhowev'er; the questionnaire
4.,originally designed was administered t.$ the 'second groat) of,

.

8
o.

trilnees4 i.e., Tr. Ir.'
9 9

O

KK

ct

t,)

4 el

'



In thls context l't might be assumed that although there
,

were changes In. the content of the training program, the
progretn In Itself was not the enly.'source of linowledo for

Tr. 6-I -I about alcohol isms On the contrary, It could be
. -.

hyotthesized that.lf ths ttS4nPng..gogramrWiks effective, it

would stImulate'tra)nelso.: cur.roilty mmtlys'ijo;.for.furtiler

'r

learning 'ipaWilcOnol4m. ;Su 'flirt., would be mosvlakip;
t r A

at the time of, t0 Etirr'ailministrat ont:ind wOutd4afiect.

"trajnies! Encreeill
a

eduiailon.

404
in'khowleggi generated by cobtinuing.. .,,

:
.

, , -P
.

.
. . a .

. .....
. ,

--'.:Tabla'31 sunimarleei,lhe trolnees!sbores on" the Inforilatton
- .

I f
guestionni14.fo". the. Mat, second and third adMlnistrationa.

oi "' S n
V. fin.

g
4,6 ;,

;.

; Table.lr"
.

Amory. .of Al Scores ilYdTraineallroup'
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. .
0. ,. ... ' ..',

.4

.

Thedata contained in Table 31 indicateithat the two

trainingyoups initially (tittered from one a4other with respect

their measured level's of Information abou6o1Cohol and alcohol ism,

Tr. 1' scored sifgnitleantlYiligher than T,r4 ii prior-to the

.

start of qleir resifective training sequences. They'also icorod
. v

higher six monthsalter the eoncfusion of ,thalr triinIng; 1.0,0,
4

.

.

2nd administr, ation.. it is 9P1y,at that:Ipotht in time., at the .

"4 e
toncliselo'n'a:t the ?espective training program, that the two groups

f

fl
8,re statistically notcdiffeOnt.

.

aPea4Ara that for 10%the only measured gain' 1n know-

ledge'g aboutealcithollsm occurred diming the 6.Months after the
..,

, , .
. e H. / ' ,

.completion of their tralmtrig, peripd..The lack of any measured .

change in the information quetti,onnaire 'scores immediately after

the training might be indicative df., the inadequacy of the lecture

series. In fact whin Tr. I were interviewed, 11 was prclsely

this 'aspect of training about WhicV.they voicia the most negatiVe

cri t 1,c1 e.g., lectures were Irrepotitimei "too elemenary",
0 44

Y'not integrated", "unuorigtnal", "uninvolving4 a lna a "wasteful use

f tree". llowever, other aspects of the tralAing_and other inter-
A.

venttons apparently motivated:these trainees to continue 0 learn
. .

about alcoholism I'm the.pertod after completion of. training.

on. the other hand made their gain in measured

Iknowledge about.eldoholism durihg the,trainlng period.-.This tight

indicate thatthe modified seminar wies was more 14tructive

-janFf Involving thaif the lecture series Introduced to Tr. I.
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Subsequent to the"training period, Tr. 11 did not appear to c

have continued, their learning about alcohollAM.

Table.32.4ummarlzes the amount of information score change

that occur44 between the first and thltd measures for teach

group of trainees:,: Each group of trainees Increased its score,

as expected, and the Increases were statistically Sigllificant. a .

1:The amount of increase for Tr. I did not significantly differ

from the amount of.inc for Tr. II.

Table 32

Chang in Information Questionnaire
Scores Between Time 1 and'Time 3

[Trainee Group 541 SD t p
.

Tr. I 3,8 1.22 .3.11
*
.4.005

,

Tr. II

.

6.8 1.68 4.05 ..001

Trainees
I vs. II .

,

3.0 2:27 r1.32 '.10

Inasmuch as the forms of the Al are. closely related,

especially Form BK (3rd administration) which Is a composite

of Forms H and L, the possibility that the significant increases

.129.
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*to

recorded may be attributable to practice offects,must,be

considered. A closer Inspection-of. Table 31, Summary of

AI Scores by Trainee'Group, reveals InfOrmatIon that speaks

directly to the practice effect issue.

P

Ifirprace 6ffect, phenomenon was

"

preieet on the second

administration of the questionnaire, it would be- expected. to
7.- 4

.

i
1

occur boar groups' equal ly. Clearly, the average score of

Tr. I did not change mhile the average score of Tr, II changed

substanttilly. Inasmuch as Form. BK. Is a composite of the two

forms-edminisfered earlier, any practice effect present would
"

.

show most clearly. in this set of scores. However, the record

Indicates that Tr. I made their significant gain on this

administration white Tr. II di'd not change. This further supports

.

oa

/

the suggestion, discussed in a previous'paragriph, that the

training program's formal treatment of alcohol and alcoholism

'-information had a diffeeentlal Impact on the two training groups.

The gains In information scores, though statistically

signtficant,:may not (pear to be very substantial. In part

thls*appears to be a function of test construction. The range

of scores In Tabt, 33 tends to Indlcate'an asymptotic effect

in the mict'40 areal 6
thus, suggesting that the test had a

"functional-ceiling" which was too low and therefore did not 'allow

gains in infoemetion to ',be fully. measured.

111MIIMMIMENIMOINME,
s / a 6

..-
.

.

6.r The highest possible scord
.

OW the rOformation-QuestIonnaire
. , is 57. . 1 .

. .

4,1

A.
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Table-33

,*

Range of ObtainedScores on T e Inf. rmation Questionnaire

AdMinistratton
,

, mnee.OroUli

k 1

1st 21' 47 4420
.

'ind . 22 46 29 51

3rd 31 ;, 48 29 40
.

.

Additional support-for the existence of a low '!functional

c111Kg" On-the test islprovrded by examination of the changes

In test performance from t. 1 to t. 3 betWeen two groups

divided at the median On the basis of original test scores.

Sixteen trainees scored 35 and below; the remaining sixteen

scored over'3S. The average changes In score for these two

groups are summarized IP Table 34,

Table 34 h

changes In 1-nformatiOn Score for Trainee Groups on
Basle of initial Score'

Tralneb Group N

Difference Scores

:ID

Below Median _14 150.2 ,J9.4.

AboVa Median 16 28,6 1,8

Totals 1 t78 8
., 5.4,

,



,

Clearly, the average gain for thole trainees scoring below
r

the median On the
I I 101- testing is.substantia)ly lorgerthin

lathe average gain of tr !noes scoring-above the mediae* Th4s, it

is reasonable to assume that the gains recorded in tefortation

about alcohol and alcohol abuse are conservative estimates,

4

Ye.
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Chapter. 8

ANALYSIS OF AGENCIES PRACTICE

. Casework Practice,

Data for measuring the impact of ihe project's intervention

on the practice of the casework stafrwas collected by means of.

three .(3) repeated ministrations of the Caseload Questionnoire

(CO. Thus, caseloads at three (3.) distinct points in time were

available for examination. Many variables were singled out for

anecysis from the data contained Un the CL. In this section

three variables will be considered., Ile., number of cases, number

of alcohol related clients, and'number of "problem drinker"

primary clients.

4n art effort to make the best use of repeated measures,

the data dlttussed below wiOe drawn only from caseloads of

those workeri-who were employed In the agencies throughout the

entire r;ibject period, i.e., t. 1 through t. 3.

The data from the two trainee groups and the.rematning

1
workers, who terved.as a control group, are presented In the

fol:m of ilean proportions of the total caseload by category.

Also included Is the amount of mean change in percent from t. 1

4 4

to t. 3. The difference (t,3-1), expreised as percents are

0133



an index of change and allow for easier comparisons he

groups.

Table 35'

Summary of 'Caseload Proportions for A11 Workergi Z4-

Categories

Staff
CW-(I 6 11) Tr, 1 T I

t.I 't 3 t3-1. t.1 1 t it.31 't.1 'i.3

2741 33.,6

e 1,,
, 010.1 -

5.1
,

2 of Total
Caseload 59.1 92.5 -6.6

4

13.5 12.1

k

1 10.

t of alcohol
rel.'cltints .54.8 51.0

P

-3.8 19.3 21.7

,

2'.4 25.9 27.3 44.4

% of alcohol
rel. clients
who are prob-
lem drinkers .' 65.9 46,0 s19.9

i

13.2
1

.410'

21.8 8.6 20,9 32.2

11

,,

11.3

i
Inspection of TabLe 35 reveals theetetween t. 1 and t.3,

.the most substantial change In caseload characteristics was in

the propOrtlon of, problem drinkers actively engaged in treat.;

ment. While the control group, ,i.e., 5 a! (I 6 1,1.), showed a
f

marked decrease in the proportion of 0Ohlem drinkers being

. ;treated, both training groups regisiered an increase in this

category. In addition both training groliipi recorded increases



in their shares of the alcohol related cases in contrast t

decrease recorded by the nontratneet.

Based on fhis,data, it would appear that -either 011

intakeworkers were assigning alcohol related cases .more

frequently to the trainees, thds, effect Oacing the:trainees

into. the category of "alcohol specialists ", that

selective assignment was dperating"; or 2.) that trainees were

more able and willing to recognize tte alcohol' problemed clients,

l.e.,.that heightened recognition wasoperating. The Cl. -data

indicated that both "selective assignment" and "heigktened

recognition" were operating simultaneously.

P.
1. Selective Assignment

(a) The view that the trainees, were regarded as

"alcoholism specialists" is supported by the..follOwing datat

At t. I, while sharing 4.1r of the caseload, the

,

trainees were treating only 34.1% of the problem drinkers

directly; at t.3 the trainees were carrying 45.7% Of the

caseload and were tree ing 54% of the.problemArinkets

,rdirectly.

Since this project's data on caseworker's experience
4

with alcoholic and other alcohol related clients focus on the

problem drinkeras being more difficult to treat than his/

her family member., it appears that the dramatic shift in
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in the distribu n of the problem drinkers IndiCated that

.the trainees were astilned disporportionally more of the

difficilt alcohoir isalte0 casos.at t.3 compared to t.l.

(b) Further examination of CL. data shed more tight

on this appellant shift In assignments.

An IndeX of severity of dliOrder was calculated on

the basis Of's measure,-developed by Mayer,and Myerson

(1971), of Personal Stability, 14.,"60111ty 'to function

on a personat,level",- Mayer and Myerson divided the

range Of scores for this'measure, based-on a ,cOmbinatliln

of factors including maritai.,status, employment e and

3hysioal condition, into High _Stability -amd'Low Stability.
fz

High stiiifflywasjound to relate directly to drinking

Improvement and Low Stability was found to be a poor

prognotticator of positive change.in drinking behaviOr

as a retuit of outpatient treatment.

The necessary Information to calculate Personal

Stability Scores was collected on the drinkert involved

in each alcohol related case. Personal Stability scores

were .derived for 9I%-of the drinkers at tt land 87% of

the drinkers at t. 3. Their mean'Personal Stability scores

for times 1 and 3 are tabled below.
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Table 36

,,Personal Stability Scores - f Problem Drinkers.

t I me 1

Staff
Persona 1 ,Stabi 11 ty

TotalsLow High ,

CW- I s II) ' 97a
54%b

84

./
, 44%

(el ..

:icorw

Tr 45 '58 14.03
44% '54 : 100%

Totals 142 142 284
50% 50% 100%

a. Number of cases

b, 0ow percent

X212 2,60

t lane 3,

df "l p),,20

,

Personal Stability
.

4
Total4Staff , Low High

CW-(1 & II) 52 .

41%
75

69%
127 .): ,

100%

Trainees . 50

59%
35

41% .

85,
100%

Total s ' 102 \'110 212:
, 100%:

6,52 df '.l k.05
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The, distribution of Personal Stability scores for

t.1 and t.3 has changed significantly, indlcating tholt

a shift inicasi assignment occurred between times. 1 -end 1

resulting in the trainees' carrying, both diredtiy and.

Indirectly, a more difficult to treat group of drinkers

than the non-trainees.

(c) The percent changes in the ilcohor related and

problem drinker as primary nt categortis assume

additional significance wiipn t y are considered from the

perspective of proportional representativeness.

At the boginning'of this project, since there were

ho identified alcoholism specialists on the staffs, the

reasonable assumption was made that cases in which alcohol

eras a problem would be randomly distributed among the

caseworkers. Therefore, each worker's share of the alcohol

related caseload would be proportional to his or:her share

of the total caseload 1.

The extent to which the discrepancy percentage, i.e.,

amount of difference in percent between proportion of total

caseload and proportions Of alcohol related clients or

Pi:oblem drinkers who are primary clients (pd/pc) is different

from 0 would indicategilack of random distribution. This

data is summarized In Table 37..

17-7or 77ample,/if a casework r is seeing 3% of the ,agency'
active-cast it wouldjat OW that the worker would also-
See'3% of he alcohol rela id cases, and 3% of the Problem
drinkers who are primary cl nts,

-110-'
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Table .37

Otte:load CasCrepancy.Poirlen age
Timej and 3.

Categories

.,,.

Ulf. :

CW -s 1 & li Trainees 1. Trainees II,
t. i t. tit tI3 is l'.3',

% Alcohol Related 4...3/.1.5 5.8 9.6 -1,6 6.3

% pd /pc

/ 1

/6.1 .6.5

/

.6.3
I .

8.6 s4.6' .0-.4/

It is evident from t above tible,gthat thO largest

gains In the predicted irectlom/were made by Tr. 1 anda

they had:a positive increase In their disCreOincy percentages
In both categories.

/4.
The data also indicates that whileth non- trainees

moved closer to assuming their share of, alcohol htlated.

caseload, Tr. II disporportionalty'decrialed their share Of

alcohol'retated cases. HOWliVire when the pd/pc Category is

considered the pattern of change for the non - trainees And

Tr. II is reversed, i.e., while non-trainees substantially

reduced their share of problem drinkers seep, Tr. II .moved

closer to assuming their proportional shire. The biggest
o

shift in discrepancy percentagei occurred in the caseloads

6,

- 111 -

(NOTE: Due to a misnumberIng'r there It no page 112.)
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of the non trainees in the pd/pc category, They changed
in a negative direction from having more than their pro-

,

portional-shareof problem drinkers at t.I (6.8%). to haVipg
:

less than-their proportional share (-6..5%).41t t,3, While
both trainee groups increaied their respective proportions
In thlle category.

(d) An analysis of_ the presenting p;oblem at Intake
of alcohol related'cllent4 provides still further SLipport
for "selective assignment".

The data regarding"the presenting problems at ,intake
of alcohol rilatedcllents, over the two year length"of
the project' Indicated that the view of the family.agencies"
as a treatment

resource, held by these
client', remained p.

Table 30 shows a breakdown of the major categories of
,presenting problems over the'thr'ee'periOds of time when

data was Collected.

Table 3.8

Majosr Categories of Presenting Problem,
Times 1,2,3.

4

Time
Presenting Problem. '''

Marital lAlcohol thltdren Other
..Iiiil '",161 191 . .21%

2 43% 17% 15% 25%

3 .:38% ' 16% 14% '3k% .
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A trend,'Indlcating a decrease in the proportion

of arcohol rielatidpilents presenting thelr,,d1fftouities!

ee those ofkmarrlege:and0410 rearing, emerge*, from
4 .

data, 'The proportion of tpohol related. problems trees not

change. Among the'impO tent contributOrs,to the propertIon

of "other" problems are those which can .be classified as

intrapsychic, e.g.,. anxiety, depression.

A similar pattein le displayed in the 'trainees' data,

Table 39, with the exception of alcohol as a pWrsen%Ing

symptom. In this category there' Is a trend toward increase

ing the proportion, which suggests that the trainees are
4

being, Identified 'as having particular expertise in treating

alcohol related problemsand are being aestgned an !net:loping

number of these cases.

Table 39

Major Categories of PresentIng.Problem
for Trainees' Cases, Times 1,2,3.

Time
1.,

Presenting Problem
Marital. Alcopoi

11%

Children

24%,

Other;

18%,1 47%-

2 48%

..-

12% 17% 23%

3 _ 39% _ 15% 17
0

% 29%

141
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iuMmarY. the trainees- increased their share.ofi'

1) alcohol related caseload; 2.) probiedrinkers as .primary

clients; 3)-difficult alcohol relaedclitii Theie anajysis

support the observation that the trainees were during the

course of the projecti.increasingly

agencies as alcoholism tpeci

Hiletened Recognition

I St5

Identified In their- .

(peThe observations and experiences orthe Cincinnati

Famlly:Servrci Agency (Cohen.and Krause; 1971) appeared.

relevant Io this study, as they pointed outtbatt

"i,n many 'cases the women never mentioned
her husband's alcoholism atthe:time of
application for help unless the.,intake
workers asked the right questrons (p.14).".=
As workers became-more experienced n the
treatment of alcohol related clients...
"they discovered that clients often 'gave
clues which could lead to a correct,
diagnosis if followed up with certain kinds
of questions' (p.15)."

On the-basis of the. Cincinnati Study it was expected that

this prOject's training program mould also equip, the

trainees with increased.- knowledge and skills related to

recognition of problemitic alcohol use even in the absence

of obvious and blatant clues.

A comparative analysis of the mention of alcohol and

drinking as .an issue at intake and the relationship to

the cases' subsequent identificatldn as "alcohol related ""



is- ,pertinent to'the exploratton of heightened recognition.

Of the cases' identified es 41cohot related by workers at

t..1, only 1A% specified problems with alcohol as a

presenting complaint, although drinking was mentioned at

Intake in 78% of casts later identified as alcohol related.

Thus, in terms of Identification of alcohol as a factor in

the cllent'i diffi5ultjer a total of 22% of the alcohol

related cases were subsequentYy identified without a specific

"mention of alcohol or drinking at intake. This proportion

Increased to 24% and 25% aCt.2, and t.3,° respectively.

Although the data Is unclear with regard to whether .this

,declining trend in recognition Of an alcohol problem at

-Intake Is due to an increased capacity.of recognition on

the -port of workers or redUced levels of recognition by

Intake workers, it is important to note however, that no

worker whose prfigiry activity was Intake Volunteered, for

the training progriM,

(1,1 A stronger Index of the' intervention's effectiveness

In heightened recognItIon-ls,thellIfferential between the

proportIon of cares eventually Iic1:rfled as alcohol related

by trainees and non - trainees when alcohol was not mentioned

AS an Issue at Intake, This information Is summarized. in

Tables 40 and 41.
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Table 40

.Proportion of AlCohol Related Cases:An Which `Prjnkinv Was Nat
, . Mentioned as.a PrOblem at intake,

Staff
Time

2 3

CW - (1 Et 11)-,-2-31r 24% 23%
r

Trainees

.

20%
I

.

22% 28%

The proportion-of cases considered by workers as alcohol

related In which drinking as a problem Was not mentioned at:

intake did not.change fOr the non - trainees. At the same time,

there was a trend toward Increasing skill in recognition of-

alcohol prOblems by trainees.

Tab-If:telt!

PrOportion of Trainee's" Alcohol Related Cases in Which Drinking
Was Not Mentioned as a Problem at Intake, Times 1,2,and:3._

. , .

Trainees

.

Time

1 , 2

Tr. ,

I .,25% 22% 22%

4

Tr. 11 1 5% 2l 32%
( w .

-117-
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The data In Table 41 reveals that while Tr. I did not

seem to change In thin. recognition skills, Tr. II

demonstrated a clear trend of IWP'reasing'Tepogntion.

Datafrom the final individual IntervieWs'ionds

support to the above stated observation.,' in response

to the question, "Do,you find that as a consequence

of this training program you can recognize p client

/ wIth'an alcohol problem more easily then before?",

74% of Tr. Ii responded in theeffirmative in contrast

to the 46% of Tr. I.

Since the instruction WI the recognition of aleehOlism
4

was introduced most specifically' in the didactic

portion of training, Tr. II substantial' increase in

previously Identified cases froM t.2, (ii%) to t.3

(32k) suggests thatthe increased integration of alcohol

content into both the experiential and didactic portions

of the second round of training, described In Chapter

5thad an important impapt-on effects of training.

In summary it appears that Tr. 11 improved their skill

in recognizing alcohol related problems in the absence

of obvious and blatent cues, while Tr. I and non-trainees

did not show a similar change. The improved skill of

ffr, II is attribbted to the greater integration of alcohol

content In the second round of training,
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B.- Agency Caseloads

1. Nomogsneity.of Agency Practices.

The four agenclet_which patticipated In this project

differed on a number 'of Important variables, such .as size of

staff and number of locations. However variables relevant

to this study are those which relate directly to the,delivery

of services to alcohol related cliSntele. Thusk prior to the

pooling of Caseload data of the four ttMity agencies the Assue

of homogmeneliy among agencies was egamined, were the agency

-practices sufficiently similar to,justify treating the data as

coming from,a single population..
o

The distribOtion of non=alcohol related and alcohol related

cases by agency for-times 1, 2 and 3 were statistically analyzed

to test for significant differences betwien agencies (Table 42).

Table 42 .

Distribution of. Non-alcohol and.Alcohor Related
Cases by Agency

Time 1

Cases
..............0....m

FSA FCCI

Agencies

Reg.W

367

Camber

II17

Totays

375Non-Alcohol related 1Q88 813

loompmemossiRammoso.......mpw

Alcohol related 138 114'' 42 13 307

2 6 2 40 24 2686

0'3
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;Cases
. - - Ai1004Jes

FSA FC841 Reg,W, '.C11101 ,,Yrktfilt

2382
Non-AEcohol relat.0 975 962 189 56

Alcohol related 124 109 36 . LO 279

Totals 10^ 10 1 42 66 2661

X24.33 dfa3

Time

0).20

Cases ,.'-................../iVUSI................II...-
FSA. FC&G Rap WI Camb Totals

Non,A1cohol related 1015 983 317

r

60 2375

Alcohol related 110 104 33 . 8 255

Totals
.

)

1125 .1087 .350. 68 _2630

X2 2,13 dfm1

9

0.30

As the tables above indicate, at each point in time, the

X2 value does not -approach statistical significance. TherefOre,

it is reasonable to conclude that on this measure the agency

practices are sufficiently similar to Justify the poopnl of

caseload data and treating this data as emerging from a single

population,

147
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2. Summary of Attitude and Caseloads of Participating. Apelmjel!ttOts.1

A summary of information on attitudes and caseload for all

staff who completed questionnaires At -each data collection point.

Is contained in Table 43. Thereturn rate for the A-0,questiop
naire ranged from 88% to 94%; the return rate lor'the CL, question.

naire ranged from 78$ 10 91 %.2

Table -49

Attitude and Practice Data for Total Staff

A-0 CL
.

Time.,K

.. _

Score

Expected Success

N
No.of
casespi.r.c1.,Tot

.

dr/.r. CI.
%a.r.cl. %.g.cl. dp. cl...roct.

1 113 45.0 34.t 62.5 27.9 102 26 11.4 4.9

..

42.7

2 113 47.4 40.5 65.9 25.4

,

109 24, 10 5 4.9 46,6

3 105 '51.0 4586 62.4
9

6.8 94 8 9.7 4.3 44.7

The data Indicates that over -the project's ten t

agencies -as a grOup improved alcoholismrelated attitude d'their

view of adequacy In treating the alcoholic client. However, there
P 44,,

2. The staffs were requested.to complete the A -0 questionnaire on
their own time, in an effort to alleyi e the burden on agency
time, and received a token com nsailon 0 9.'00 upon return
of the completed questionnaire. he CL clues ionnaire was
completed on agency time,

14 ,. .



was a steady decrease in the proportion off alcohol related

cases and only a slight increase In the proportion of drinkers

in direct treatment among the alcohol related cases.

More detailed analyses of these data are contained in

several. sections of this report.

3. 'Client Characteristics.

(a) Length of Cases:

Medians for all caseworkers for times 1,2,3. are 7.
\

months, 6 months and 9 months. This trend of increasing

length of time 1n.treatment suggest5that the workers

were retaining alcohol related, cases longer, which Is

generally viewed as a positive hide.): Of treatment

2
ef ectiveness in cases of alcoholism. The trainees,

/-'''----4------

as a group, closely parallel this trend with the

following median's for times 1,2,3; 5.months, 7 months,

and 9 months.

(b) Age of Drinkers:

The average ages for all drinkers, receiving both

direct and indirect. services, for times 1,213 respectively,.

are 45 years, 45 years, and 44 years. The average ages

for those ArInkers-involved in cases carried by the,,

trainees are 46 yeari',.45 years and 42 years.

-122-
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The average age for all primary clisnts who are

drinkers decreased from 44 years t.i to'.42 years

at t.3. The decreasing age ;,trend for the tralpaal'

cases could be Interpreted to have resulted frpP the

trainees recognizing alcohol related probl ms:whln. they

are. less overt and thus at an earli.r point. In. thf

disorder's hi- story. However, this trend is somewhat

confounded by the trainees being Involved to more

difficult cases which tends to involve oldr alcoholic

persons.

Thus, the overall data indicates a gradual lowering.

in age among the alcohol abusers invoivadin both direct

and indirect agency services. While thif trend is

commeAdable from the viewpoint of eariler identification,

it elso reflects a national trend In the average age

of alcohol abusers and alcoholics.

(c) Other Selected Characteristics of the Primary
Cllent and the Problem Drinkers

The primary client is in nearly 3 out of 4 cases

a female, usually a'spouse of the drinker.. This Is in

ontrast to the drinker who is male in nearly 4 out of

5 cases. Over the three time periods that data was

collected these ratios fluctuated only minimally.

In contrast to the national reports of increased alcohol
0

abuse the agencies' caseloads.did °not indi$ate,a response

a

S1
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to this phenomenon..' That Is, there were AO !AdicatiOns

of a larger percent of female alcohol abusers as

either primary clients or drinkers assoCtAted4ith

/ alcohol related cases.
Qd,

"V" ilearly one of the keys to bringing the male

. I

ig*Air "

alcohol problemed person into active treatment is to

have more male, therapists.

Balliy(4973) for example has stated that, mit

beCoMes clear that an almost universal theme In the '41

,treatment of VIcoholl.c.males must be the fosterin

appropriate masculine rbles. This might lie most

readily accomplished with a male therapist, although
.

of course women constitute the majority of staff

,

family casework agencies (p.28)."

In this study only one agency could Be considered

to have an adequate quantity of male therapists. -

OCSG.Jiad a staff which was approximately 59% male, .

compared to the 10% to 15% range of the oper agencies!

BC&G also carried at least twice as many Tales as prkOary-
,

-cliemts (c.a.30%) compared to any of the other

.particIpeilng agencies..
.

11*

In the context of the religious affiliation among

the drinker ,ggrous, more than 75% were Catholic and

approximOtel* 20% were Protestant, 1% Jewish and 4%
A

other. This compares to the 1965 census projections

for, the approximate area served by the agencies of 55%

151-
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4.

Catholic, 32% Protestant, 10% Jewish end 3% other

Thus, le appears that among the !dent] 4440

/rolatillfcifinii'recelving' services the family

agencies, there Is a disproportional representation

of Catholics compared to the other religious

affiliations. These proportions remained quite

stable over the project's duration.

An estimate of Social Status of primary clients

was based on a two factor ('education and occupation)

formula developed by Mayer and Myerson (1971). The

caseload distribution on social'status remained quite

stable during the' project's length, I.." 16% -LOw

Status, 56% Middle Status, and 28i High Status; The,

modal occupational grouping for these clients was

skilled employment, and their median and modal level

v

b
sc"'

a

of.education was high school graduate.

(d) Sources of Referral:

For t.3, approximately six months After the second

rounPof training had ended, the referral sources fbr

alcohol related cases were examined. The largest cat

4

a
gory

of referrals were self 131%); medical facilities ran ea

second (21%); spouse and other family members was

third most frequent source (14%). AA and other

152
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categorlcAllcehol) 40fitles a4,c,Counteci.for fewer.

than 3% off the referrals, These data proVide err'
/

striklAgindicatione that the fimtty ageeclei'$'

not being regarded by the categorical, sys't'em 46'4

resource for their clients,

C. Comparison Agency Data

In this sectiom data gathered at t,2.from the caseloads

of- categorical agericles serving 41coholl4s on in

basis is summarized.and compared wl-th the family agency data.

The comparison focusses on the. questions,"Are the clients with

alcohol related problemssieen In categorical (alcohol) agencies

different from the clients seen In family agenciei?"

Two comparison agencies were used; Washingtonian HospItAlp

best known as a resource for both ,out-patient and in-patient

triatment.of alcoholism; and the AlcOholism Clinic .of, the Peter

Bent BrIgham,Hospital, a special unit in i generaLbospital

setting.
.

The results of the comparison Jndicater.thit ones"-of the

most important differences between the categorical aWd family

agencies Is in the percentage, of drinkers- as primary cller(ts.



_

`ID

A

Although in the coMparison agencies thedrinker was the primary

'Went In. alMost 100% of the casessIn family agaticOts the

corresponding figure'was 36%, .Further, of the drInkers seen in

he.comparlson 'giftless 57% reported having received prior

treatment for an alcohol related problem; and in t a family.

agencies only 46% of the drinkers who received direct treatment

fell into this category. ,However, approximate.ly 60% :of aul

drinkers Involved, both directly and Undirectlys*In'family

agency- cases had prior hlitorjes of treatment related to alcoho4.

As could_be expected:from the comi,ositIon of primary clients

cited above,.the categorical agencies',.prImary cilints run

between 65% and 70% male compared to the family agencies

corresponding figure of 21%. This ratio Is reversed for the

famlly.lgeney.'When/the sox ,of the drinker Involved is calcuiated4

i.e.; 75% male. The alcoholism agenda's, are involved-with

Atoyt )0% male drinkers,

The alcohol abuser seen in the alcoholjsm ag nclas was on

the average somewhat older (48 years) than the comparable client

In the family,agency (44 years).

While the siducatIonal levels of drinkers Inv d in the

two types of agencies appear4lo be similar, lois,. the median
o

and modal level.of education is a:high school diplomas the

occupational data is quite different, i.e., the modal occupation

of Jut comparable group in the faMlly'egenclas.was. "skilled".
. .
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0
A closer look at the proportion of unemployed among the two -

types of agencies revealed that in alcbholism agencies, 4p%

of the dinkers were unemployed, whereas in family Agencies only

15%aere.unemployed,

The comparison of marital status of drinkers involved as

both direct and Indirect clients revealed additional' differences.

The drinkers in /be alcholism,agenclei were In an unmarried

category (120 slightly more'frequentIV than those In the family

_agencies (9%), were less often in the married category (46% to

58%) and'were more often separated or divorced (37% to'31%).

Thus, in summary it apPeorsthat the alcohol' abusers, with

,whom the family agencies were involved, were a younger, less

chronic, and more socially Intact individuals than those seen

in a sample of two categorical agencies. Though the differences

between the two types&of agency1s are'not as dramatic as those ,

reported by Bailey (1968), there Is support for the view that

family agencies (generic agencies) do attract alcohol problemed

clients at an earlier stage of the 'disorder than the agencies

in'ttle.ciategorIcal system.
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Chapter 9

ANALYSIS OF .IMPACT ON AGENCY LEADERSHIP

A. A-Oltcorts f Executive'and Su erVisor LeverPortontel.

.It was assumed that senior personnel exert both IlIfret al;,d

Indirect influence On an agency's-policy and practIze. Thuis,

support the-project's objectives byexecutive and supervl,sory.

level personnel, was colnsIdered'an important element lh the

effecttvermss 0 the interivention. The analysis of the lnittial

(t. 1) A-0 scores for this group of personnel provided an ,iinctx

ofthe climate in.which the project began. Later, these data

were used to indicate the impact of the project'i interventiton

on this sub*.population.

A total of twenty one.(21.) executive and supervisory 1,ESS)

level personnel were IdentifiedAs having been employed In the

agencies throughout the duration of the project. Their mean

A-0 scoresfor Times 1 and 3 are summarized along with the

respective score for total agency personnel in the table belak
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Table-44 o

SUmmary of Mean A1.0 _Scores for E t S Personnel
and

All Personnel for,T. 1 and T. 3.
.

Staff
-....

N
me

,

34-
E $ S

.

21 58.3 3.6 5.3

001 CW.m(E&S) 56 . 43.8 8 8.0-

Total . o- 77 47..7 15.0' 6;3.

,40"4

Table 43 displays the differences between the average yrkitres

of E 8'S and all other agency personnel. The /.0 scores of the

agenCies' on both the first and thitd administrations were sub

stantially higher (14,5 and tl.t points, respectively) than A-0
.

scores of the remaining staff members who were alio employed in

the agencies throughout the duration of the project. Both-sub-

groUps improved their scores during the project's duration. A: .

someWhat confounding effect on the magnitude of change is the

Influence of.trainees in both groups of workers. Among the E's S

group, -the seven trainees had a mean change of 7.1 points and .

theremaining 14 senior personnel had a mean change of 4.4 poin.ts;
. .

similarly, for the remaining workers, the 27 trainees had a mean

increase of .10.5 points:compared to the 5.7 point Uncreise.for

non trainees.

0

15.7
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Table 45

- Mean A,0 Scores of Executive and Supervisory.
Level Personnel by Agency,.T.1. and

Agencies N
Time

..

1 3 3.-..- j

FC&G 0
- 66.5 67.5 1.0

BFS . '11 62.1 67.2. 5.1

.

Reg. W. 6
Q.

_ 0

45.8 54.3 8.5

Totals 21 58.3 63.6 5.3

V.

An extrapolation-from the trainees1 data rep6<tikd in a

previ4s section would tuggestr i.)
.

an'inverse relationship

between motivation for the training, program and A-0 score;

b.) a direct relationship between behavioral impact of the

intervention and /mount of A-t0 score change. On this basis,

Regi&n We'st would have the highest level of motivation and exper-

\41.ence the most. impact. FC&G would have the llest motivation

and experience the/least impact. BFS measures would lall

.between the othei two agencies on both motivation and impac4.
/

It is apparent that the training program had a differeotiil

impact on the trainees4 A-0 scores at both E & S and staff levojs

corn red to the-A-0. scores of the non - trainees. However,
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scores fOr non-trainees did increase during the project's

duration, E & S level personnel scored substantially higher on

initial administration and maintained this differential through

the third administration.
fr

On the balls of attitudes toward alcohol and alcoholism,

as measured by the A-0 questionnaire, it could be inferred that

the E 6 S level personnel were receptive to an intervention de-

signed to imdbve practice of the agencies caseworkers in the

areaof alcoholism, Furthert,the increase in mean N-0 score,

recorded by this group Is an indication that the inierventlim

had an effectNen E 8 S personnel and that this effect was in a

positive direction.
01.

An additional brebkdown of the A-.0 score-s forI1E S by

agency ih Table 44 suggests some hypotheses.whIch can be ex-

plored in the remaining sections of this, chapter.

0,5

B. Executive's 6estionnaTre

.The Executive Directors.of each participating agency were

requested to answer in written form a:series of questions per-

tinent to -this project. These questions, collected at three

different trines during the project period, were designed to

allow for examination of differences among. the agencies' .

receptjvity toward this project and to provide an index of

changes, if any, Occurred, in the executi.ves' attitudes toward

the oroject's intervention and impact.

9



Thus, in response to the question:.' What do you consider to be

the !mum goal(s) that can be realistically expected.to be accomplished

withalcohlpdic patients through treatment?", some differences in the

expectations were expressed at.the time of initial administration.

While fibr one executive at least some reduction in abuse of alcohol'

wai sufficient-and another stressed improvement in support systems,

two of the executives saw "total sobriety" as a realistic goal for

these clients. These expectations remained relatively stable over the

t4eeeriods of measurement; the one exception was in the instance when

a new eXecutkive director held a somewhat. different Point 04 view 'from

his predecessor,i.e. focused more on abstaining and developing

family support systems than reduction of drinking behavior and containment

cif anxiety. #

The executives' view of outcome following reatment was elicited

in responses to the question: "From your/ once over the past, year

what tends to happen to alcoholic pazien/ t r they. have received,treat -

ment at your agency?" Again, though somewhat different, the views of the

executives did not change very much over the three administrations: theY

o served that the alcoholic client usually needs continued attention,

and su rt systems, and might from time to time experience recurrence

of problem drip Qne executive, however, changed from responding

the first time, 01 don k to poiritino out



on, the second administration, "They faiCoh04140 function
.

adequatetq in the community", and the third One, "They remain

abstainers." This executive, during the SACOnt*Itithird ad-
)

ministrations appeared tojiave been much more certain of the

treatment results achieved at hiS agency than were the other

executives. Such certainty tends to imply that this executive

experienced less need for the intervention offered by this

project than did other executives,

"Responding to the question, "In your opinion, how will (did)

the alcoholics andikheir fAmilles served.at your agency enefit

as a result of the UCS training program?", three executives

expressed similar hopes, such as; promoting workers abilities

to faCilitate social functioning of alcohol related clients',

or having workers who have expanded and sharpened skills I

dealing with alcohol related erOblems.. DOrtng the.last inter

the exeoutiv s, thought that, although their alcohol related

caseload ha not been increased according to their expectations,

the. trainees were,capable of, working with alcohol cases more

comfortably. One executive,.however; expressed much more

skepticism as he pointed out: initially, "It remains to be seen,"

on second/questionnaire; "I don't know.how," and on third round;

"I don't know." On this question, as gin the eiher questions, it

was the
t
same executive who differed, Finally, in reviewing on

the last questionnaire, "How did the agency benefit from the train-
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/ing program?", the tone of the responses siemid--cotte 00*ittVe.

The executives noted a range of,benefiti InciOdIngt :umore

awareness of alcoholic'person.and family," Workets

learned more about Issues in. alcohol ism,'' ".stimulated.

and; activity in community for providing) services to alcoholic'

persons," "some workers added which can be used with other

clients," The executive who was most divergeOt-f,rom,the oth

howev6r, only specified that: "Some workers learned abou

incidence, etiology, etc, of alcoholism in theoretical presenta-

tions."

:Thus, it" appeared on the,besis- of responses to this

questionnaire that the executives' attitudes toward alcohol

. related clientele and this project changed only miliMelly, if at

all, Additional data regarding these attitudes was collected on

the basis of individual interviews, and clear less formal

Meetings and conversations with the executives anal /or directors

Of the staff at. the agencies.

This data supports the differences In receptivity toward

theAsroject andtor the intervention among the agencies. The

administrators of Region West agency consistently voiced both

support of the project and a positive attitude toward the.

training. Their energies were concentrated more on how to

improve an4/cir continue the-results of'tratning, hoW to attract

more alcohol related clients to the agency and on undertaking
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leadeeshlp in organizing services to alcoholtot:ylthin the

community. in contrast to this,AWS E. & S expressed much 'more

ambivalence, They were'disepeOtnted about the lack of direct

attention to and/or integration of the alcoholism content into

the training, -This was expresied by such statements ast "As

I expected, faMily therapy and alcoholism was an artificial

marriage.", "Im terms of working with alcoholics 4 do6't knew",

"I'm not sure I see any effects of training," However, these

views were also.qualtfle4 by such statements as: "I see a sense

.of enthusiasm about effectiveness of the treatment approaches

':introduced,.. workers have a 'greeter sense of openneSs.and

this reflects itself In thelt 1.0 throughout their caseload.",

"Workers now view the alcoholic as a person, part of the family

not someone who is automatically set aside,"

At BC&G, E a.S expressed greater reserv'tions regarding .t.he

traicting program than their.counterparts.im.the other'agencieS

Again, there as an expressed disquietude regarding the tack of

explicit focus on alcoholism, and lack*of.integratiom during the

training between family therapy and alcoholism. There were also-
.

reservations expressed t2egarding the'new techniques introduCed 'by

the trainors. On the other hand the trainees at this agency were

regarded by their E & S as having achieved important new skills..

and were better equipped to work wtth.altohol related cases.

The Cambridge agency administratorsfafter the first. round

'of training were much more concerned a,bout/their reOrganizational
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struggles than4bout the i pact of-thli project. The'did.VieW
the training to have been useful, for work. in general 'family*

therapy and with alcohol 'related'clientele.

Trainees Views of Agency Leadership

From the tralneesl.point of view, the E & S staffs of the

agencies ere not quite as uniform or consistently positive

in their a titudes toward the project and its objectives as they

themselve expressed '.(Section B, this chaRter) .

1. Region West'

The most unanimous view of the E S S attitudes was voiced

by both groups of trainees from Region West. Tr, t views of

their g-s S ranged from* "They are very exolted"about it" -and

"Their are very positive and welcome this as an experiment",

to "They-are very positively disposed, but they were surprised

when we [trainees] expressed that this is justia beginning IN' 10

that we want to follow up this training' with more training and

experience in treating alcohol Rroblemed families", "That Ws
is just the beginning, not an end."

2. BFS

Tr, 1 from BFS of Boston had a divergent and less positive

view of their E S personnel attitudes toward this project than

thelRegion West-trainees. Most of the concern they experienced
°Ne

stemmed from the Eg.S view that the training was inadequate in
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- terms ofv.alcoholisb input. Thus, Tr. 1 made ,c mments such as:
.

"T'he administration seems. to think that the project was.misre-
.

, presented", "They are either negative or amblvatent aboliT the

trainlitg",'"Th,ere. was a lot of skepticism about this but now

.^.[p4st training] they seem to be much more positive aboutA,

.,'"The program seems. -to them, contradictory to t'he accepted techni-
A ,

guts of- working vithelcoholics." On the other hand some

trainees at'this agency felt that the S personnel were aware
a

.

of the impor.eante of this.' project and/or that they were quite

encouraging, Over time the views expressed teemed.to be more

and:more nonacommital, t,e., trainees responded by saytng more

frequently, "I don't know", "It's hard to say", or "not sure."

Tr. Il views of E 8 S attitudes toward the project were

similar to thqse of Tr; 1,.1egion W. .Tr. It speaking out on

-this matter, made statements such ast "They are quite positive

this administration is iot,rigid 9r.constricting," "Ve'ry positive

because.they see trainees so enthutlastic..". In view of these

attitudes it'was difficult for the trainees to-understand why

Iheagency was ,not attracting more alcohol, related cases and

they perceived thesame concern..among the administrative staff.

These'perceptions and concerns did not change during the second

Set of inteivievis;

"

4

4
Tr Walso had a view of their administration similar, ,

to that- of;TrAll "They seem to-be supportive. but they fedi
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that alcoholism was just tacked on", "They were glad'to offer

us another in..service training program. But when the agencY

experiences financial squeeze they like to see some, proof of

it [training] working. They were not interested in the family

therepy, but in alcoholism training," "The supervisors seem

to be somewhat positive certainly they are not hostile to

the training," One trainee thought "the administration was

appointed that tile agencyks alcohol caseload had not increased,"

Thus, most trainees'viewed the E 6 5 attitudes towards the pro-

ject to be generally posttflre, but with qualifications and

further expectations of the benefits to accrue to the agency, and

/its clients. During the second interview these tr inees, as
...

did Tr, 11-became more ambiguous in their:vieWst "The agency's

attitudes seem to be mixed", "there are some reservations... ",

, no one talks about it", "I don't know", Two trainees

however, Still viewed th agency's E & S attitudes to be

definitely positive.

3. FC&G

Tr. I express d on the first follow-up interview uncer-

tainty about the E & S attitude toward the project. In subsequent

interviews she thought that she had received some "double

messages" about the projeCt from the administration.

Tr. II from-BC60 did not appear to have a definite view

of their E & S attitudes. Most said "I don't know!! and qualified

thii by statements such as: ":., They are reluctant to change
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or try new things"; ,.., some skepticism about the techniques

Introduced by the training ", "They are annoyed at the way the

*BF! sold the training.".At the time of the second interview

4AA

these trainies became even more _uncertaln,about attftu s

of` their fs S staff, 10., the "I don't know" respo se was

no longer qualified.

D. Agency Level Activity

Each agency,tended to respond somewhat differently, corres -

ponding to the views d scribed in the proceeding Section, yin

terms of policy or activity changes.related to the alcohol pro-
/

,
.

.blew. Region West/ was clearly the most active agency In assuming'

a leadership role 1;.the delivery of more adequate services to the

alcoholic person in the community. Though this agency had long

been interested In the alcohol problem, Jt.appears that the
ry

project stimulated a substantially increased level of activity.

Staff members were elected to various boards, Including half-

way house, de-tox centers and area citizen committees, specifi-

cally concerned with alcohol problems. Region West convened an

area wide-meetidg of agencies involved In delivering services to

alcoholic and alcohol related clients, the first time's family

agency assumed such leadership In the kitropolitan Boston region.

Despite all- this activity, over the project's course the agency's

proportion of alcohol related clients decreased. This phenomenon
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has been both`troublifig and perplexing to the agency leader.ship.
The BFS experience was varied, As4the soft data indicated,

/the administrators were at times very skeptical about the
'
trainit6-

program. The agency had invested three years.of inmservict-time
to a family therapy training program which concluded Just a
half year'before the start of the alcoholism training program.
They were concerned that the emphasis of the training would be on
family therapy and not alcoholism, as they wished it to be. As
the training progressed, some key administrators felt that their
fears were justified. Thus, although the agency seemed to be

genuinely concerned,about the 'alcohol rod! ms, 'there were some
negative feelings about the focus.Of training and.the training
approach.

0
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Furthermore, dFS"did undergo major personnel changes at

admlnisttative levels prior to and during the second round.
,

ning which may have deflected, temporarily, some momentum.

that Intervention was developing. During follow-up
1 ervIews, some trainees mentioned that staff meeting time they
had teq0ested for discussion of alcoholism had not come through;

nother trainee was unsuccessful in getting referrals of

alcoholics for a therapy grotip he wanted to start; altho'wgh peer'

consultation gtoups Were numerous in the agency, alcoholism was
not among the topic areas. Howevers_approximately six months
after the conclusion of the second round 64training,"one of

tl

the Tr.{ was.named the in -house alcoholism resource person.
f

This action may be a harbinger of increasing attention to alcohol
pro6lems.

130.G was the.only participating agency, during the project

period, which specifically mentioned in its publicity releases.

;hat it was a resource for problems with alcohol. The focus of

this publicity- -on the teenage drinker was related to a

special program in addictions for which the igency had a special

grant. However, the leader$hip of this agency, in comparison to

their counterparts in the other agencies, expressed stronger and

more frequent skepticism about the training program. This attitude
seemed to be refledted in staff behavior, e.g., the agency had

by far the highest number of tra.4ee withdrawals prior to the
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-start of training, and it was the only agency whose mean c0

score decreased over the project's length. Administrators and trainees

from eCSG, which has a strong individual analytic bias in its treatment

orientation, felt that the training program did not give sufficient

validation to their theoretical approach.and.make an effort to integrate

It with the systems approach and the specialized techniques that were

presented. Although a majority of the FC&G Tr. II describe4 having had

negative experiences in the program, in contrast the agency's single

trainee.tn the first round became a dynamic recruiter for partiCIpation

in the second round. She appears to have been informally designated the

In-house expert on treatment of alcoholism and is frequently sought out.

by other staff members for consultation..

Cambridge as noted in an earlier section, was not only different

from the other agencies' in some of the more important aspects, but it

had undergone a somewhat turbulent period during the project's lerp. th.

Although,the agency is located In an area of Cambridge where there is a

high density of alcoh61 abusers, the small staff size did not allow for

outreach activity.

I

During the period of the project, after t.1 and t.2, 25 new staff

members were hired by the four agencies. Four (16%) of these new staff

reported having had prior specialized training In alcoholism. This

was in contrast to the A% so indicating at t.l. Thtre is inadequate

information available to determine if this reflected a change in hiring

practices or a change in graduate social-work training.
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During the second half of this project, the-project tea rked_ . am
.,

closely with the Executive Directors and Directors of Professional
4-

..---, i

Serres In an effort to develop a fundable roposal in the alcohol

antabuse and alcoholism area. This activity its regular meetings

helped to keep alcohol problems in the awareness of these personnel and

it can be expected that this focus on alcohol problems had an effect on

the executives' attitudes, which communicated to the rest f the sjieff,

and.incluenced the workers' views, attitudes and practices.
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Chapter 10

DISCUSSION

A. General Effects of Intervention

The results, of this project's study indicate that the

most co sistent and significant impac' of t intervention

wa n the attitudes of workers who were employed in the

agencies over the entire len th of project. Although

the magnitude of change differed for the three sub-populations,

1.a., two sets of trainees ancL5a-trainees, all of them dis-

played a measured Improvement in their attrtude toward alcohol,
. .

alcohoilsm and self as a treating agent. 1%-has been suggested

that themost dramailcn Increase, which oecured in the first

group of trainees was at.leait partially due to thel'r pre-

training experience ofodiscouragement or difIlculty in 11,11g

with alcohol related problems and.their consequent hIgh,

motivation to modify their professional stance visa7vie alcohol
, .

related clients. Thus, they volunteerad for the training.pelobrams

open to new ways of looking at and-dealing with alcohol related

Trs. -11 on the other handzinitially (t.1) appear:ad

neither as negative about alcohol, alcoholism or selves as
4

treating agents,- nor'aS.highly motivated to improve their Vews
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of and work with alcohol. related clientele as did Tr. 10 This

was most'apparent in their responses to,the first lOestiOn on

the IndividUal interviews which dealt w6Oheir 44t4<tatitins

of the training, Lot., although among both sets oi Iraineat

thervere many workers who foCussed their eicpecatIons

on learning about new and Mora:active skills in working with

families, 68% of Tr. II had this expectatiOn compared to.41%

of Tr. I. Once involved in the training, however, both sets

of tratnees Were aware, despite whatever ski xPerlefices.

they were most motIvated'to get from. the trainingw/thati

portions of the.training were devoted to didactic preientations
vip

on alcoholism; the project was supported by the NIAAA funds;

eiseries of questionnaires regarding changeks in knowledge about,

attitude toward, and practice with alcohol related clientele

had been and/or were scheduled to be administered by the project.

gsstaff.

It is assumed that these elements of awareness were °per

ating at the time of the workers' decision to volunteer for

the training program as well as during and after the training.

In a sendeme might refer to this contextUal'matrix es

effecting results similar to what is referred t as a "Hawthorne

effect."



The detsrmint1on of the extent to which attitude and

pracalcechangas were directly due to the major intervention,

a "ripple Uffect", a "Hawthorne effect, or some combination

of these is difficult to parcel out.

At this point, however, an addition 1 complicating fac

for must be considered, i.e., most workers in the participai.

ting agencies were not instrumental in determining the nature

of their Caseload'. In most instances cases Were assigned by

an intake worker or supervisor following- the initial interview.

Thus, workers who were known as .planning to Or those who had

mirticipated In the alcoholism training program would more

111014 .be ietected at those to whom alcohol related cases

might be referred, One supervisor for instance said: 1,410

one, likes to have an'alcobolic case assigned to *hem ; so now

I feel better when I canassign these cases to workers who

have partiCipated in this trainting." in this context Heiman

(1974) points out, "Extraneous forces may, thus precipitate an

action for which the person was already partly prepared, The

action in turn contributes to attitude change, in the sense

that it provides an occasion for the person to sharpen the

new attitUdeaand commit himself to it (p. 321)." Thus, we

might hypothesise that merely being in a specific training
4

program, having other coworkers know, and treeing an array of
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auxiliary related activities, 1.0., questionnaires, meetings,

Interviews, did play a, major role in Influencing attitude change
14,

among the trainees. It-might evencbe expected that the confluence

of all the variables determining the attitude change might not

only Increase the magnitude of change, but Its endurince and

behavioral chzije correlates as

Thus, It was expected that the magniOde of changes in

attitude might correlate with the magnitude of changes In

practice. That is, Tr. I would increase their alcohol related

clientele most dramatically, Tr. II would incrlease their
I

clientele at a somewhat lower level than Tr. i, and the cm"

workers not participating In the training wou d demonstrate

the least positive change In their practice with alcohol related

clients.

The change among non-trainees was attributed to the effects

of indirect Intervention, 1.e., "ripple effect" and/or to an

effeCt best categorized as a "Hawthorne effect".

B,. Effects of Indirect Intervention,

The original design of this project called for the training

of all workers, includImi supervisors and administrators, In all

agencies over a two year period. When this became unfeasible,
; .

primarily due to a 50% reduction. In the budget requested, the

design was modified. The reduced level of fu dl. allowed for-

the training of 50% of the agencies'' staffs.
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It was anticipated thateven with the modified design the

Interverrt+onwoul.CItili haying an impact on the agencies and

th r staff's similar to the one expected In the original design.

1. The "Ripple Effect"

The mechanism postulated for effseAing change in those

workers nat directly involved In training was the "ripple effect",
.

l.e., that 'attitude and practice change among trainees would

influence the attitude and .practice of non-tral ees. Just as a

pebble dropped In water Influences the su ing environment,

the direct intervention with the trainees was expected to effect,
changei in their surrounding environment, the remaining agency.

staff.

There are a number of indications that the non-trainees,

indeed, experienced changes related to the interventions of this

project

(a) The most apparent change in this group occurred

In the A 0 scores of those non-trainee staff

members employed in the agencies throughout the

project's duration. Their scores improyed while

the scores of of *ngM trainees, who were employed,

after the protect began, decreased.

(b) An additional change of theseinon trainees was in

their' in reused estimates of success working

with alcoholic ctlents, and the estimates o non,
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(c)

trainees, who were employed after the project

began, increased somewhat less.

Furthermore, there was a positive correlation

(+1.0) between the increase in agency mean -A -0./

score and proportion of trainee partitij-0ifp7iTb-

age y.

(d) Finally, the change

related caseloa

t.1 toi t.3, co d to the respective mean

agency changes A-0 scores)

\ .

in proportion of alcohol

trainees by agency,.

The data cited above are consistent with results that could

be anticipated from the influence of a "fipple effect". Though,

the non-trainees 16' the agencies who werd employed throughout..

the project's duretio,n. improved on a numberOf attitude and

performance measures, the magnitude of change was not.as great

as the change recorded by the. trenee groups. Furthermore, the

change OA the measures by new non-trainees rOked lower than.'

other non-trainees..

Fn.addition two fa irly consistent patterns of change have

been observed which tend to support a "riPplA effect ".

1. 'For three agencies:

Reg. W. 12.0
BFS 8.1
BC&G 4.9
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/

the 004,*Ct wa :-InitiAlly announced. and preSented, therefor
,. .

q ,of their*coueintance with the "UCS Alco6Orlsm Project"
.

.
,

._
\

.1441% ***01 00 fulling Out OUestlonnaires and occasionelflrefer COS
- .

q

by'c011eagues, eased on the project staff's pe'riodlc,

communication with/new workers, there Was airrstinct impression M

that they did not fully understand theintervention effort and

their role In It; e.g., i number of workers Indicated they did
1

./
not feel part of\the evaluation effort, and someAccasionally

sow /expressed confusion about the project. This wai also in view of
A

the tralneeereports'that for the most part they communicated

only minimally about the trainingprograw with their fellow

workers, new or old, thus tending to undermine the "ripple effect"

since a major channel of influence, i.e., word -of- mouth, was quite

reduced.

.2, Alternate Perspective
LS

'Some results! however, appear inconsistent with the date

supportihg a "ripple effect" and therefore deserved closer

examination.'

(a) The rank ordered results in which Tr. I out

rank TN-II on most measures of change could

be viewedas contradicting the "ripple' effect,"

1.e., ir. II should have been Influenced pr,lor

63 training by Tr. I and therefore their change



over the oject's length should have been

equalt or greater than y. I. In 'fact

Tr. VI A..0 scores dropped at t.2, sugvesang

the influence of a negative practice'effect

rather than a positive ripple.

(b) The results of change in ,measures of attitude

and practice at BC&G provide an additional

contradiction.. In examination of. these results

emphasis is placeA on Tr. it ilnd.41 there were
0

five in thls,,grdup from,BC6 in contrast to

the agency's single Tr. 1. Th4s, i a. " ?ipple

, effect" were operating, it would more ikely-.

by the res4lt of Tr. II influence.

Attitude scores for BC&G non - trainees improved

over the project's length, while, the scores

of Tr. II decreased 15 points between, t.1 and

t.2 and remained unchanged following their

participation in the training program. in

addition Tr. II porportion of alcohol related

caseload, followIng.tral,ning, was reduced to,

almost half,df wkat it had been at both t.1 and

t 2. The non-trainees, over the me time

period, reduced their proportion of alcohol related

caseload to approximately 85%, ofwhat It h d been.;

ti
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These dater contradicting positive effects

of intervention, might be at least partially

due to-the.interrelationship between the agency's

4 philosophy 'and that of the training program._

The trainees from D.C&G appeared somewhat

"turned off" by the training program, some felt

there was not enough training In alcoholism,

others felt their ,psychoanalytic framework was

not recognized aid v'thied'by the trainers, and some

experienced confusion IT1 how the family approach

to alcoholic clients fitted with their more

individual orientation. In contrast, the,staff
4

member who participated in the first round of;/

training was a strong, proponent of the progtam,

in ,summary, positive.change did occur, primarily attitudinal,

among the group of W-trainees who were employed in the agencies

throughout the'program's length. There is some evidence that this

change was directly relatedto the influemce, however subtle,

of those workers who. 'directly participated in the major inter-

vention; Detailed examination of the data exposed sufficient

Inconsistencies to suggest a 'supplementary explanation of the

changes recorded by non-trainees, !'Hawthorne effect'::

That Is., some of the ohanges can be attributed to the non-

traltiees' increased awareness of alcOholl'iM which was,generated
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by the knowledge that their agency was participating in an

alcoholism project and by their repeated contact with the

project's, several evaluation data Instruments1

In contrast to the indirect intervention discussed in

this section, trainees were considered to have participated

in a' direct intervention component of the project and effects

of this direct intervention are discussed in the next sectiori:

C. Effects; of DI rect Itritervent 1 on

1. Trainees I

Compared to their co-workers, Tr; I were initially less

positively disposed in-their attitudes eoward alcohol and

alcoholismtand as a group they were less optimistic about

poiltIve outcomes In treating alcohol related cases; At the

-same time although having smaller caseloads, they carried

disproportionally more alcohol related cases than other workers.

this dis pancV led the evaluator to wOnder.whether'tke Tr.!

expeilence Fn working qith alcohol relited clients was

sufficiently discouraging to produce _Jhe lowered attitudes as

well as resulted in raising their motivation for alcoholism

training in an effort to be more, effective. Data regarding

these trainees' personal ratin0 of work with alcohol cases and

data indicating their level oUmotivation'for training support
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our hypotheses that without adoquate training in treatment,

of alcoholism; caseworkers who are mast exposed to this work

tend to develop a less optimistic view of the disorder and 1-ti"

treatment.

It was interesting to obseyve that In the individual

Interviews only 56% Of Tr. I indicated that their Prinipal

expectation was to get training In alcoholism. The rest of

these workers hoped io expand their treatment skills in ganeral

by learning. new techntques. Thi s might Indicate either a

defensive attitude, Unwillin as. to admit.the need to feel

stronger in-treatment of alcoholismr or. merely disiPterest

,--afeohollsm specifically. Hdwever, in view of the data cited4 -

above, the former explanation appears to have more grounding.

The training had a clear.impact on these trainees. Their

average A-0 scores increaied by 16.3% and their optIthisin In

treating their alcoholic cases successfully increased by 16.2%.

At the same time, althobgh the overall casaload of Tr. 1

decreaied, their alcohol related caseload had increased by 4.7%

and their view of doing satisfactory work with alcohol related

cases they were currently treating improved from 58%.to 731,

Thus,.the training had positive effects on Tr. I attitude,

practice and Flew of self as treating agent. The fact.that .

many trainees expected training of a different nature than what

184
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they received did not $ em to have a negative effect. On the .-

contrary the individual interviews indicated that the enthusiasm

about the training see ed to,have been more pervasive after

the training than befo e.

The data at t.3 further Indicated that these trainees had

no only been affette by the training program, but the effect

was maintained more tfan one year.past Intervention and on,some

impOrtant measures, t e tmprovement was still continuing. Again,,

the data from persona Interviews stands in contrast to the

data collected by mea s of ther Instruments; although there

appeared to have been broad ains In attitude and praotice with

alcoholics, their verbal repo is contradicted thN. For example,

only one trainee on the secon round of individual interviews

mentioned that the training ha' any Impact on her work with
o

alcohol related clients.

Only during the third rou d of individual interviews did

data a{umulate which suggest d one possible explanation for

this apparent contradiction. One trainee put this most

succinctly when she said :*1 t first, I thought it (training]

had mostly impact on' w rk with eamilles4, but as time goes

on I am 'realizing I got more in alcoholism than. .I thought I did,"

Other trainees implied simi (tart sloWlygrowigg awareness.

r's
1

5
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From Tr. I data It appears, therefore, that the training'

program .effected changes in bdth attitudes and practices of

`trainees vls-a-vls alcohol related client, but that these effects

tended to be outside of the tra'gnees1 awareness until they had

the opportunity to apply their training for r-approximately one

year.

2. Trainee's II

At the beginning of this project, Tr. li A-0 questionnaire

scores indlated that these wokerc had a more positive attitude

toward alcohol and alcoholism than either Tr1 . I or all other
9 i .

caseworkers. They also appeared to have been much more assured
/

.

of their ability to work with alcoholic clients:, las indicated

by their 'estimates of expected success, end with all alcohol

related cases, as Indicated by their reports 'f satisfactory

progress. Furthermore, not only did Tr. .11 present themselves

as more assured In their work with alcohol problems, they also

seemed to view the alcoholic client In the context of prognosis

as more like the' generel client than did either-Tr. V or the

non-trainees. However, despite this high level 'bf assurance,

even at t.1,, they were on the average more motivated to

participate In the training progrilm than 'were those workers who

were non - trainees.
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After the first grolip of trainees finished their training,

the data was examined for indices of a -"ripple effect", .e. r..

the impact of change direttly generated by an intervention in

one group on other._groupsithich'are in close contact. It was

especially interesting to look for the effects the first round

of training might/have had on the workers who, although not-yet

an Identified group, later would become.tralnbes themselves.

Since Tr. I indicated positive changes following training,

it was contrary to expectation that Tr, 0 attitudes and ex-

panted rote of successof work with 'alcoholic cases declined,

Just as their prOportlon of alcohol related cases decreased,

At the same ti(Vie, their motivation for the training had increased..

The results seemed to indicate that.these workers were-readying '

themselves to.volunteer for the training. Per aps they now

loOked at their alcohol cases more critically and began to re-

evaluate their work with the outcomes of treating these.. eases.

Ps interesting,to look at this possibility in view.of the
. . .

statediexpectation foe. the Program.which. Tr. II shared at the

end of th ir training period. That is, 68% of these-trainees

locusq.d.'on their expectation of training In family therapy

.rather than, alcoholism; though it did that some. of the

Tr. II felt that family therapy training would enable them to

work better not-only With families in general, but also ,facilitate

their work With alcohol related clients.
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The effects of training indicated that although Tr. it

aloohol 'related attitudes had become more positive, and there

were some gains in practice, the improvement was not as

dramatic as Ut was in the.flrst group of trainees. Their most

significant change 1.*e., the difference in estimates of success

in achleving maximum realistic, goals with their general clients

and alcoholic clients, appears in Tr. II ds scores.' The

-rAirits indicated that not only did thenot view their Work

with alcoho lc clients as differently from work with other

clients a- di Tr. 1, but after the training they decreased this.

score dven'further. This was consislient With the philosophical

stance of the training, i.e., alcoh abuse deviance, Just as-

any other individual deviance, is a sympton. '£ family dysfunction.

Thus, the data collected from TN 11 could beconsidereda

as a testimonial, to the greatel integration of.alcoholism

and family therapy training In the second round. The sentiment

of one trainee An the first group, i.e, , "Traimers viewed

alcoholism a no different from any other deviance, whereas

lecturers ha Just the opposite view," was not echoed in the

second group. Nevertheless, since some of the leadership at.

the participat!tn.g agencies. were dubious about the philosophy and

technology of the.N.yaintng, this type of result fostered

feelings of dlsappontment in that the training was not more
0

directly focusing on alcohol? m and its treatment as ,a distinctly

'different deviance.
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Further, as noted previously, those trainees who 7ekipected

to learn more about family therapy were especially pleaszti.wtth

the training immediately of training., whereas trainees whb

were displeased with the lack of direct attention to and iritv,.

gration of alcohol problems in the training,,became more

positively disposed to the training experience and its- effects

.-over time. The responses on the 4mdividual lifterviews seven

months post-training indiv-ed that most of these ttalne'es

experienced c nsiderable improvement in their workT4fth alcoholic

and .other ,alcoh V related clients.

In summary, date from the two major-instruMents A-0 and.CL.
> .

Indicated that the project's intervention hada positive impact

on both sets of trainees. unclear Why Tr. 11 demonstrated

no "ripple effect" post-Tr. I triqning:. Howeye:, the lag In-

trainees awar ess of change as demonstrated;by,data colleot4

from indivldua interviews, Suggests that Tr,1 influence on

other workers might have become more siAnifitant over time. This

provides an additional basis for explanation of the data re,

gareing the project's impact on the agendies/ policits discussed
A

in the next section.
Y.
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D, Effect of the Intervention on Agencies'

.A major anticipated and desired result of the intervention

strategy employed In this project was the establishment of

the participating family agencies as a more effective and

ava,ilable resource in the network of alcoholism semices. In

part it appeared that the agencies, prior to the intervention,

were reluctant to identify themselves as a ready resource for

the treatment .of alcohol related problems. There was a sense'.

of tack of expertise in dealing with the alcohol problemed.
(

client especially in getting the "dAinker" Into and keepingli,

her/him in treatment.

The trainIngiprogram did produce a cadre of workers who
1

were more willing to work with. the alcoholic perion and a

number of measures Indicated they were more effective in their

work ltK thles group of clients. However, the agencl) s as a

y the end of the project actively treating sMaller

p oportions'of alcohol related cases and problem drinkers than

when the project, began) perhaps in part due to the Increased

publicItit,given to the establishment of detoxification centers

during this period,

lhough the, agencies were, at the end of the project period,

more "tooled up" in th,e treatment of alcoholism and related
4

1.

4=
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problems, this enhanced cap011ity, waa-not:coMmnicated to the

public via mass mettle announcements or lin the public relations

pieces distributed by the agencies. ,Reglon. West was'makIng a

number of reach cut efforts to the'local aleoliolismagencles and,

there were some beginning' indicat'ion by. the end of the,data

collection period that these contacts were beginning to produce

referral's,.

Although the agencies, with the exception of Region Watt,

were not aggressive In-reaching. out'intothe,community.and

identifying themselves, as resources for-alcohol'problems, the.

top level administratort'dld spend time.and effort during the.

project period in trying to build on the,gains made and

develop a fundable proposal which would have etta4Tished.the

family agenCies as central in a comprehensive sertlyee network.

This effort; however, followin9 completion ofa draft propoSal

became dormant when the,funding picture turned bleak.

From the beginning, the agencies' executIvet at.a,grou,p
.

expressed ambivalence towards-the' project. Money,,d114eulties,

as well as phllosophWl/theoretical ltsues,wetmAny01-ved in

generating the an As the traininedfrWam and
e04,04,

evaluation, comp:at developed, however,'thef.ewere*markecl.'

reductionS" in the negative andcritical. feelings by the agencies'

1.91
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leadership.' it appears that the amount 0,1: support lor- :the

project and the amount of overall'poshtive thange,in:1-he

aigni frc.ant meatures related to alto each agency

-"were pesitrvely corrAlated with t e proportion of trainees

and with the proportion of supe visory leVel staff piirtict-

ADating'in the training

It Is not surprising to ind that the support of senior,.

staff is critical' in'effecti g change In organizations and

especially so with organizational structures simila'r to

large family agencies in which seniority and suPe vision haVe

powerful influences. Thus;inretrospect, it is believed

that the project sfaff placed insufficient emphasis and/or

demand for participation of senior staff in the training

program*

Finally, as indicated at the end of the previous section,

V--some indications exist that there is a "lag" in change operating

at theigenty lever. The indications in data collecte'd from

trainees correspond to some vents, reported by the a ency

'executive, For example, months following completion of the

"traini/ig sequence, indications that, some of the agencies. were

developing sanctioned in house alcoholism consultati,on

capabhlrt7les began to emerge.
, To the. best 1 the project staff's

awareness, however no out !de alcoholism consultants wene,-
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brought Into the agencies during and for a year after the

4
,

training program. On the other hand, family therapy con.su-
i

cJ

rants of the some persuasion as the project trainees were

hired, largely at the request of. tiNlknees.
A

in summary,' it. thalf the trainaetl.lmfluenco, '

. . ,. ,..
. , . ., .:, ,,

over 't,ile,...rest ,o,V the- ilaff and ''aienc 14 ,pol 141 es'%1 s lekikpla ',,,,
.

'-'s . .i,..,1. . ,
4 r

and'thus,peoetice a proalsing
atmos

phOe toward` meetliig ,the.
. I, rn

needs- of the person with alcohol problems, additiOnal' stimulation. .

,

****

0
14 'e

and upport from outside 'sources such as'alcoholism consul'.

gents or close,asoclations with detiox centers w11`;4 be I.e..,
#

4

quleed.. The lar,essure to_ meet. other demands is great and., 1p

' relatiVe tarmt, the .alcotrol le' is still-rie't -Opted aschtgii,,t

9dpslrable by fami.14 Agerfles.
.

E. .414.211:4-'

In the:o0text 'of this PojeOt thetraining intervention
. ,. ,

.

.

may. b.e censUtered to have been an
.

experiment with one reWcation.
,.,. . ...

-1, ,
,

At the end Of eich"of the two training- periods 0 similar
. ,,,:.

amou n t of positive attitude,, change was generated in each of 'the:
.

,

. . .
, .

Further, the ppttern of.chang'e 6n.allmmber.of °
trai'n'ing groups.

rileaiures dlr'ectly related to Practice of'the,tWogrouRs
, .

-trainees was similar, alth OUgh the magnitycleS'dIffeted.-.
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The` results also Indicate ,that p;s1 t e attltudechange

occurred among staff members who &id no participate in the,
tioitda1411104.thi's change-was eflectp.I 'in thet* practice

meos$Cres, on y I n,
.
a, .4f.ew tancel this seeming pa radoxbgcomes.

. . 1

. ..r 0 .
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duccd en,0 phat; a de,s1r:e0 Ch'apgc occurred' Altar thls interventionr-

.0 .

continues', 'tc,:s-tand,

:here are indicatlorisl'41sol that 'overtime the change

on semesi.6nificant'veriableS begins- to taper eff 4nd the

trainees awareness of the gains-theyimade on basivof"traIning
- /

Increases, It js.suggested ihat additionaillinput ts_reeuired-'

In order tc mairitpn cha e and sustain momentum created by

the pr,oject.
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(b.) An intervqntion based on training must have

.broed representation from the agency's senior.

and supervisory staff as par*ticipants In the

training. This Is especially important when

the training program introduces conoepts and

skills not generaly'Anown to or practiced by
0

the pridemlnant majority of the staff. Without

i dequfte representation of senior and superylsory

.staff rh the training, those workers. who
el 0

pe"rticipate In such,training might experience

feelingsof isolation andfor.inadequate agency,

support for Using iheir;newlracquired attitudes'

and skills. (See'ehapter 12flpr a more

detailed ode velopment.of tht recomMendatIon).

2; A-Trainin4 MOdel 0)

f o .0,0 ' .o'o . I
G

n t
.The tratOl.ng program must b! designed'in such

%
a manner that

,each
,

component ,has a.'comprehensihie relationihip'to the Other

V

components'and.that'stages of training build on
O . .

OsinfOrcing the Materiel learned and'provAding-

subsequent material'.

development of this

11

each other, thus

grounding for

(See CilePA,W121-or a moreffdetalled

recommend Von).
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3. Consultation as a Continuinl Intervention

In order to capitalize on the momentum created by a short ;

term training program, continuing support for newly learned

attitudes and skills is necessary. This is particularly so

When the concepts and techniques Introduced by the training

differ from those generally practiced at the agency. Initially,

this support could be provided in the form of ongoing consultation,

external to the agency,. which is also designed to foster and build

an in.-house consultatiA capacity.
4

a more detailed development of this retommendation).

(See Chapter 12 for

4. New Workers

When an agency is actively engaged in an intervention

designed to produce change within Its own organization, and the

intervention involves an impact on the staff directly, then

it is imperative that any new staff acquired be actaely informed

'about the intervention and their cooperation enlisted. This

procedure is believed to be of value In maximizing the interven-

tions' desired effects.

-171-
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5, Publicity

in order to deliver an increased quantity of a service for

which the agency. Is not well recognized, a specific effort to:,

"let the world know" must be part of the .intervention, Just 1

as the new skills acquired need exercise In order to devoid*

their effectiveness, sq actions, at the agency level must be

taken to reinforce the changes In attitudes and skills of the

staff.

Thus, following an Intervention which.produces a new or

enhanced capability, it appears desireable for the agencies, to

publicly acknowledge,,this'change, e.g., in the media and thelr

own promotional material, In order to continue the momentum

established and thus increase the probability of a more lasting

change in practice,

6, Relationship Between Training and Evaluation

It Is highly desirable to have the evaluation and training

staffs as both dart of the sime.organization in order to enhance

the interdependence in making both research and program decisions,

This approach Is particularly important In evaluation studies

of an intervention's impact.

Since the ultimate purpose of evaluation Is to improve, not

to prove, then a responsIve communication and feedback system

between research and program,domponents Is essential for achieve

Ing optimum resiAlts,- 198
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Chapter 12

, OUTLIN A 'MODEL, ,TaAlk110 PROGRAM

Based on the project staff's observations and on the feed,

back from trainees and other staff about their experience with

the trinnIng program, the following design for teaching

competencies In working with alcohol problemed people Was

developed. The design caITs-'for,four stages of training, each
i/

stage building on the learning that takes place in the preceding

stage.

.

It is believed that cif such training was to be introduced

,/into an agency for purposes of improving the skills of on-line

workers, the administrative staff of the agency should be re-

quested to participate In at least the first stage of training.

Further, it is considered to be of utmost Importance for a

substantial proportion (at least 50%) of supervisory personriel

to participate In all stages of training.

1. Stages of Tralnin,

(a).. Expand basic knowledge about alcohol and alcoholism.

(b) Change/modify attitude toward alcohol and alcoholism.

(c) Discover/learn new skills in working with alcohol
abuser and his/her family

(d) Stimulate interest In and thus facilitate continued
learning about alcohol and alcohol' abuse.
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(a) Expanding Knowledge mho!, and-Aicoholism.

LECTURE/DISCUSSION SES IONS'are to be

mented by recommomded readings and be designed to impart

information or expamd knowledge about various'aspects

of alcohol consumption and alcoholism. Areas to be

emphasized include: cultural aspects relevant to _

viewing alcohol use and alcoholism; behaviors suggestive

of alto \l abuse and incipient alcoholism; physiological
-41

variables 'f alcohol and alcoholism (incIlading medical

complications); realistic goal setting andireasonable

expectations of clients' behavior; community resources

available to the alcOhOl abuser and his/her family;

servey of therapy/rehabilitation.models successfully

used with alcoholics and their families; vista to

detoxificatiom-oenters, half -way. houses, AA and At-

Anon meetings.

Each sessfon begins with a 20.minute minlirlecture

on one of the topics ennumer

is then devoted to discussion.

The lecturer /preseetor is t during the

(discussion as the resource person; the discussion,

however, Is facIlitited by a specialist in grotlp process

whose skills, provide opportunities to generate and

above. Maximum time

capture the energy of the pirticipants/trainees. in

this manner it is .expected that an informed, lively,
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personally engaging discussion would be promoted.

It is assumed that the'advantage of devoting a

major portion to discussion time facilitated by a

specialists in group procesviould be In the greater

assurance that facts/Information transmitted to the

participants have a quality orpersonal discovery

rather than impersonal IndAtrination or memorization.

It is also assumed that education In which the'learner

actively participates, such as occurS in a dialogue

encounter, Is more meaningful more easily integrated

assimilated and retained.

(b) Change Attitudes Toward Alcohol and Alcoholism.

Some attitude change might be expected to occur

on the basis of the lecture/discussion sessions.

6. dditlonally, however, it is suggested. ROLE PLAYING

SIMULATION sessions be introduted at this leVel of

tralking.

These sessions would be designed to familiarize

the traihee_with feelin s frequently aroused in the

alcoholic person as he/she faces their family,,, neigh-
%

-borhood, employment, community and therapy situations

By these means it is expected that the trainees will,

have the opportunity 'to expand their own experiences,

gel 'In touch with feelingi not previously identified

-175-
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-or e erienced, and thus enhance their capacity to.

.empa ize with alcohol abusers. Further, the trainee

would have the opportunity to -discover what 'the

alcoholic's needs, wants, perceptiOns are, and on

the basis of this get some clues of how communication

of these might be blocked, or unblocked and worked

through in therapy.

4c) Discovery and Learning Skills - Working with
the Alcohol Abuser and His or Her Family

Both the lecture /discussion and role playing/

simulalion sessions are designed to expand th4

therapeutic/intervention skills of the traireesi.

Additionally, however, it is suggested that DEMONSTRATION
fi

SESSIONS, be condOcted by experienced therapists.

Demonstration sessions are to'be with "live clients"

and followed by eictensive discusSion.

The selection of "demonstrating therapists" is to

te6ased on the uniqueness :Of the approach used, 6.9.

action techniques in family therapy, sensitization and

aversive technlquei in behavior modification therapy,

sense awakening techniques in gestalt therapy, and on

the ability of the therapist to articulate the t eore-

Alcal framework from which he /she operates.

202-
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The InItial'leCture/discussion sessions are to

provide a particularly valuable framework for

,---7
discussion of the theoretical aspeCts of the demon-

. A. ; . 0
.

stration,:just as the role playing/si,mmlation sessions

have additional use to each tra-inee 1.n choosing which

therapy approach he/she might want to adapt and explore

further. Having been exposed to 'the variety of there-

peutic approaches, each traine has the oppo tunity.

to chosse the approach most comfortably adaptable by

.him /her. Optimally this phase is to be followed by

the trainees functioning as Co-therepleils. as cor

theraplits.and experiencing hoW each has adopted the

new tedhniques into practice, before work ng indepen-

denely with a live client. 'This activity is again

to be followed by extensive processing.

Stimlating Interest in_and Thus Faciltating
Continued Learning--A4OUt Alcohol' and Alcoholism.

All of the previous steps of this training

program are-designed to stimulate the trainees'

terest in 'alcohol-related prob ems And thui, after

the termination of the, formal raining, the'tralnies

.are expected to continue their 1 arming In the

field of alcoholism. Additionally,'.in order

to assure that the momentum of new learnIng

Is utilized we<Suggest that each trainee
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have a continued access to SUPERVISORY AND /OR

CONSULTATIVE professional speciallitS in alcohollsii.

The superxilsors or consultants would be avallabla.on-

the basis of a specific, request frOm ope P*17-gr.00, of
O.A

previously,trained,workers. .Additionelly4 a . agreed

upon consultant would make regularly scheduled Conde

or two t7,1/Year) consulting visits. Al these lmes
.

all staff of"a particular a r an instit-ution,

could be invited to part,

-_J

2. Flexibility of Training.

the session.

The training program design recommended above Incorporates

three important elements which give it a flexible quality:

(a) The design allows for training in a range of

treatment modalities.'* The design takes into account

.

that the range of apparent caus.01: of alcoholism are

broad and varied and, so are the range of treatment

appr aches. Any one technique that is used in the
. ' .

,treatment of every alcoholic person Is bound to fail

in many instances.

(b) The design allows for application to generic

. agencies other than family agencies and to disciplines

6
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dr)

4

%,

other than 'so ial work. Among generic agenciei
..

considered propriate. are; settlement housesi,
'

multi-service centers, community ceDter'se...Visiting
.

,

.

nurse assaciatiOns, allecburches.

Ac). The desi4n. has .a spiral quality; each stage

of the trainIftg builds-and expands the experiences

acturring'in.6ie previous stages. Any staff member'

call participate In Weltrst_stageof trarning, or

In the first. and second stages of eraining, or in
r

the frst, second and ihird. stages of training without
a

the, ne(st.ity.. o -f continuing with following stage(s) of

the training program. This would enible those staff

members who are 1,ets clinically involved with alcohol
. ,

related'cases to partake 9f only the 'amount of training

they would,deem necessary for their position and then
14

stop,. 'while others enrolled. in the program might

continue further.

.r
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- .
,FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY' EXECUTIVES' QUESTIONNAIRt

,'-
,

.
UC$."Alcoholism Project' 0 ..

.
,

,, September, .19-72. . ''"i,i,

A., Agency's Staffing Patterns (Casework):

0
Number, of senior. supeivisors at your, agenCy. ,

.0
. Number Of part-ztime (at least half -time) :caieworkers

\at your agency'.
_

Name of Locatiab
Number. .

. -.
\ ' A .

.....

'Name of..Location - Number
n Pao'

2. .

a

' . -

Number of 'full time caseworkers -at - your agency.,Name
431
of Location "." .,- Number

. 1*
0.-

1

ti

B. Agency;'s Polietesand-Fract-ices:
0

. .Ilefinitiptv "

a 'A
4

a

gor 'purpose's, of- this ,questIOnnaire. prOblem drinking' 4
Alcoholism' is consideresl'to exist' for the individual!

*

when his, or her work is materially. redUced
efficiency and dependability'an large' part
'because of drinking; .: ,

When 'dr' inkini is .not an *ablated experience.
hut is,mor6 or less tepetitivev

C. when such dr inking.pesult a. in 'rea(igniza1310,
Antvierenco 'With health and peraonal,

a . 0

/41
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1. Does your agency exclude any category.of alcoholic patient?
Yes No

If Yes, please describe the basis for exclusion.

1

A

2. What do you consider to be the, maximum aoal(s) that can be
realistically accomplished for the alcoholic patient throunh his
treatment?

3. From your, experience,over the past year what tends to happen to
--alcoholic .patients afterthey have. received treatment In your anency?

4. In your opinion, how will-the alcoholics and their families served
by your agency benefit as a result of the UCS training pronram
beginning in October?

5. In your opinion, how will yo0 agency benefit from the MCS training
Program beginning In tictobert

C. Personal Attitude inventory:

The following statements are primarily concerned with
attitudes and opinions, rather than matters of fact.
Therefore, there are no right or wzmanswers.

Please answer every question, giving the first answer
which comes to mind, rather than stopping to think
throuah any statement; we are interested in your
spontaneous feelinns rather than in carefully considered
judgments.

For eech statement, please circle the number placed below
the response which most nearly represents your own attitude.
Circle one alternative for each statement indicating whether
In genenT you definitely aaree, tend to agree, tend to
disanree ordefinitel disagree.
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1. The sanctioning of heavy drinking
in a social or cultural group is a
factor in causing alcoholism.

A.1

Def. Tend to Tend to Def.

Agree Agree Disaaree Disanrea

2. Individuals who voluntarily abstain
from drinking are-better off than
those who take any alcohol. 1

3. People who become alcoholics are
usually lacking in will power. 1 2

4. The immediacy of an alcoholic's
demands makes it very difficult to
maintain a professional relationship
with him.

5. It is hard to be truly accepting of
alcoholics, when one considers how
seriously they damage their children. 4

6. Treatment of alcoholics is beyond
the skill of many social. workers. 1 2

7. Alcoholism is primarily the result
of physioiaogical predisposition.

2

8; Very little can be done to help an
alcoholic solve. his other problems
until he first stops drinking.(..

>

3

3

3

4

fI

9. Alcoholism undermines the ethical
standards of the alcoholic. 1 2

10. Wives of alcoholics have an
eaotional'needor'their husbands to
continue drinking. 1

11. If an alcoholic fails to stay in
treetment.the responsibility for
breaking off contact usually lies
with him. 1 _2 3 4

12. Alcoholism is primarily the result
of underlying emotional problems. 1 2 3 4

4

13.Casework with the alcoholic's wife ,

can often result in motivating the
alcoholic to seek help. 1 4

14. An alcoholic is harder to relate to\\

A

than an individual whose illness is
not self-inflicted. 1 2 .3 4

212



15. We-long abstinence is a- necessary
goal, although not the only goal,
of treatment.

1 . Motivation of the alcoholic for
treatment is often'effective'when
brought about under external duress.

6' 0

17. Symptomatic treatment which succeeds
in stopping the drinking is frequently
enough help to enable an alcoholic'to
mobilize his resources and develop a.
satisfying life.

18. Wives of alcoholics often prematurely
break off treatment because these
women do not really want help.

19. Alcoholism is a disease.

20. The majority of alcoholics can recover
with treatment.

21. If an alcoholic fails to'stan
treatment, the responsibility usually
lies with the professional.

22. Before an alcoholic is able to stop
drinking, he needs to gain some in-
sight-into the reasons for his drinking.

23. It is discouraging to-work with wives
of alcoholics, because so few of these
women show any improvement.

24. The alcoholic is hard to'''work with
becausesocialworkersbeligye he is
hard to work with. f

25. ,If an alcoholic can be helped to gain
same insight into the reasons for his
drinking, the amount he drinks will
decrease.

26. Using modeiAte amount of alcohol to
relax fram\tension is beneficial foi
the individUal.

°

213

Def. Tend to Tend to Def,

Agree Agree Disagree .Disagree

1 . 2 4

1

1.

1

1

1.

3

1 3

1 3

I,
3

1 2

2

2

4

4

4



UCS ALCOHOLISM PROJECT
QUESTIONNAIRE

Personal Information and Experience.

NAME/CODE:

Employed at the Agency:

Full time Part time

How many year s

.

SECTION I.

1

Are you currently participating in any in-service training-programs?

Yes
(please specify)

No

. \

Do you have any previous experie4ces with group approaches?

Yes No

If yes, was it:

Therapy group
Training group
Encounter group
.Other
(Please specify)

3. Do you have specialized training In family the apy?

Yes No

If yes:
Where

When

How long'

214
4
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. Do you have/ any. specialized training in working with an alcOho
and/or his /family`?

Yes No

If yes:

Where

When

How long

5. Indicate % of alcoholic clients in your current caseload with whom you expect
to realize maximum realistic goals.

10%.
207. 707.

307. 807.

40% 90% (Please circle)
507. 100%

-

6, ,Indicate 7. of clients in'your current caseload, exclusive of alcoholics,
with whom you expect to realize maximum realistic goals

107. 607.

207. 70%
30% 807.

407. 907.

507.. 1007. ,.

(Please circle

7. Indicate your motivation for participating in the UCS training program,

Very low
Low
Neutral
High
Very High

f.)

,4

(2)
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SECTION II.

Alcoholism QUestionntlike.

The following statements are primarily concernedtvith attitudespinions, ands
reflections thereof, rather than matters of fact. Therefore, there are no right

wrong answers'.

Please answer every question, giving the first answerwhich comes to.mlnd; rather
than stopping to think through any'statement; we 'are interested in your spontaneous
feelings-rafher than in carefully considered judgements.

For each statement, please circle the number placed above the response which most
nearly represents.your own attitude or opinion. C-rcle_ontyLane alternative for
each statem t indicating whether in geder4 you d flnitel agree, tend to agre
tend to di ee, or definitely disagree.

Def. Tend to T nd to Def.
Agree Agree D sagree Disagree

1. I drink only at very special-
occasions.

2. Alcoholism is best described
as a habit.

3. Young people should be taught 1

'how to use alcoholic beverages
by their parents.

4. Individuals who voluntarily 1 .2

abstain from drinking are no
better off than those who take.
any alcohol.

5. People A.who become alcoholic0 are
usually lacking,in will-power.

6. The immediacy of an alcoholics's
deMands makes it very difficult
to maintain a- professional re-
lationship w4th him.

7.. Most A*t_erapists' initial reaction'
to an slcpholic client is that of,
aversion.

Alcoholism is a general term°
covering a variety of conditions.

1

(3)

4

3 4

2 3

2 3
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Def.-

Agree

9. It may be wrong of me, but in
all honesty I am more likely to
feel annoyed by an alcoholic
than be sympathetic to him.

10. Very few alcoholics come from
families in-which both parents
are abstainers.

11. It is hard to be truly accepting
of alcoholics when one considers
how seriously they damage their
children..

12. Lifelong abstinence is a necessary
4oal, although not the only goal
in treating alcoholism.

13. Treatment of the,alcoholitio ; 1

teyond the skill of social workers: .

14.. Very little can be done to help
an alcoholic solve his other
problems 'until he stops drinking.

15. Moderate use of alcoholic beverage 1

is socially valuable.

16. The benefits of alcoholic beverage 1

far outweigh its alleged harm.

17. Wives of alcoholics have an
emotional need for their husbands
to continue drinking.

44P

18. Alcoholics, on the average, have .

Poorer education thar\ other
people.

19. If an alcoholic' fails to stay 'in 1

treatment, the responsibility for
breaking off contact usually lies
with him..

..m

20. Most altoholics have no desire to
,stop drinking.

21., Casework with the alcoholics
wife can often result in motiva-
ting the alcoholic to seek help.

(4)

Tend to. Tend to Def.
Agree Disagree Disagree

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

a
4

3 4

3

4

O

a.



Def. Tend to Tend to Def.
Agree Agree Disagree. Disagree.

Alcoholism is primarily the result 1 2 3 4
of under ying emotional problems.

23. Most the api4ts' initial reaction 1

to an alcoholic client is a feeling
of helplessness.

24. An akoho is is harder to reiate::- 1

to than e individual. whose ill
nessis n t

25. Tie bevera e use of alcohol should
generally e discoPraged.

26. The motive ion of. the lcohOlio for`].
.treatment is not effeoted by exter-
nal duress,

27. Alcoholism s a disease.

28. Wives. of alOoholiCS often pre-
maturely break off treatment
,because, these women do not really
want help.

29. I dislike working with alcoholics. 1

30. The proportiOn of effective treat- 1

`Aleut in eloohOlism.can be equal -to
effective treatments of any other
category of clients,

31. Using a moderate amount of alcohol 1

to relax'from tension is beneficial
for the individual.

32. If analcOholic fails t9q stay in' 1

.trestment, the respo ility
usually- liesi:Tith-the professional.

)

33. It is discouraging to work with
wives of alcoholics, because so
'few of these-women show any
proveMent.

34. The alcoholic is hard to work with
because social workers believe he
is hard to work with.

35. An occasional social drink does 1
nobody- any, harm.. 218

(5)

3

3

34-

3
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Def. Tend to Tend to Def
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

30, The majoriti, of alcoholics can 1

,i-cover with treatment.

17, When I suspect that excessive
drinking may be an important factor
in a client's problem, I am re-

'1Uctant to, deal with that aspect of
thd problem.

33. Most alcoholics are either drunk or 1
drinking every day.

39. The best. thing that can happen to 1

an alcoholic is to have the members
of A1coholics Anonymous. take over
'the.respongibility for helping him.

4 The alcohtlic a usually'a-vieak 1

person.

31. If-an alcoholic succeeds in
achieving lasting sobriety, his
wife will become more distrubed.

-2. Most alcoholics are completely 1

unconcerned about their drinking,
problem.

-3. AlcohOlism has so many special 1

features that its professional
treatment should be referred to
clinics, hospital's, and physicians
that specialize in alcoholism.

-:.. An alcoholic usually has .-something.
A in his past which is drivItg him

to drink.

Most alcoholics have no destre'to
stop drinking.

,

The alcoholic is seldom helped by
any sort of medical or psychological
treatment.

Si.'. Wives of alcoholics often do not

2

2

2

3

3

4

4.

4

/l

2 3 4

3 4

1 4

1 2 4
want their husband to stop drinking
because thede wives are afraid
that his abstinence will interfere
with social activities, 219
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Dqf.. Tend to Tend to Def.
-

.

4Agret Agree %Ogres Disagree

48: The alcoholic drinks.excessiVely 1
mainly because he enjoys drinking.'

4
49. Forcing an alcoholic to face and 1

suffer the consequences of his
behavior often increases his

'Imdtivation for treatment,

50. Most alcoholics cOuldnot be .

%,

1 2 3.
rehabilitated even if more. help
were 'available for them

$1. Anyone who has ever had ex- (:. _,1 2 .

.
.

perience with an alcoholic knows--
that they tend to be weak willed. .

2. 'A married alcoholic is more likely 1. 2 3
to experfence sUccessful*treat-
talent if both spouses are seen in .

therapy.

1

(7)

220
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4

4

ti
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A.

. . .#' ...., .I,Required by U.S.. Department of Healthi.educatitin anti 41dIfare)'.... ,:.
,: .

,,

.
. ,

it is 'my .unde.rstandifia: t at the: information contained in thea, ' , prieloseid questionnaire 11 be held tn'the strUtest.,confiden'ti
'and be available only to memberi of the research staff. Any

.s, 'published reporting of to will be orouPed and my resnonses vall't1in no way be identi. . ,.

o NAtjE: a a

011ittn.."6"""""wa"..111."6"7"."."-"1".

AtENCYt

J

a , BRANCH UFFICE)

DATE:

AtAMi 'CODE:

A

44:

fy

A

221,-
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rker.name Code:

Appendix A .7.

UCS ALCOHOLISM kPROSECT
,

Ciseload Questionnaire
ti

%.

,;

1. How long have yes...Veen handling this case?
,

less than, one month
to 4 Monthai

. .

i ,

.
-.

..2. ho frequently 'have y'4u had contact with theprimaryAlient duping this time?
.

1 . s. .. .nonce 1a week or more Odquently rIless thin once a month
n'.everY othtr weelc .

r--1.irregglareontacts
( once ,a month , ,

.. . . .....-ti other... (specify) ..
Q °1t. ...,. 0

0

.

L
en
.r4 'months to year
1, to.2 y;lars

jr over 2 yeArs

3.*Wha:t W48 the lieesenting,problem? (describe.b4eft*:%

4; 'yes the drinI4Cng problem mentioned at intake?

Yes .

5. Who is:the primary client?

Lithe drinker

rispouse of drihker

6. Sex of the primary client:

o Male

7. Marital status of the primary client:

ri'single
0 married

separated

I
No

9

PIparent of drinker

other (specify)

0- Female

Ei divorced
riwidowea

8. What it the extent of the drinking problem?

steadi,' constantidrinking
. 0 regular "Oingeseg. weekends)

9. Does the primary client have a history of
of alcohol.

o

family agency
El mental health'facility
1:-.1 alcoholics anonoMous

othei. (specify)

.
1

Uestions 10-19 refer to the problem drinker:

infrequent drinking bouts.,
-taother (specify)

treatment reladed to the problem

length of time in treatment'
,ta length'oftime iCtreatmeat
D,:length of time IA treatment
ralength of time in treatment'

222



10.

Mexico,...orGarada.
1.T:-P-ern Europe

A.

11. Aga,

L) under 15 years
rl 15 to 24 years

25 to 34 years
i5 ro 44 years

/2.

male

13. Marital Status:

single
0 married
C1' separated

14. Religion:

Catholid
t] Protestant t

4 I

15. ..:ct.lonal Level (years of school

ri 8th grade or less
c3 9th through 11 year
0 high school graduate

. t--1 technical training' beyond HS.

16. Income Level:

cm none to $4,000
,T.3 $4,000 $7,999
021 $&,000 - $11,999

17. Present occupatiop with
..)ccupation if currently

18. Indication of physical deterioration during past year:

0140qtern turope
,Ej other (specify)

45 to 54 yearie
. n 55 to '64 years'

65 years and. over

fl Female

In divorced
citiowed.

D. Jewish
Oth0.

siompleted) :

P

S. 4.

. I
'a

n

some college
tj undergraduate

graduate ddgree
b Other. (specify)

degree

t12',000 - $15,999
ta- $16,000 - 519,999
ri $20,000 -over

brief descri.ption of duties (give previous
unemployed or retired):,

D' Yes
tio

1 . 'History of'experience in treatment of alcoholism:

U Family Ageriey
173 Mental Hedfth facility
170 Alcohoiics Anonomblis
ED Other (specify)"

.How do you rate your20.

Very sa- tisfactory

A

0 length of jtime in treatment
t:1 length of time in treatment
t.T.1 length of time. in treatment
0 length of time in treatment

present work with the primary.client?

satisfactory unsatisfactory

A

Very unsa sfac,
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Name

AppendixA
v.

0

.000.;ALCOHOhISM PROJECT. .

Alcoholiii.I0formation Questionnaire .

Voris U

01,

4

. .

. . ...4. .

.

&the follOWIne:qUailtiOnsi indicate the cameo' answer' by irelnt either
. ,ri (true) or ,IP l(faise) ; . .

o . . '. 4 ...
0 y

'. t 0 0

4;
o ,,.1: V 1. Historicallyvthe distrifiution of a/cohollb biaverage.d.occureeprior tothe brewing of beer. 0

. u A. , .

.4 " ' ,

er F 2. . Moderate: 6inkin.g, as we understand it i wai -rase amoni preliterate
.

groups.
.

. .

6...,C F 4.6'

tF: 4, They prevalence of drinking among ddoiescents in the community.is

1

,dependfh on legalsrestraintiOspecifically designed to prevent or
discoura drinkingamong minors.

. .

.

The first petspnal ,use of alcohol Liu-typically reported to havelseen
with a ftlend or- group outside of the home.

'T F
.

What theladoleicent learns abOut drinking; from the'eassjmedia; the
church andthisschool, is, if there. is ohflicti typically subordinate
to what he learns from his parents and peers. .

0

%6: AlcoholiiM In the United States Is net,aignificantly related'eo ethnic

..T F 'E.

..T .1?. .9.

F

origins.

Al proportion of:the alcohollet In Maples today are 1esa than 20years of age. 0.

. Hest alcoholics are on skid row.

-The majority of menSnd-wo deyr suffering frOmilcoholibm in the,; United
States are married. . 7

, 0 .

Tho probakility.ta high that-every' adolescenvin
.

OUr..iociety will,.have.!
used aoholic beverage at least ,once beforelbeing graduated Rota
high echool. . . -0,

11. .A1c6ho1 is described meilically as a depressant.

12. Alcohol affects physical skills{before it affepte mental abilities of
the.drinker.

, .

T ' F 134. The rata 'at which ette level of alcohol in the blood fella:
,

i by exercisee'exposure to,o1-14 or. various types.of shoOk.
.

..

14. .An Individual *rho had been thkingthe drug Antabusec is able; to,. drink only.
moderately. , /'

T 15. Abient

G 6

T r 16. In *der
creed.'

am in industry ii a Clue to alcoholism of
'#1)

to bosom a Member of AA one Must believe

the employe9.

In serve religious



F

Porta raga.' 2'

.17, in an alcoholic's family the non-alcoholAc'mother 'frequently denieti
Abet the children know of the alcoholism problem in their family.n.: . .

T F 18. ExpreSsion of feelings in the alcoholic's family ia usually overt. -'
. ..

. -I. .
. .

..
.

wife
,, . . 0T F 19. The frhntic and demanding behavior of an alcohoiic(; rwht4.51he 0'

applies for help often reflects herfeeling that such behavior is'the
.. 'only thing that gets any :Felts.

T i 20. The alcoholic hue '(nd's a ti-sociar behavior causing, conflict with the
law is a ininor.factor in threatening hie family48 security.

I/

**T P 21. The successsrate for alcoholics in alcoholism cltnics appears to be
comparable, to that of general phsychiatric Cases in mental healtivei401

. .

,

.

.1 17 22. Most half-way housei Will accept einly'clients who -are sober at the
,

,,

time cl application. .

1

'F 23. The most serious shortcoming of alcoholism programs is the &bloat
total, absence of after-care and follow_up progreMi and activities.

T F 24. Skid rOw men are never employed.

F gs. Thp skid,row areal are declining...*
. ,

T F 26. Since the 1960's the trend has been for inducitrial and business
companies to include the treatment of alcoholism as part of the
companies general employee health policy. .

- / .

T .P 21. The averagetexperiencee.of companies with effective programs shows --
that the pr&portion oflong-term recovery for alcoholic employees
after initial rehabilitation is over 50% of these accepting treatment,

F 2 Seeing alcoholism in a medical-health context has had no effect on
substitution of helping or healipg approaches in place of punitive'
and judgmental approaches.

T ^ F 29. One of thp procedures provided by the state Departmdnt Of Mental
Health in Mass. is a "Voluntary AppliCation" which authorizesttbe
hospital administration to extend the patient's hospital/Ss:on
indefinitely.

T F 30. The Maio. General Hospital Alcoholism clinic limitstheit admistion
to persons of'16 year. of age or older.

ON THE .F.010314NG 'QUESTIONS.' CIRCLE', EACH LETTER 'WHICH 'CORRESPONDS 'TO THE ,CORRECT
'ANSWER.. 'MO THAN ONE '4460ER.:FER.'.QUESTION M/tY BE CORRECT: '9

31. Choos the true.statement:

110 Baer drinking.alOne.is not associated with alcoholism.
(b) Alcoholism is a biologically. or bieChemicetly caused filmset.
(c) ge/spses in the course of. alcoholism need not bilevidentesof:thare

2 .peutiCjoiliure.
(0) Akatitias.(disulfriel0 is a dangerous drug whose.use ahould be,40tkdoid.
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32. Which one of the following
ay...nOted?

.(a) Freudian individual
(b) Group therapy
(c) LSD and kypnosie
(d) LSD alone

'33.

34.

0 0

Form H.Page 3'

"treatments for chronic alcoholimn to most widely

psychotherapy

The aims of treatment of alcoholism include

(a) Achieving abstinence
(b) inarning to drinklmcially again
(c) rehabilitation and return to jobs and family
(d) changing to Another drug such as barbiturates or heroin

. ,

The Amountof eicdhol in the blood of the average site adult at
time needed to cause death is

(a) 1$ beers
(b) a quart of hard liquor
(c) a fifth of hard liquor
(d) 6 martinis

/.

35. ChronIclexceseive drinking has iffetts on
I

ia), the brain and nervous system
(b) the liver -

(c) the individual's faMily
(d) the- individual's job

36. Following a heavy bender, the alcoholic patient'
6'

(a) may have withdrawal symptoms
(b) very rapidly feel muck.better'
4c).may develop deliritfin tremene
(d) May soon begin social drinkineagain

V

37. Withdrawal from heavy useof-alcohol can produce:
, . .

(a)WAllucinations
(b) Convntsions
(c):D4t4,

.

18. Dependence on alcohol may include:
(a) psychological dependence
(b):physioal dependence,
(c) tolerance - 6

Alcoholicb are

(a) seldom Bonn in hospitals
(b) commonly seen in. gonora/ and psychlOtric hospitals
(c) 400 aeon in psychiatrikospitals

. ?

0 al

(d) only seen in general hospitals 2 6,2

-

one

S

given ,
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40. Femalo alcoholics appear to be:

(a) more psychopathological than male alcoholics
(b) less psychopathological ban male alcoholics
(c) the same, psythopat olog cal ,as male alcoholics
(d) not emotionally di, turbo

41. Ur the United States aleoh lism

(a) more common among men thanmen
(b) more common.among men tha women
(e) as common among women at amo men

42. Most people who become alcoholics

(a) live a personality disorder
(b) have alcotioliwparents
(c) use.alcohol as a escape

. .

.0

43. In IndUstry, alcoholrelated pro6lema'

(a) are rare
(b) are a common cause for absenteeism
(c) are a common cause for loss'of job
(0) are a common-cause for job promotion

0

44' Compared with the geiieral population, alcoholics

(a) halve a longer life span
(b) have a shorter life span
(c) live as long as others

,

45. Which percentage el alcoholics are skid row?

(a) less than 10 per cant
.(b) about 50 per cent
(c) over 50 per cent

46. 'List the possible medical'eoplicstionq of alcoholism treatment.

0

a

.
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Name Code

UCS ALCOHOLISM 'PROJECT

Alcoholism Information Questionnaire
Form L

F 1: Alcoholism was rare among pre - literate groups. .

T F Thaprevalence of-drinking among adoleseanta in the community is
not depefidentpollegal restraints specifically designed to prevent
or discouraeedrtnking among minors.

F 3. The first personal use Of alcohol is typically reported to save been
in the home with a familtmember or friend.

.T F 4. Today about 757. of the states inythe U.S. require thiat some education

A
about alcohol and its usage be given in the public High Schools,

T F 5. AmongAmericans, alcoholism is related,to early drinking.

:T

4
F 6. Most drinking among high.school.studeqa leaf beer and wine.

F. 7. A person has to consume alcOholic beverages daily to be classif* as
an alcoholic.

.

The minority of men and omen suffering from alcoholism in the
United States are marrie .

9. The probability is low that every adolescentqa our society will have
used an,alcoholic beverage at least bnce before being graduated from
high school.

T F 10. The.suicidal rate among alcoholics is very low.
.

F 11. Alcohol is described medically a4 a stimulant.

F 1,2. Once alcohol is in the blood it is distributed throughout the body,
but the area moat sensitive to its action and effect is.the liver.,"

\T

T F 13. Alcohqlis a member of the anesthetic series of'druge,

'T F. 14. Like,water and uhlike other fo4stuffes alcohol does not require .

digestion.

F 15. Theindividual who is of a suspicious nature becomes more,suspicious,
as he drinks alcoholic beverages.

F 16. In the early stages of alcoholism the individual can
he drinks on any occasihn.

F 17. As an alcoholic's family reppatedly fails in
the problem Of galholiswit tends to become
crimes.

40
contrA the amount,

its efforts to cope,with
less vutnerab4e to,o0or
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T r 18. In an alcoholic's family the non-alcoholic mother fro4uentlyjackS
the awareness that the children are affected by the father's drinking.'

T r 19.
,

Although Al-Anon is composed primarily of the spouses of alcoholics,
.parents, relatives, children over 21 and interested friends at times
have also,become'members.

20. The alcoholic husband's anti-social behavior..causing conflict with
the law is a major factor in threatening his family's security.

21. The alcoholic wife's frantic and demanding behavior when she'applies'
for help often reflects her feeling of helplessness. -

T I 22. The "success" rate for alcoholics in alcoholism clinics appear' to
be considerably lower than that of general psychiatric 040411 in mental
health clinics.

23. Half-way houses for alcoholism are established primarily for the home.
less alto 'lice who do not require complete custodial,care, but rather'
long to protective support.

T P 4. Aleoho is central to the way skid row institutions operate.

T 25. All of the skid row area residents do belong to the skid row community.

T p 26. Probably close to 50% of all problim drinkirs'in America ate cu'rsntt
employed and, consequently, industry is an unequalled setting fOr,early
case finding.

271 to far very few major life insurance companies have alcoholism programa
for, their employees.

26. Seeing alcoholism in a medical-health context has had an effect on
substitution ofhelping and healing approaches in place of punitive an
judgmental approaches.

I 29, One of the commitment procedures provided by the State Department Of
Mental Health in Massachusetts is a Temporary Care Paper and' court
,action iineceseary to make the commitment paper valid.

30. In Massachusetts one of the more comprehensive programs designed for
the treatment of alcoholism is at the Lemuel Shattuck Hospital.

ON THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. CIRCLE EACH .LETTiR WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE CORRECTTHE
MORE THAN ONE ANSWER PER QUESTION MAY BE CORRECT.

31. Once peoples develop alcoholism:

(a) they can never drink socially again
(b)'-they-iery often become social 'drinkers again
(c) 10:tar! cases they become Social drinker! again

/



32./ The hest predicators ofsuccess in alcohtlfistil trdtment are:

(a) psychological tests
(b) psychiattic diagnosis
(c) past social and economic behaVior
(d) -ptesence of delirium tremens
4

. 33. Excessive amounts of the followingsubstances can lead.'tb alcohol addiction:

(a) ,t?iar.
(b) spirits
(c) wine
(c1) amphetamines

34. A predisposition to alcoholism appears'to bet

(a) genetic
(b) nutritional

. (c)' psychological
(d) unknown

1
35. Alcholics often feel:

(a) proud of their alcoholism
(b). ashamed of their alcoholism
(c) nothing about their alcoholism.

36. Which of the'following conditidna occur very commonly among alcoholics?

delirium tremens
(t) liver disease
(c) kidney disease
JO loss of hair

37, wlict, Lf the following conditibns is/are uncommon among alcoholics?

(a) suicide
(b) divorce
(c) controlled beer drinking
(d) frequent job promotions

38: Chronic alcoholism resembles most closely:

(a) schizophrenic Psychosis
(b) heroin dependence
(c) anxiety neurosis
(d) manic-deptessive illness

39. The altoholic:s family usually is:.

(a) . unhappy

(b). happy
(c) no different er6m the rest of the population,,
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40. The best single bit of advice fbrmost wives of altohollc men is

(a) Alcoholism is incurable; divorce or permanent separation is the answe..7.

(b) Join Al-Anon for ,better understanding
(c) drink along with your husband as he needs yoir
(d) try to cure him by pointing out how he's harmed you and the children

41. The ratio of female to mali alcoholics in the United States is:

(a) 1 to 1
(b) 1 to, 3''

(c) 1 to 5
(d) 1 to 20

.

42. In the United States-the cost of alcoholism to the employers in business
and industry has been approximated to bet'

(a) $25,000/year
lb) $50,000/year
.(f_) !:100,000/year

(d) $1,000,000/year

43. The most common age group for alcoholism Let

(.) 0 - 25 years
(t) 26 - 50 years
(c) 51 + years ,

44. In the United States there are:

(a) more drug addicts than alcohOlics
(b) more alcoholics than drug addicts
(c) about as many alcoholics as drug addicts

45. Compared with the general popttiation, drunken drivers cause:

(a) relatively fewer accidents
(b), relatively more accidente
(c) the same proportiOn of accide ts

46, List the possible medical.comptications of alcoholism treatment.



Name Code

T .F

T

.Appencs I A

UCS ALCOHOL I 2" V.O.-ECT

Alcoholism Information Questionnair,

fofi SK

1. Alcoholism was rare among pre,literate groups.

2. Historically,,the distribution of alcoholic beyerages ncdUted prior
to the brewing of beer.

3, In Michigan' following the lowering,of the legal drinking age to 18,
the numbet of auto accidents in. the 18-21 age group has increased '

// substantially.

4. The first personal use of alcohol is typically reported to,,have been
with a_friend.or,:group outside the home.

,
5: Today.ebout 75%'of-'the states in theU.S..require that some education

4boutetcohol and,its usage be given.in the "pUblie-high Schoolre

The_preVelence of drinking among adolescents in the CommUnity is
deperident.on legal restraints specifically designed to prevent of
ViscoOfege drinking among minors.

-Z. Among Am ripens, alcoholism isfeleted to early drinking.F

T F

T F

T

t

T F

8. Wtat the adolescent Ie ?rns about drinking frOm the mass media,-the
church and the school is, if there is-conflict, typically subordinate.
to what he learns from his parents and peers.-

9. Most drinking among high school students is of beer and wine.

10. Alcoholism in f United States is not significantly related to ethni
origins.

11. A person has to ConeLmc alcoholic beverage's daify to'be classified as
an alcoholic.

12. A large proportion of the alcoholics In America today are less than
20 years of age.

13. Moderate drinking,as we understand it, was rare among pre,-literate
groups.

14. Most alcoholics are on

15. The probability is low
! have used an alcoholic

from high school.

skid row.

that every adoleStent in our society wild.'.
beverage at least once before being graduated

232



16.

r7.

T F 1,8.

T F 19.

T F 20.

F 21.

22.

T 23.

24.

T F 25.

T F 26.

F 27.

T F

T F 29.

T F 30.

T F 31.

T ,F 32.

33.

The majority of men and women suffering frOm alcoholism in. the
Unite0 States-are marred.'

The suicide rate among alcoholic's is yerylow.

Alcohol is described/M016411Y4S ititi*OiOt

Once alcohol is in the blood .3t fs istr uteri thrOughont the body,
but the area moat s'enti*e.to itit:attionr041 effect is the liver..

Alcohol affects physical skills before6it Affects mental abilities of
the drinker.

Alcohol is a member of,the anlesthetiC.terits of drugs.

The rate at which the leVel.of ilcohOl in the blood falls is changed
by exercise, exposure to cold, or various types of shock.

Like water, nd unlike other foodstuffasitehOl doss not requiredigestion.
An individual whohad been taking .the drug Antabuse is able to_drink
only moderately.

The individual who is of a suspicious nature becomes more suspicious
as he drinks alcoholdc beVerages.

Absenteeism in industry is a clue to alcoholism of the employee.

In-the early stages ofalcoholism the individual can control the
amount he drinks on any occassion.

In order to become a member of AA one Mustl)elieve in some religioUs.
creed.

As .an alcoholic's family repeatedly fails in its efforts to cope with
the problem of alcoholism it tends to becoMe less vulnerable to other
crises.

.
.

In an alcoholic's family the, non - alcoholic mother frequently lacks -

the awareness that the children are siffeOted-by the father'Erdrinkingi,

Expression of feelings in the

Although Al-Anon is composed:
parents, relatives, children
have also become members..

alcoholic's family is'usually overt,

primarily of the spouses of alcoholics,
over 21 and'interested friends at times

The frantic and demanding behaii.Or Of an alcoholic's wife when she
applies. for help-ofteefleCts. her feeling.that such behavior is the
only thing that gets any results.' -



T

T

F

F

d

34.

35.

T F 36.

37.

T F 3

T F: 39.

T F 40.

T F 41.

T F 442,

'

T F 43.

T F 44.

T F 45.

T F 46.

T F 47.

48.

F 49.

The alcoholic husband's anti-social
behavior causing conflict withthe law is a major factor in threatening' his family's security.

The "success" rate for alcoholics in alcoholism Clinics appears tobe considerably lower than thatof'general psychiattic cases in mentalhealth clinics.

Skid row lien are never employed.

Most half -way houses will accept only clients who are sober at..the timeof application. ,

Halfly houses for alcoholi re estab
alcoh Tics who do not require omplete custodial care, but rather long

lished primarily for the homeless.

-term protective support.

The most serious shortcoming lcoholismprograms is the almosttotal absence of after-care a programs and activities,

Al], of"the skid row area residents do belong to the skid row community.

The skid row areas'. are declining.

o
Probably close to 507. of all problem,drinkers in America are currently
employed and, consequently, industry is an unequalled setting for earlycase finding.

'Since the 1960's the trend has been-for industrial.and business
'companies to include the treatment of alcoholism as part of the
companies general 'employee health policy.

Alcohol is described medically as a depressant.

The alcoholic's wife's frantic and demanding behavior when she appliesfor help often reflects her feeling of helplessness.

So far very few major life insurance companies have alcoholism
programs for their employees;

,

Theaverage experiences of companies with effective programs showsthat the proportion of long-term recovery for alcoholic employees
after initial, rehabilitation is over 50%,of those accepting treatment.

Seeing alcoholism in g medical - health context has had an effect on
substitution of helping and healing approaches in plaCe of punitive and
judgemental approaches.

One of the procedures provided by the State Department of Mental
Health in Massachusetts. is a "Voluntary Application" which authorizesthe hospital administration to extend the patient's hospitalization
indefinitely.
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.50. O ne of the commitment Orocedures'proVided by the State Department Of
Mental Health in Massachusetts is a Temporary.Cate Paper and:court
action is necessarto 'sake the commitment paper valid.

T F -pl. The Massachudetts.General Hospital AlcohOlism Clinic limits their
*dminissions CO persons of.16 years of age or. older.

F 52 .' In Massachusetts one of the more comprehensive programs designed for
the treatment of alcoholimb is atthe emuel Shattuck Hospital.

ON THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS CIRCLE EACH LETTER CORRESPONDS TO THE CORRECT ANSWER..
MORE THAN ONE ANSWER PER.QUESTION MAY BE CORRECT.

53. Once-people develop alcoholism:

(a) they can.n4ver drink socially 1010
(b) they very often become Sod/al drinkire.again-
(C) ilf.rare..paSesthey become Social drinkers again

.\

54. Choosethe true etatement:

,(a) Beer drinking alone is not associated with alcoholism.
(b) Alcoholism is a biologicalWor biochemically caused illness.
(4 Relapses in the course of alcohblism need notAm evidencesoof thera-

peUtic failure.
(d) Antabuse (disulfiriam) is a dangerqUi drug whose use should be avoided,

55. The best predictors of success in alcoholism treatmdnlare:

(a) psychological tests
(b) psychiatric diagnosis
(c) past social and economic behaVior
(d) preeerice of delirium tremens

56. Which of the following treatments for chronic alCoholism is most widely accepted?

n

(a) Freudian individual psychotherapy
(b) Group therapy
(c) LSD and hypnosis
(d) LSD 4.one

57. Excessive amounts of the following substances can ad to alcohol addiction:

(a) beer
(b) spirits
(c) wine
(d) amphetamines 7

50. The aims of treatment of alcoholism include

(a) achieving abstinence
(b) learning to drink socially again .

(c) rehabilitation and return to'jobs and family
(d). changing to another drug such as barbiturates or heroin
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59. A predisposition to alcoholism appears to

(a) .genetic
'(b) nutritional
(c)' psychological

.(d) unknown

be:

60. The amount of alcohol.in the blood of the average size
aneeded to cause death.is:

(a) , 18 beers
(b) a quart of hard liquor
(c) a fifiMof hard liquor

c'7(d) 6 martinis

61.: Alcoholics often feel:
C,

.(a) prOud of their'alcoholism
(b) ashamed of their alcoholism
(c) nothing about their alcoholism

. .Chronic qccessiveArinking has effects on

(a) the brain and nervous system4,,
(b) the liver
(c) the individual's family

, (0) the individual's job

adult a one given time

63. Which of the following conditions occur very commonly among alcoholics?

65.

Following' a

_delirium.tremens
liver disease
kidney. isease
loss 'of hair,

heavy bedder the alCoholic patient

(a) may have withdrawal symptoms
(b) very rapidly feel much better
(c) may develop delirium tremens
(d), may soon begidsocial drinking again.

Which'of the following conditions is/are uncommon among

(a)

(b). divorce
(c) controlled beer drinking

frequent,job'promotions

66. Withdrawal from. heavy use of alcohol can produce:

+ (a) hallucinations
(b) convulsions
(c) .ileath

236
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67. Chronic alcoholism resembles most closely:

(a), schizophrenic psychosis.'
(b) heroin dependence
(c) anxiety neurosis ,

xs, (d) 'manic-depressive illnesa

68. Dependence on alcohdl,mayinclude:

(a) psychologicaldependence
(b) physical dependence
(c). tolerance

69. Alcoholics are:

(a) seldom seen in hospitals '

(b) commonly seen in general and psyc(iatric hospitals
(c), only seem in-psychiatric hospitals

.(d) only seen in generhl hospitals

'70: The-best single bit of,advice,for most wives of alcoholic men is

(a) Alcoholism isineurable,; divorce .or permenent'deparation is the hnsi.ler(bl Join Al-Anon for, better understanding
(c) DrinIt along with your husband as 'he needs you
(d) Try to cure him by pointing out how he's harmed you and theQchtldren

71. Female alcoholics appear to be:

(a) more psychopathological than male alcoholics
(b) less psychopathologial than male Alcoholics
(c) the same, psychopathologtcally, as male alcoholics
(d) not emotionally disturbed

72. The ratio of female to male alcoholics in the United States is:

(a) 1

(b) 1

(c) 1

.(d) 1

to 1

to 3
to 5
to 20

73. In the United States the cost of alcoholism to the employeis in business
and industry has been approximated to be:

4

(a) $25,000,000/year
(b) $50,000,000/year
(c) $100,000,000/year
(d) $1,000,000,000/year

74., Most people who become alcoholics

(a) have a personality disorder
(b) have alcoholic parents .

(c) use` alcohol s an escape
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; D.

75. The most common age group for alcOholism 1s;

.(a). 0 - 25 years
(b) 26 50 years
(c) 51,+ ,years

7A. in. industrys alcohol-related problems.

0

(a) are rare
(b) are a common cause'for absenteeism.
(c) are a common cause. for loss of job
(d) are a' common- for job .promotion

77. In the United States there are:

(a) more 'drug addicts than,alcoholrts
(b) more alcoholics than drug addicts

. .

(c) > about asmany alcOholies as drug addicts.,

78. Compared with the general'population, alcoholics
.

( ) have a longer life span
( ) have a shorter life span

,-. ...

A ( ). Live as long as others

79. -Comp ed with the genetal population, drunken drivers cause:
..

9

(a) relatively,,fewer accidents
b) relatively more accidents
( ) the same ptoportion of accidents

BO., Which percentage of alcoholics are skid row?

(a) less than 10 percent.
(WI about 50 percent:
(c.) over

1)
50 percent

11)

81. List, the possible medical complications of alcoholism treatment

238
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Session' I

6 '

Theme: Communication, Systems and Deviancy

ap

413a rr0i x H '

THE'BOSTON.FrAMILY INSTITUTE

, a'

UCS ALCOHOL TRAINING PROJECT

,

Goals: Acquintence Group 'Building, Systems concepts,

deviancy

Group Issues; Non-verbal-messagesJmembership

° Family "Issues:.
,

Steps of family formation, system inter-,

(
.

dependencies; "degrees of deviancy and .., '

inter-

May 1972

(

c : system coping processes

ft

Session 2

Theme: Family Processes and alcohol

. Goals: Group Building Family Formation insights

about alcoholism as a family system phenomenon

Group Issues: ,Membership, (in-out), roles

.Family Issues: Roles, decision making, choices, role playing

systems issues; patterns, leadership

alcohol as family issue

Session 3

Theme: PersOnal Family Issues and Alcohol

Goals: Trainees ARtitudes.and experiences with alcohol

and alcoholics and addictions'

Group Issues: .Sharing, Public and:private..issues

Family Issues Tolerance for any deviancy, early learning and
o

*early attitudes and-feel-lugs. Personalomeanings

239
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of different addi9tions to trainees..

Session 4

Theme: Fighting, IntimaCy, Alcoholiem anl Intervention

Goals: Exploration ofyighting Styles, - "making-up"

piesses., Therapy of Family with Alcoholic.

Group Igpues: Flexibility, roleplaying, control

Family Issues: Blame, control, and rule of alcohol, alliances,

intimacy r/

Therapy Issues: Observer roles assigned, cotherapy, boundaries

- in and out

Session 5

David Kantor Presentation of Research in Families an&tTheory

of Families

Development of conceptual model and space, boundaries, time

affect, meaning.

Session 6

David Kantor - Entry and System .Diagnosis - New Ways of

Looking at and Dealing with. Families Systems

with Alcoholics

Session 7, 84 9
o

Full Day Workshop - Both Groups

Theme: The Therapist in the' self - Person, and Therapist, and

Coo-therapist

210



Goals: To Conceptualize and describe spatial individual

'family and processes, .cc- therapy.
o

-Group Issues: -Re-group. Building .

'Subgrouping, self' differentiatio cor rot,

blame

Family Issues: Crises, family as system, resolution, public

and private.
r-

Therapy Issues: DifferentiatiOn - self in system, public

and private

Session 10

Theme:' The Self in the Therapist.

Goal: Action techniques applicable to self and family systems

Group Issues: Sharing, Public-private, support and empathy

projection: group members as family representatives

Family Issues: Ihdividual perceptions composing the famii2?..y

field, feedback as new information

Session 11 and 12

Theme: The therapist and the alcoholic family

Goal: New ways of Intervening in Alcoholic Family

Group Issues: Sharing, public presentation of own work,

competancy, openness to new intbrmation, support

Family Issues: Use and abilsP of alcohol, intimacy, control,

fighting, violence
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Therapy Issues:

Session 13

Theme:

Goal

Different vantage points, techniques of

intervening, therapist and family as system

Co-therapy and-th-e Alcoholic Family

New techniques of intervening kh Alcoholic Family;
A

New Ways of unfolding family system

Observe andGroup Issues:

Family Issues:

Session 14

Theme:

Goa

Group

conceptualize criticize flexibility

to act when needed and role play with real

family

Loss, extended family network,

.

g as

replacement for lost peer r- ationships4 last

self-image

py of. Alcoholic FamilY

What has trainee learned'

ssues: Acceptance, support, public-ptivate, flexi ility
1r

to act with real family

Family Issues: Entry, control, loss, dis ci role of alcohol :

Session 15 .

Theme: Review and Integration

Goad: Assessment -

trainees w

ssion of transfer of learning to

k settings

Group issues: Fee poSitives and negatives, saying.goodbxe?'
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Preference group formation and.continuation

Family Issues: Letting go,-maintaining contact and reunion.
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Feb.'3

Feb. 10

Feb. 17

Mar, 2

Mar. 9

Mar.. "

Mar. 2.

,f

Mar'. i0

April o

April -1.3.

Aprit

May 4

May 11

Appendix B

OUTLINE Fu.R LECTURE SERIES
111MMIIMPMMIMOINNWIllo

UCS AC.OHOL1SM PROJECT

.

Psychological and psychiatric theories of alcoholism,

Socl)logical and cultural theories of elcoholts.m.

Alcolof 11 .!Ie body and medical complications of

ResourcesA total mapping of programs for serving
the alcoholic and his family..

Alcoholism and the family.

Enargency-rvlces and crisis interventirn.

Out-coat ien treatment.'

in- patient esychlatric programs.

Belfway_houses for alcoholics.

Alcoholism and the skid row subculture.

Alcoholism programs in industry
secondary.

Teenage drinking and prevention.

Fir primary and

Developing networks of services in an outline for
a comprehensive.elcohollsm service plan.
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Appendix B

THE BOSTON ,FAMILY

UCS ALCOHOL TRAINING PROJECT

Session 1

Theme: Communication, Systems and Deviancy -

Goals: Acquaintance, Group Building, Systems concepts, Deviancy,
Creating a context in which to learn.

Group IssUes: Non-verbal messages, entry, membership, trust, play.

March, 1.973

B-3

Family Issues: Steps_of family formation, system interdependencles
degrees of deviancy and sirstem coping processes,
function of deviancy.

Session 2

Theme: Family Processes, Trust and sharing,.. Roles., Patterns and
Development, Alcohol.

Goals: Group Building, Family Formation, Insights about Areoholism
as a family system phenomenon.

Group Issues: Membership, (in-out), roles, influence of Previous
'Experiences Together, Sharing and Trust

Family Issues: Various Family Styles, roles, decision making,
-

choices, role playing, systems issues, patterns,
leadership, alcohol as family issue.

ssion' 3

Theme: Personal Family'Issues and Alcohol

Goals: Trainees Attitudes'and experiences with alcohol and
alcoholics and addictions.

Group Issues: Sharing, public and private issues, secrets,
small' versus large group issues.

Family Issues: Tolerance for any deviancy, early learning and early
attitudes and feelings. Personal meaning of dif-
ferent addictions to tre ees..

(1



Appendix B1

Session 4

Theme: Fighting, Intimacy and
and Intervention

Blame with and without Alcohol

Goals: Exploration of Fighting Styles, - "making-up" proCesses
and therapy of family with alcoholic

Group Issues: Flexibility, role playing,-control

Family Issues:

Therapy- Issues

Session 5

Blame, control, and role
intimacy and the systems

: Observer roles assigned
in and out.

David Kantor Presentation of Research
Families.

of alcohol, alliances,
which keep them going.'

co-therapy, boundaries;

in Families and Theory of

Theme: Family, group issues - the family theory, your theory,
treatment strategies. Devdbpment of conceptual mod 7.
and space,'boundaries and bridges,

Exercise: Role play trainee's case.

Session 6

David Kantor - Entry and System Diagnosis Wayi of Looking
at and Dealing With Families' Systems with Alcoholics.

Film: "The Summer We Moved to Elm Street"

discussion: What would family be like in 10-15 years with small
groups, intervention bases on hypotheses.

Session

'Theme: The Therapist in the. Self - Person and Therapist.

Goals: To conceptualize and describe spatially individual and
family processes/ co-therapy.

Re-group Building
Subgrouping, self differentiation, control, blame

Family Issues: Crises''' familY as system, resolution, pvblic and

Group Issues:

'therapy

privater--

Issues: Differentiation self in'system, pubic and
private. Therapists style of coping and respono
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Session 8

Theme: The Self in the Therapist' ,

.Goal: Action techniques applicable to self and family systems.
Group Issues: Sharing, Public-private-,.support and empathyprgjecbion: group Members as family representatives.

'Family Issues: Individual perceptions composing, the family field,,.'feedback as new information. .

t>

Session 9

Theme: Therapeutic Strategies with ,the Alcoholle"PaMily..
41

Goals: New Ways of lx terveninTin Alcoholic Familiep.

Group Issues:

Family-Issues:

Therapy Issues

Sharing, public presentation of own work,
voompetency,.openness, to now inforMation support.

0

Use and abuse of alcohol, intimacy, control,
fighting, violence

n
Differenzeivantage points, techmiques of inter-vening, therapist and family as system.

Session 10

Theme: -Interventions with the Alcoholic Fa y
Goals: Deriving generalized tactics of therapy following thestrategies.

Group Issues: Sharing therapy tasks, competen6.

Family Issues: Alcoholism and fancily process - causing change.

Kei
Therapy Issues: What would you do if.you didn't have this course?,What do you do with present knowledge?

Session 11

.Theme: Therapeutic transactions with Alcoholic Family

Coals: Specific techniques of therapeutic. transactions:

Group Issues: Sharing Therapy tasks.

Family Issues: Alcoholism and family ,proces4- causing change.

Therapy issues: Specific techniques in sessions. 247
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Session 12

',Theme: Demogi-aphic facts, culture and prevention.

Goals: Integrating larger system and family systems issues.

Group Issues: Sharing with agency heads; presentation

Family Issues: The Alcoholicfamily within the society

Tberapy Issues: Relating the broader issues to diagnosis and
athe tapy

Presentation': Guests - Harold Demone, Ph.D.
Frederick Duhl, M.D.
Agency Heads

S-ssion 13

Theme: Medical issues in treatment of Alcoholism.

Goals: Integrating physiological issues into a total approach
to tiaerapy.

Group Issues:. Presentation and sharing of case material.

Family Issues:

Therapy Issues:

Responses to medical issues.

Integrating medical therapy with psychothera-
peutic approaches.

Presentation: Guest - William Clark, M.D.

Session 14

Theme: Planning for therapy: Resources for Alcoholism.

Goals: Integrating community resources with family system therapy.

Group Issues: Presentation and sharing of case material.

Family Ispues: The family, its use of community resources.4
dealing with alcoholism.

Therapy Issues: 'Approaching-therapy as related to Alcoholism as
well as' f9ly and pergonal dynamics.

Presentation: Guest - Edward Blacker, Ph.D.
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Session 15

Thete: Interviewing of real family.

Goals: Observing therapist in action.

Group Issues: Familytha'apist

Fdmily Issues: 'Live amity. presentation.

Therapy Issues: How o interview .a family.

Presentation: Guests Frederick.J. Duhl; M.D.
Bernice S. Duhl

Session 16

Theme: Interview of Teal family.

Goals: Observing confrontation style of therapy and becoming
an active therapist.

Group Issues: Social worker's identity as a family therapist.

Family Issues: Communication, focussing on AlCoholism..

Therapy Issues:. Confrontation, Co-therapy, therapeutic intensity.

Presentation: Guest - Celia Delfano, M.S.W.

Session 17

Theme: Interviewing of real family.

Goals:' Observing confrontation Style of interview.

Group IssueS: Therapist identity - uses of self in therapy.

Family Issues:' The family's participation in Alcoholism.

Therapy Issues: Uses of the self, revelation and sharing,
use of support and confrontation.

Presentation: Guest - Jack Donahue



or

Session 18

Theme: Review, And Integration

ti

Goals:. Assessment - Discussions of transfer of learning
.to trainees work settings.

'Group IsSuqa; Feedback: positives and negatives, saying
goodbye? Preference group formation.and

.contilivation.

Family Issues: Letting go, maintaining contact and reunion..
. -

Exercises: Trainees discussedi What did I gain?
What I didn't gain but°

wished I had.0-0

Session 19
rr a

Theme: Repeat of Session 12

Presentation: Agency-Heads
Supervisors
Frederica'. Duhl, M. D.
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Appendix D

, ''BF I'S CONCEPTS AND CONCEPTUAL ASPECTS OF vRAININO .

1. The seminar is concernediwith treating its subject matter"
the family, and, more ,specifically, the alcohalic and his
family--as a whole, an entity in its own might, with unique
properties understandable only in terms of the whole. This'
mans a shift* in emphasis' from static structures and one-way
causality to dyiiamics, process, and complex mutual interactions.
On a generil level, the features of concern center around the
concepts of ielfregulation or. homeostasis. On a middle
level of conceptualization, concern centers around the .concepts
of social controls decision-mecing, processes, communication and
information exchange and the concepts of stress in relation to-'
the organization and disorganization of human.behavior: On a
more empirical level, the seminar will attempt to illumjnate
ho4 families of aleaMlics function and maintain themselves as
on-going systems.

. .

Information will ,be considered that draws SeleCtively, frOm
a wi,de,range., IncludLng: (1) The family's general stylistic
features--how it plays, what it laugh's about, how members
respond to trouble. (2) What their goals are--and whether they
see themselves as moving up or down in the world. (3) How
members express- affection for one another-,-whether there is
warmth, and who is loved and under what conditions. (4) How
tasks are allocated--the way husband and wife perform conjugal
roles, what tasks the children have and members contentmeht' with
their jobs. (5') How the family achieves its specific solidarity--
whether the family is close and whether members consider its
close and -whether it is solidarity-vis-a-vis the rest of society.
(6) How dependence and independence is fostered--whether privacy
is valued and how it is maintained. (7) How the family maintains
ties- whether family and kinship -ties are warm or strained,
whether it develops warm ties with neighbors. (8) How authority
and responsibility is worked out--whether role conceptions are
"traditional" or "equalitarian", how discipline is carried out
and how parents handle nat only tNe aggressiveness of children,
but heir own aggressiveness and hostility toward the children
and toward each other,

Each week, e instructors work' out in, advance specific goals
for the sessfo , and suggested techniques and 'approaches for
reaching the goals. Concepts are organised into four broac
subject areas:

(1) Various models for looking at famil and:
significant family processes-.
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Adaptations made by the non - drinking members to theirown anoer and frustration in them unsuccessivi effortsto control the alcoholic's drinking::

Effects on the system and its.members when the driKkineD
member Bails in his 'formal-role responsibilities:' forexample, when a mother becomes the breadwinner and make6major decisions fqr the family that arc ordinarily
,handled by her husband, or when a child is forced to fak,-
on tasks ordinarily Penyormed by parents..

farOcular subsystem effects when the total system is in'a sta.te of disequilibrium: for example, when the'drinkincmeftber absorbs the bulk of the family's psychic enernies,
or otherwise disrupts the flow of affect and affection,the children may be left emotionally 'deprived..

The problems of th'erapeutic strategy brought forth by
the kinds of sIstemic effects cited above: for Pxample,
guestions'about,the size of the family unit to be broughtinto the therapy. 'Since children are subject to con-
fusion about authority, discipline, identity, and
sexuality, can there be family therapy which falls toInclude them in these significant family processes?

Effects on the system occasioned by the family therapistand his imterventions: for example, d wife's. inabilityto shift back into normative role behaviors when her
husband stops drinking,

7 .0

As suggested above, the family is viewed as a complek adaptive
system which-consists of components which are themselves complexand which; In their interrelatedness, take on certain of their more.
important properties by virtue of being parts of the larsler,whole.
The importance of this view of the dynamic interrelatedness ofcomponent parts Js especially evidentxwhen dealing with an
identified "alcoholic" whose characteristic performance makes
emphatic the necessity for the joint study of parts and the laraer
whole -- including the physiological, psychological and social and
sociocultural components--with full appreciation of their recipro-cal determination. The Lecture Series teaches about these
component parts. The Seminar Series, through its concern withthe notion of system; teaches about the dynamic interrelatednessof these components, and how to go about trying to change them
when they are not functioning properly.

O
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(2) Various models for changing amilies and methods
and technNues of family intervention.

(3) The nature and etiology of alcoholism.

(4) Treatment of the Alcoholic and his family. '

In looking at the famil as a disturbedjsystem; the folloq-
ing broad questlpns sery a ulde:

(1) What patterns of family Interaction and what
-aspects of family structure appear to be
related to the d el pment of health and
disturbance (alcOholism)?

(2) What is responsible for the maintenance oT
the disturbance?
Speci.ficallys

(a) What indi'vidual functions are served?
(b) What family functions are served?

,,How do motivational, psychoi&gical, and
interpersonal factors interact with
family,faetors to help maintain distur-
bance?

(3) What is the relationship between observed family
interpersonal patterns and the pathology of the
primary patient?

(4) Hbw do families from different social and
. cultural backgrounds Vary in structures and
processes which they develop-in relation to
disturbance?

I .

(5) How do families with an identified alcoholic
member differ in their'organization and inter-

" action- patterns from families with no known.
members and-from families with non-alcoholic
pathology?

2(6) What implicakiarrs does the approach proposed
here have for the therapeutic intervention?

I

,

Some of the more specific substantive issues that center
around the stress on 'the family system that is 'created by One, mem-
ber's excessive drinking behavior, include
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